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1. Limitations and structure of proceedings
It is important to note that this document is not an attempt to produce Mitigation
Guidelines, or a manual of some kind, and should not be used as such. It is only intended
to be an edited record of conference discussions and a collation of case studies – some
monitored and some not. This document should not be cited in ecological reports as a
set of guidelines, as some of the ideas in it are not proven to work.
The conference was intended to be a starting point in the process of exchanging mitigation
experiences and ideas, and also to identify the many gaps in our knowledge. BCT hopes that
the record of proceedings will help this process. However, readers should be aware that as there
has been very little scientific research into how effective mitigation is, much of the discussion is
based on the individual experiences of different participants.
On Day 1, sections are clearly labelled:
 Monitored case studies – individual case studies provided by participants that have been
monitored, and therefore proven to be successful or unsuccessful. However, anyone
using these for their own mitigation schemes should ensure that they have sufficient bat
knowledge and experience, and site-specific information. They may not be directly
transferable to another situation.
 Unmonitored case studies – individual case studies provided by participants that haven‟t
been monitored – the suitability of these methods has therefore not yet been proven.
 Discussion points/suggestions – these have been included as some pf the points raised
are interesting. However, they are based on the individual experiences and/or theoretical
ideas of different participants, and should be treated as such.
Where consensus was reached on a particular point, this is highlighted in the text.
On Day 2, far fewer case studies were contributed as many participants did not have experience
in these areas of mitigation. As a result, the sections comprise many more discussion points and
ideas which should be treated with caution, as many are not yet scientifically prove.
References for each section are given – these are simply references mentioned by delegates,
as opposed to recommended references from the Bat Conservation Trust (BCT). The reference
section does not list all references relevant to the subject area.
The Appendices contain more detailed case studies, and any larger diagrams, photos or
instructions that were deemed too large to fit into the main body of the proceedings. Again, it is
made clear whether mitigation has been monitored or not. The Appendices are saved a
separate PDF.
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2. Introduction
On 25 and 26 April 2007, 130 delegates gathered at the University of Leicester for the first
conference exclusively considering mitigation for bats and their habitats, in cases where
development rendered disturbance or damage unavoidable. Those present represented
ecological consultancies, statutory nature conservation organisations, independent bat workers
and others.
The aims of the conference were:
1. To exchange information on the range of mitigation techniques currently being used in
both urban and rural landscapes.
2. To collate information on the outcomes of different mitigation approaches, including
those that haven‟t worked and why this might be.
3. To identify good practice and gaps in knowledge.
4. To agree research priorities that would support the effective mitigation of development.
5. To identify opportunities to work collaboratively to address knowledge gaps and achieve
good practice in mitigation and monitoring.
The conference was opened by a short plenary presentation by Tony Mitchell-Jones of Natural
England (NE) and author of the Bat Mitigation Guidelines. The majority of the conference
comprised a series of workshop sessions on different aspects of mitigation, the proceedings of
which have been collated according to topic.
Day 1 considered mitigation methods for bat roosts. Thirty-two separate sessions were held on
seven different topics: dwelling houses (5 sessions), non-dwellings (5), bat houses (5), barns (5),
trees (5), bridges (4) and underground sites (3).
Day 2 focused on mitigating the loss of foraging and commuting habitats and discussing
development scenarios for which mitigation might be required. A total of 14 sessions were held
on four different topics: foraging areas and commuting habitat (4), wind turbines (4), roads (4)
and lighting (2).
Chatham House rules were observed throughout the conference; hence the proceedings do not
attribute names of individuals, companies or organisations to the examples or statements given
unless requested. Some case studies provided by delegates (either at the conference or
afterwards) have been included as an appendix to these proceedings. These provide greater
detail than most examples collated during the workshop sessions, and in many cases, are
illustrated by photographs and/or diagrams. These delegates have been asked whether or not
they wish to have their case study attributed to them.
In addition to the plenary presentation and workshop sessions, a question and answer session
was held with a panel of experts from the building sector. This approach was popular with
delegates and resulted in a lively and stimulating discussion session with a large amount of
information exchanged by all parties.
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Were the aims of the conference met?
1. To exchange information on the range of mitigation techniques currently being used in
both urban and rural landscapes.
The 124 pages of these proceedings (plus appendices) are testimony to the wealth of
information that was exchanged. The volunteer note-takers did an excellent job keeping up with
the flow of anecdotes and debate. Examples of mitigation methods were gathered for all of the
topics with each topic being extensively discussed. Evidently some techniques are more
advanced in their application, which was only to be expected. There was key information missing
in many of the examples given and therefore these examples have not been included in the
proceedings.
2. To collate information on the outcomes of different mitigation approaches, including
those that haven’t worked and why this might be.
Collation of specific examples proved a little harder in some workshop sessions than others. In
particular, it was evident that some mitigation approaches were so new and/or so experimental
that there had not yet been any monitoring of their success or otherwise. Examples were
contributed of both successes and failures. Contributors are encouraged to provide updated
results of monitoring carried out since the conference.
3. To identify good practice and gaps in knowledge.
Consensus was reached on some mitigation methods and this is noted in the record. There was
evidence of a number of wide-ranging issues and on many points there was much discussion
and, in some cases, an inability to reach a consensus. Many of these gaps were captured as
research priorities.
4. To agree research priorities that would support the effective mitigation of development.
A list of research needs was compiled in each workshop session; these are presented at the end
of the proceedings for each topic. It must be noted that some of this research has already been
carried out, or is in the process of being carried out.
5. To identify opportunities to work collaboratively to address knowledge gaps and
achieve good practice in mitigation and monitoring.
Action points were captured during the conference. Some of these encouraged the Bat
Conservation Trust (BCT) to follow up particular examples or research with particular individuals,
while others actioned groups of delegates to work together on certain issues. For example, in
the trees workshop a small number of people agreed to produce guidance on buffer zones for
work around tree roosts. The conference itself provided a stimulating environment for discussion
amongst the delegates. BCT is confident that this opportunity for networking will generate further
collaboration in this field.
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3.1 Dwelling houses
Scope of the subject area
These workshops discussed roosts and subsequent mitigation integral to dwelling houses
(buildings in which people live currently), for example, roosts inside the roof, inside cavity walls,
etc.

Operations discussed









Loft conversions
Cavity wall insulation
Extensions
Conversion into flats (firewall issues)
Roof repairs
Plastic soffits
Problem roosts (droppings, smell etc)
Roost access alteration

Loft conversions
Monitored case study
Case study submitted by Geoff Billington
Area of country: Devon
Species: Pipistrelle, brown long-eared bats and Natterer‟s bats
Site: Loft in a dwelling house
Type of roost: Long-eared bat nursery (40+ bats) and possibly Natterer‟s bats (10+ bats)
nursery as well. Most bats in roof apex/under ridge, and Natterer‟s bats in hole in gable wall
(accessed internally). There was a substantial attic space – 3.5mH x 11mL x 9.75mW; a void
of 193m3.
What work was done: Conversion of loft into an office.
What mitigation was put in place: The room was built with voids retained: above (1m), below
(0.6m) to sides (1.5-2.5m) and ends 0.6-3.1m. The retained connected voids ranged in height
from 1m to 3m, giving a total volume of c65m3; c33% of original. The original crevice access was
retained.
What were the results: A monitoring survey a year after works were completed revealed large
accumulations of fresh bat droppings of all three species. A further four years monitoring
suggests that mitigation is a success. A key element was retaining original roosting places,
i.e. roof apex, crevice wall roost. The restriction of room height to 2m, the necessity to have very
deep window reveals and reduced overall size of room created bad feeling with client but was
reluctantly accepted.
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Discussion points/suggestions





It was observed that it would be good to gain some consensus on smaller lofts that work for
brown long-eared bats to help in negotiating with clients.
The Bat Mitigation Guidelines (BMG) state a minimum of 2m x 4m for long-eared bats but
some participants stated they had seen long-eared bats in smaller spaces.
One delegate reported that a small garden shed-sized space had worked for long-eared
bats, and another gave an example of a maternity roost that was no more than 1.2m in
height. The length and width of the space was not given.
Another delegate gave an example from East Staffordshire, where a brown long-eared bat
maternity colony was using a loft space no higher than 1.5m. The bats were using the entire
loft area, and so had a good deal of space. Exact dimension were not given so the the
volume of space is not known. It had no underfelt and was draughty. See Figure 1.

Figure 1 Diagram of loft space






It was suggested that the length of the roosting void might compensate for height with brown
long-eared bats, i.e. the longer the void, the less high it needs to be.
Temperature may be a more important factor in a small void than in a big void.
An example was given of a loft conversion on a farm cottage with roosts of brown long-eared
bats, Leisler‟s bats and pipistrelles. The development never proceeded as it was deemed
that the net loss of space from continuing with the conversion was so substantial that there
would be nowhere for the bats to go. No licence was granted.
It was agreed that the current Bat Mitigation Guidelines state that they are only guidance and
that the information should be used in conjunction with experience and site-specific
information.
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Cavity wall insulation
Discussion points/suggestions







Sometimes work can be carried out so that gaps are left in the top of the wall. Modern
insulation walls will have cavity trays in them, which go between the two sides of the cavity
wall (but only if requested for a particular purpose). However, leaving a gap at the top can
lead to a cold spot and cause condensation and so may not be recommended (or even
permitted under new Buildings Regulations (see point 1, Action points, page 22).
A new technique called “brushing off” can be used to leave a designated vertical space for
the bats. This involves putting a brush into the cavity to separate off a vertical area with no
insulation.
It was agreed that it is extremely tricky to provide optimum timings for this work – it is
normally assumed that bats will not be there in the winter, but well-insulated places with low
usage probably do have pipistrelles in the cavities in the winter. It is never going to be
possible to confirm that there are no bats in a cavity. Is it therefore better to do this when
they are active and can be monitored or excluded? There was no consensus on the answer
to this question.
Bats sometimes obtain access to cavity wall holes via window and door frames, or the top of
the wall at the gable apex.

Extensions
Monitored case study
Area of country: Berkshire
Species: Pipistrelles
Site: Dwelling house
Type of roost: Maternity roost, 100+ bats
What work was done: Large house in broadleaf woodland area. The owners wanted to extend
the house to an L-shape, but were concerned that work at the south end might disrupt the bats.
What mitigation was put in place: The extension was built up in box sections.
What were the results: The following May the colony had been lost and the owners of the
house were upset that the consultants offering the advice had let the extension go ahead. The
following summer, however, the pipistrelles returned, and now there were 300 of them! It can
sometimes take a while (in this case a year) for the colony to return.

Discussion points/suggestions



It is crucial to know how bats are getting in and out when assessing the impact of an
extension.
Planning policy means that new extensions have to „look like an extension‟ (i.e. the ridge
has to be slightly lower than that of the current building). This is relatively good news for
bats as it means that, in some cases, current roosts may not be disturbed by new
extensions. This would depend on the location of their access point though.

Firewalls (as a result of conversion into flats)
© Bat Conservation Trust
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Monitored case study
Large properties may have continuous roof voids above the new apartments so fire regulations
may require firewalls. This can cause issues for bats, and cause them to abandon roosts if
access is blocked. See figures 2-5 for successful examples for firewalls installed in National
Trust (NT) properties.
Fire walls in large roof voids can restrict bat activity and roosting opportunities, so fire-proof bat
doors can be fitted.

Figure 2 Fusible link in fire wall – needs
to get hot and cannot be tested.

Figure 3 Bat flap in corridor –
electromagnet holds, gravity operated.

Figure 4 Electro-magnet holds open spring-loaded door (red wires). Light on fire panel lights up
when closed (white contact).
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Figure 5 As previous, but steel shutter falls (as used in furnace room vents and flues to prevent
fire). Not big enough for human access.
Two to four fire doors operate when alarms go off, or are tested, or the power fails. These need
manual re-opening. At one site, a battery-powered back-up system for the alarms in the bat
roost area ensures that power cuts are not a problem. It is important to have a light display or
similar in the office to indicate when bat doors are closed.
These doors have worked with the following species:
1. Brown long-eared bats (north England)
2. Lesser horseshoe bats (south-west England)
3. Lesser horseshoes, brown long-eared bats, serotines, whiskered bats (south-west
England and Wales)
4. Brown long-eared bats (Wales and south-west England)

Roof repairs
Monitored case study
Area of country: South Derbyshire
Species: Brown long-eared bats
Site: National Trust property
Type of roost: Not known. The bats used the entire roof.
What work was done: Roof refurbishment on a National Trust property. Soft slates above half
of roost were stripped and replaced; the lead flashing was also replaced.
What mitigation was put in place: Bat access points were not found, but there were several
likely possibilities – in the eaves, ridge tile and flashings. Mitigation measures included offsetting
one ridge tile, membranes left short of the ridge, traditional roofing felt around purlins and ridge,
width of roll underneath new membranes, retained access through eaves and through ridge. The
whole project took one month, at a time when bats were absent, with the roofing work itself
taking about two weeks.
What were the results: Bats returned.
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Discussion points/suggestions









The timing of roof repair work is very important but we also need to consider who is doing
the work, how they will do the work, whether it will involve stripping the roof and retaining the
tiles. Often the work involves replacing the lining and it is that impact that is crucial in terms
of the access and environment.
If roof coverings are to be changed, for example, replacing clay tiles with slate, this will
impact on the speed that the roof will heat up. There are a whole range of factors to consider
but little information is currently available.
There is often a tendency to go into roof voids to survey for bats, but not to lift off the tiles,
thereby missing droppings that could be beneath. For example, 22 brown long-eared bats
were found under a roof; four under the hip tiles. Almost every hip tile had droppings under it.
The space behind the wall plate had been concreted except one gap between two rafters
and two long-eared bats were also found here as well. Site supervision is useful in these
types of situations.
Roofs are normally stripped from the ridge down but this has implications for the type of
method used to get onto a roof. Proper access is needed to the ridge so that contractors can
remove the first ridge tiles as carefully as possible. They should then work along the ridge,
and after that, carefully down the roof. If the work goes against the tile it could cause any
bats that are underneath tiles to be crushed.
If roofing work is a huge job it can be phased and done in stages. An example was given of a
Newark council building that had a very large clay-tiled roof with a 6m roof void. The building
needed re-roofing, but they had to exclude house martins from half the roof, so it took a
whole year.

Plastic soffits/barge boards
Monitored case studies
Area of country: North West
Species: Common pipistrelles in all examples (example 2 – c35 bats; example 3 – c30 bats)
Site: Example 1 – school; example 2 – dwelling house; example 3 – dwelling house
Type of roost: All maternity
What work was done: Three examples of barge board replacement on flat roofs – sometimes
timber removed and replaced with solid uPVC; in other cases, thinner uPVC was put on top of
sound timber.
What mitigation was put in place: Need clear guidance for builders to follow diagrams (see,
for example, Figures 6, 7 and 8). Access needed to be maintained into the cavity. A 15-18mm
space was put in soffit for bats to crawl in which is barely noticeable. If bats are going into a
cavity then changing the soffits has no effect on temperature, but if bats are roosting behind the
barge boards, then the plastic may influence temperature.
What were the results: All were successful. Example 1 – the following year only two bats were
counted out on one night, but from the amount of droppings, it was evident that the numbers
were as many as the previous year. Examples 2 and 3 were also monitored the following year
and the same number of bats as before the mitigation took place were counted.
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Figure 6 Permanent access arrangements for pipistrelle roost in new/converted buildings or
soffit replacement

Gap of 20mm
deep x 50mm long
created on each
soffit where the
soffit board meets
the wall at the
gable apex. Bats
will land on wall
under the soffit
and crawl in to gap
with access to the
cavity

Soffit/wall
edge

Soffit board

Gap created
here at apex
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Figure 7 Provision for bat access following barge board replacement

Leave
approximately 30
cms either side of
apex for bat
access and the
rest sealed if
preferred
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Figure 8 Provision for bat access following fascia board replacement

New fascia
board
mounted on
15-18mm
battens

Access for bats retained at underside of fascia
board. Leave gap for approximately 30cms
with the rest of the gaps sealed if required.
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Problem roosts: dealing with droppings and smell
Unmonitored case study
The following case study has not yet been monitored and therefore the suitability of this
is not yet proven.
Area of country: Manchester
Species: Soprano pipistrelles
Site: Hotel
Type of roost: Maternity roost of c500 bats.
What work was done: Needed to deal with droppings problem in small void of flat roof section
(see Figure 9).
What mitigation was put in place: The roof was replicated on top of existing one to get the
droppings further away from the dwelling areas. It was sealed with bitumen. In order to clean the
droppings out, the ceiling will need to be taken down from inside once bats have left for winter.
What were the results: Not yet monitored.
Figure 9 Bat roost at hotel, Manchester

Roost access
beneath
barge board
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Figure 10 Bat roost at hotel, Manchester, diagram of mitigation scheme

New void created on top of existing with access under new barge
boards. Top of existing roof sealed to prevent staining and odour from
seeping through to interior and droppings cleaned out from existing roost
with some transferred into new void. If possible access is to be made at
new roost to clear out excessive droppings, given that bats take up
occupancy.

Existing
roost in
void above
staircase
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Unmonitored case study
The following case study has not been monitored and therefore the suitability of this
is not yet proven.
Area of country: Northern Ireland
Species: Soprano pipistrelles
Site: Georgian mansion
Type of roost: Maternity roost
What work was done: Needed to deal with the smell of droppings in a Georgian mansion. The
owners had put up scaffolding at a cost of £6000 and used chicken wire and a plastic flap in an
attempt to exclude, but bats had entered from the opposite corner of roof. A small door giving
access to the roof exterior is left open in summer.
What mitigation was put in place: The aim was to contain the bats with a plasterboard
partition and vent the smell out of the roost. The plan was to do this with Kingspan insulated
foam boards with foil on both sides, in between ceiling joists, black plastic over top; six in roof
vents already. An extractor fan was also suggested. The use of an extractor fan may alter
microclimate due to the loss of heat, but the rate of extraction of a 20 watt fan is constant but
low, so may not affect a large roof void too much.
What were the results: Unfortunately, the owners refused to carry out the suggested remedial
work – they only wanted to exclude bats.

Discussion points/comments




Note from the delegate who contributed the case study – most commonly available extractor
fans may not be designed to run continuously and so potentially pose a fire risk. A fan for
removing radon gas is designed to run continuously in a roof void, but would need to be
wired to run in reverse; that is to extract air, as a radon fan normally pushes air into a house.
Cat litter was suggested for absorbing smell problems within a roost by one delegate.
Another participant suggested that the use of charcoal, although dusty, may be better than
cat litter to absorb the smell of bat urine.

Roost access alteration
Monitored case studies
Area of country: Wales
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Cottage and a derelict barn; near to a hibernation site (mine) with c.100 lesser horseshoe
bats
Type of roost: Maternity
What work was done: Maternity colony in cottage was excluded without reference to CCW
about five years ago. The barn was later sold and was not surveyed prior to development. A
local person reported that there was a roost at the barn (presumably the displaced maternity
colony from cottage) and work was stopped. Some bats were found in the subsequent survey of
the partly-demolished barn, but the remainder of the colony appeared to have deserted the site.
First set of mitigation did not appear to work (two vertical letter box-sized entrances high up on
the gable ends, lined with Tyvek which had not been pulled tight). Further mitigation was put in
place to alter the bat access point to reduce the impact of weather, particularly wind funnelling
© Bat Conservation Trust
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through the roof and flapping the Tyvek. This was also having an impact on the owners of the
barn conversion, with the noise of the flapping Tyvek disturbing them at night, and rain leaking
into the master bedroom.
What mitigation was put in place: The roost space was redesigned, incorporating a chutestyle entrance (west-facing) to prevent the weather getting in and to stop birds nesting in the
new entrance. This was a 40cm x 40cm aperture. The new entrance had angles up and over
into the roof, and was lead-lined to protect from weather. The second letter-box style entrance
was blocked up and the roof space lined with sterling board to provide a perching surface for the
bats and to isolate them from the Tyvek. The roof void was modified further with baffles and
alcoves. Three other bat slate/roof dormer entrances that had been added in the original design
were blocked off to make the roof void warmer. Additional tree planting provided the bats with
some cover.
What were the results: Successful. The colony returned to the roost the following spring, and
the weather protection prevented the rain leaking into the dwelling.
More details of this case are detailed in The lesser horseshoe bat conservation handbook
(Vincent Wildlife Trust) Please see References, page 22.
Area of country: Not known
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Dwelling house
Type of roost: Maternity roost of 60 bats.
What work was done: Needed to encourage bats to roost somewhere different, requiring a new
access point.
What mitigation was put in place: Access was created into the loft by removing glass panes
from a window and using weatherproof cowl. A gap was created between the attic and chimney.
For a season bats were allowed to use both original and new access points.
What were the results: No problems with pigeons or magpies yet, and there are more bats than
before.

General suggestions and comments






One delegate commented upon the importance of thoroughly surveying the lofts in dwelling
houses before any mitigation is suggested. The detail of the original roost needs to be
known, for example, breezes, light, temperature, how porous the loft is, so that where
possible, the development can emulate the original features and environment.
Householders are unable to engage in discussion with builders over which materials to use
in developments as they simply do not have the knowledge. This information needs to be
readily available so that roost owners are better informed.
Monitoring should be put in as a condition of all licences. For mitigation in houses, perhaps
the greatest problem is actually gaining access to monitor the roost after the work is
complete.
There was some discussion about what the changes to the Habitats Regulations will mean
for operations such as those described above. For example, will the new legislation affect loft
conversions? It is difficult in a dwelling house to maintain the roost in the same building.
What will be acceptable under the new legislation?
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Action points
1. Check whether leaving a gap at top of cavity walls is permitted under new Buildings
Regulations. (BCT) (Post conference note: It is not permitted under a product licence for
cavity wall insulation products.)

Research needs
1. Need to publish results of successful and unsuccessful mitigation, ideally with online
collation of data.
2. Could use new roost visitor forms to assess the insulation materials used. Bat carers
could help with this study, for example, experimenting with captive bats to see which
colours/materials they prefer to cling on to.
3. Need to understand how bats will use a roost; this information is needed for different
species and at different times of year. Examples – satellite/main/subordinate roosts, use
of roofing tiles/cavity walls in winter for hibernation, use of roosts by individuals vs.
colonies.
4. What is the most important factor for each species? Is it temperature? Is it volume of a
roof void? Is there a minimum workable size? Is the width or height more important?
5. How do bats react to disturbance? And what other resources play a role in a bat‟s
territory?
6. Research questionnaire to volunteer bat wardens who have been involved with loft
conversions to see how successful mitigation has been.
7. Online collation of data.
8. Investigate costed options for bat houses within lofts.

Suggested references
Collins, B.J. (2005) Establishing the role of mitigation advice and its implementation in the
success of bat conservation following development or building maintenance work, University of
Manchester
Schofield (2008) The lesser horseshoe bat conservation handbook, The Vincent Wildlife Trust,
Herefordshire
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3.2 Non-dwelling houses
Scope of the subject area
Five workshops were held on the topic of mitigation for non-dwelling houses. Non-dwelling
houses were defined as including buildings such as churches, schools, industrial buildings,
historic structures and offices.

Operations/subjects discussed









Change of use/conversion
Renovation
Churches
Demolition
Asbestos
Roofing
Heating
Lighting

Change of use/conversion
Monitored case studies
Area of country: Dartmouth
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Pottery (in use until the date of purchase by developers).
Type of roost: Maternity roost was present under the footprint of the hard-standing around the
site (accessed via a passage behind garages on adjacent land). Additional underground cellars
(within pottery footprint) were also used by hibernating bats. The interior of the pottery was used
throughout the year while the factory was in use. When the pottery closed, a secondary
maternity colony formed on the top floor (where it had existed several years previously). The
split of the colony was probably due to high temperatures in the underground maternity site
(rather than disturbance).
What work was done: Conversion of pottery to apartments with a new-build adjacent.
What mitigation was put in place: The maternity roost under the hard-standing was retained.
As this area of hard-standing was covered by a warehouse-like structure, giving some protection
from the elements, the hard-standing was protected to ensure heat was retained once the
warehouse was removed. No information was given as to how this was done.
A hibernation roost (not used by significant numbers of bats) was retained, and access by
occupants of the apartment prevented. This was considered necessary because, although used
by low numbers of bats in winter, it could form an important secondary location if numbers in the
maternity colony increased significantly and caused over-heating. It could be used by nonbreeding individuals throughout the year. The access was via a hooded letter box. The
mitigation included regular monitoring, tool-box talks, supervision, working around the bats‟
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chosen locations and, eventually, exclusion. This was a long project in a very large building (five
floors), so it was possible to work around the bats as necessary.
What were the results: Bats have been monitored for a number of years now (the first year of
monitoring was in 2002, at the time of site acquisition; 2008 will be the last formal year of
monitoring). Adult numbers have increased by over 50% (from a pre-construction baseline of
approximately 50) and bats have clearly been breeding successfully. In recent years, there have
also been greater horseshoe bats present (up to six, with numbers increasing over the last few
years). It is suspected that the increase in recent years is due to disturbance at other nearby
site(s). All householders were given contact numbers/information in case bats decided to enter
the living-space, but there have been no such reports to date.
Area of country: Clackmannanshire (east of Stirling, west of Fife)
Species: Brown long-eared bats in the roof. Access not known (there were plenty of routes in
due to the condition of the building).
Site: Mansion (see Figure 11)
Type of roost: Prior to work being undertaken, there had been so much disturbance to the
building (stripping out upper walls and ceilings) by a previous owner that it was not possible to
accurately assess previous use. The only evidence was small areas of bat droppings suggesting
that it was not a nursery roost in recent times; however, the building and grounds could well
have had nursery roost potential. The timing of the survey was late autumn, and the presence of
evidence was sufficient to apply for a licence. The builder's timescale did not permit waiting a
further season for investigation.
What work was done: Building was converted into ten flats. This required work to the roof
including replacing timbers, re-felting and replacing slates. Work commenced with the
replacement of the slates.
What mitigation was put in place: The roof space was left in place and bat slates fitted (see
Figure 12) – these are now the only access points. As the roof space was so large, there was no
need to partition off roost spaces (meaning that it was not necessary to work on the roof in
stages, as recommended in the licence mitigation. In fact there was little disturbance to the roof
space after re-slating and repairs; only some wiring and ducts associated with the flats below or
next to the space). A single brown long-eared bat was found during re-slating. The consultant
was called in to provide advice, as specified in the licence conditions. No timing was given in the
example.
What were the results: More brown long-eared bats were present than before. It was only
possible to estimate the number of bats from the fresh droppings, as disturbance was avoided
during the summer months, but it is estimated that there was a nursery roost with 10 to 30 adult
females in the summer after the building was re-roofed, and while work was still continuing on
the conversion.
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Figure 11 Mansion

© John Haddow

Figure 12 Bat slate

© John Haddow
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This case study could also fit into the Bat Houses section, see page 35.
Area of country: South-west Ireland
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Chimney (one of 32 chimneys, 64 fireplaces)
Type of roost: Maternity
What work was done: Complete renovation with resultant exclusion of horseshoe bats. The
bats were using a number of chimneys and had to be confined to one while a bat house was
being built and construction of an area of the building away from the chimney was allowed to
take place.
What mitigation was put in place: The chimneys were checked with a torch, but no bats were
seen. Using a crane with a basket, the outside of the chimneys were blocked from the top and
below with straw-filled bin liners. Once builders had finished, concrete was used to block up the
chimney. If bats were present, it was agreed to wait with the crane until the bats had left. Bats
were restricted to one chimney and a 5m high bat house. (Vincent Wildlife Trust advice is 6m).
No further details were given about the dimensions of the bat house. There is an area for
hibernation and the area is doubly insulated. It is placed 400m from the house, in line with hedge
and woodland and should be a better place for breeding.
What were the results: The bats have shown interest in the bat house but have not moved as
yet as the building is still wide open for use.
Area of country: Manchester
Species: Whiskered bat, Brandt‟s bat, brown long-eared bat and pipistrelles
Site: Manchester airport buildings and trees
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Bat barns were built to mitigate for work at Manchester airport. 8000
trees were felled on this project
What mitigation was put in place: Three bat barns were built (Beehive, Woodend and Wood
Lane Barn). One barn was designed for Brandt‟s bats (but used by brown long-eared bats). A
second was to be used by brown long-eareds but favoured by the whiskered and Brandt‟s bats.
The third barn (Wood Lane) was designed for pipistrelles. The old timbers were reused in the
Beehive Barn. As a large number of trees were felled 215 bat boxes were placed on remaining
trees and were used mostly by whiskered bats.
What were the results:
Beehive Barn (brown long-eared bats)
2000 – 6 bats, 2001 – 29 bats, 2002 – 39 bats, 2003 – 38 bats, 2004 – 49 bats, 2005 – 47 bats.
Woodend Barn (whiskered and Brandt‟s bats)
2000 – 3, 2001 – 8, 2002 – 8, 2003 – 9, 2004 – 7, 2005 – 10
Wood Lane Barn (pipistrelles)
2000 – 170, 2001 – 347, 2002 – 103, 2004 – 284, 2005 – 208
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Please see Appendix II, page 128 for more details on this case study.
Area of country: Gloucestershire
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Two wine cellars of a mansion
Type of roost: Maternity
What work was done: Conversion of a nursing home to a hotel.
What mitigation was put in place: Please see page 128 for details.
What were the results: Successful – please see page 128 for more details.

Unmonitored case study
The following case study has not been monitored and therefore the suitability of this
is not yet proven.
Area of country: South-west Ireland
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Coachman‟s house
Type of roost: Transitional or maternity
What work was done: Converted to a nursing home with new road going through the woodland.
What mitigation was put in place: The original suggestion was a new building – a separate bat
house with internet access to monitor bats near to the public road – and a herd of cows kept to
ensure nearby population of yellow dungflies. Cheaper plans suggested that it was only
necessary to move access to the rear of the original roosting site and provide an underpass to
ensure the bats could get across the road. The coachman‟s house was monitored and bats
excluded during the winter. This was a much cheaper solution.
What were the results: Not known.

Discussion points/suggestions







It is generally recommended that a brown-long eared roost height should be a minimum of
2m high, but one delegate gave an example of one site they were already using roof spaces
only 1m high. These were long but narrow loft spaces.
An observation was made that not enough attention is paid to the surrounding environment,
for example, maintenance of nearby woodland and corridors.
Large organisations such as the National Trust (NT) and English Heritage (EH) usually
attempt mitigation but this often becomes difficult due to a lot of issues, for example, large
historical buildings and a lot of time passing between planning and the work going ahead.
Often new bat issues are found while the work is being carried out. Changing the use of
buildings brings up many impacts (noise, sight, smell, etc) that it makes it very difficult to
allow for everything in a mitigation plan.
It is important to observe more detailed interactions – an example was given of where
pipistrelles used a roost except when noctules were using it.
One delegate queried whether numbers of bats as well as the size of the entrance are a
factor for lesser horseshoe bats. For example, at sites such as Penmaenucha, at least 200
lesser horseshoe bats use a small access point, but will go into the woodshed after
emergence.
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Seeding new roosts with timber or droppings – discussion
points/suggestions




One delegate queried whether droppings could have territorial implications (i.e. would one be
attracting the same bats or others). Some delegates recommended that if moving a bat roost
to another location in the same building seasoned wood and droppings should be used to try
to recreate the environment as exactly as possible. However, there was no evidence given to
prove that this definitely worked.
One delegate is working on a project where a building that had been used by a small number
of brown long-eared bats is to be demolished to make way for new accommodation and
teaching facilities. The mitigation approved requires that two other buildings on site, with
similar roof spaces and the same aspect, are altered to create new roosting opportunities.
One is to be seeded with brown long-eared bat droppings and one left as it is. The
monitoring over the next few years will provide some evidence as to whether seeding works
or not.

Renovation
Monitored case studies
Area of country: Not known
Species: Pipistrelles
Site: Former wing of an 18th century home.
Type of roost: 450 pipistrelles were roosting in the roof above a planned tea room.
What work was done: The wing was to be restored to a tea room.
What mitigation was put in place: The ceiling had to be removed and a false floor put in so
that droppings could be collected from here. A great range of niches were also added to provide
roosting opportunities. The areas had previously been very draughty, with no specific heating for
bats. Warm air was escaping from the roost via a ventilation draft, but this didn‟t seem to have
had an impact on the bats. The space was partitioned with ply board, and work conducted
sequentially in the winter, when bats were absent.
What were the results: When complete it was used by 550 pipistrelles and is considered to
have worked well.
Please see Appendix II, page 133 for more details on this case study.
Area of country: Thornbridge Hall, Derbyshire
Species: Brown long-eared bats and common pipistrelles
Site: Stable block
Type of roost: Maternity roost with possible presence throughout year.
What work was done: Reroofing, conversion of part of the building and some timber
replacement.
What mitigation was put in place: Work was timed to avoid both breeding and hibernation
periods. Please see page 133 for details.
What were the results: Some success – see page 133 for details.
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Discussion points/suggestions




Renovation work doesn‟t always get into the planning system, for example, when renewing a
roof or windows. Therefore work sometimes goes ahead without any attention from an
ecologist.
It was observed that it is difficult to know if a roof void will be sufficient on its own as a roost,
when bats are also using other parts of the buildings as well.
One delegate had sometimes found females inside the roof space with males on the
periphery, for example, under soffits.

Access points – discussion points/suggestions




Brown long-eared bats will often adapt to much smaller entrances than is assumed; perhaps
larger entrances could be used at first, and these could then be reduced in size once the
bats have found the roosts.
It had also been observed by some delegates that lesser and greater horseshoe bats were
able to access gaps much smaller than the recommended size.
Roofers often don‟t want to leave holes in the roof surface even where it is sheltered. Where
they do make holes they need to check they are against timbers where bats can find easy
access. It is important that bats have access to the area between the felt and slate as well as
the main roof void. Access to these different spaces should be located at the same place.
Surface for bats to grip on is very important.

(See points 1 and 2, Action Points page 34).

Fire walls – discussion points/suggestions


Fire walls can break up roosting areas, such as a long roof that was divided into 20ft lengths
for health and safety reasons. Bat doors can be built into these. Each fire section has its own
fire detector, which has to be tested with a smoking taper. Insurance insists on the detectors
and the frequency of checking the detectors. Large wooden buildings are often tested once a
month. When tested, the auto bat doors all close and can only be reopened manually. This
causes disturbance once every month.

Please see page 12 in Dwelling houses for more information and photos of bat doors.

Churches
Monitored case studies
Area of country: Hertfordshire
Species: Pipistrelles
Site: Church
Type of roost: Maternity
What work was done: Needed to do work to reduce droppings on front pews.
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What mitigation was put in place: Got funding for scaffolding and carpet underlay was placed
in between the beams.
What were the results: Bats still use the site, but the numbers have decreased (breeding roost
has gone from 320 to 63). The number of droppings has also reduced.
Area of country: Brownslow
Species: Daubenton‟s bats
Site: Church next to river. Bats exiting into porch from porch roof resulting in a lot of droppings.
Type of roost: Assume maternity but not known.
What work was done: None – just needed to deal with droppings issues.
What mitigation was put in place: Bat group tried to clean the droppings up, but couldn‟t keep
up with this, so put a new exit – a concrete letterbox – under the eaves. After some years the
bats have now adopted the new entrance and very few now use the porch. Most exit holes in the
porch are now blocked. For a while, they used the new exit and then entered via the porch, but
most have changed behaviour and no longer use the porch at all.
What were the results: Successful but highlights the length of time sometimes needed for
mitigation to become effective. The number of bats has increased to hundreds.

Demolition
Monitored case studies
Area of country: Somerset
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Old derelict mental hospital
Type of roost: Nursery roost
What work was done: Planning permission was originally for conversion, but builders
accidentally demolished it.
What mitigation was put in place: New bat house was built prior to demolition. Part of the
mitigation was to keep cellars used for hibernation within the new dwelling development. Sentry
box sited above cellars (see Figure 13).
What were the results: Bats carried on using cellars for hibernation and bred in the sentry box,
but avoided the bat house. The bat house design was considered good and conditions suitable,
so it was not clear why the bats preferred the sentry box. The site is lit, apart from one lamp-post
above the sentry box. Bats have stayed in the middle of the site close to where the original roost
was, rather than moving to the new location some distance from the original roost.
One reason for the failure of the bats to use the proposed roost may have been the continued
availability of part of the original roost. The sentry box roost placed above the cellars where they
formerly hibernated is not ideal as it is in the middle of the new houses and there are many lights
nearby. By the time these lights were switched on the bats were already using the sentry box
roost and appear to have adapted to making their way off the estate.
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Sentry box

© Linda Tucker

Figure 13 Sentry box

© Linda Tucker

Unmonitored case studies
The following case studies have not been monitored and therefore the suitability of this
is not yet proven.
Area of country: Bristol
Species: Brown long-eared bats
Site: Old theatre (entertainment, not surgical) of a derelict mental hospital
Type of roost: Maternity roost
What work was done: There were numerous old buildings on the site, all of which contained
potential bat roosts. There was also an extensive duct system, running underneath the entire
site, to which bats had access. An initial survey of those buildings that were safe to enter
highlighted two bat roosts: a likely lesser horseshoe bat night roost, and a likely pipistrelle or
small Myotis hibernation roost. Two surveys of the entire duct system were carried out, focusing
on the presence of both asbestos and bats. One bat was found in the duct system during the
first survey, and a further bat was recorded flying within a duct by an automatic
logger. Seven bat surveys were carried out in advance of any works (six evening and one dawn
survey). These were delayed until all the open manhole covers present within the site had been
identified and made safe. In all cases there was a team of 6-8 surveyors walking individual
transects which collectively covered the entire site. The initial evening surveys identified that the
site was used by large numbers of common pipistrelle, in addition to a few long-eared bats and
Myotis bats. One soprano pipistrelle was also recorded, but no lesser horseshoe bats. The
common pipistrelle maternity colony was present off-site in a nearby housing estate, although
significant commuting routes were identified bisecting the site. The dawn survey identified
swarming brown long-eared bats outside an old theatre building, which they then entered. The
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building was not previously considered to be a likely roost as all of the roof tiles had been
removed, resulting in extensive ingress of water during rainfall. The three bat roost buildings
were initially left whilst the majority of the surrounding buildings were demolished. The buildings
immediately surrounding the roosts were left in order to retain commuting links to the
surrounding landscape. Unfortunately the old theatre suffered extensive fire damage during the
autumn (after the bats had left), and was then demolished on health and safety grounds before a
mitigation structure was in place.
What mitigation was put in place: A section of the cavity wall and roof structure of each
building was demolished by hand and checked by a licensed bat worker (using binoculars where
appropriate) in advance of machine demolition. Targeted bat emergence surveys were also
carried out on several buildings to confirm absence of bats prior to demolition. Structures have
been created to mitigate for the loss of the brown long-eared bat maternity roost, and the duct
system hibernation roost. The former consists of the roof-space of an electricity substation,
situated adjacent to a perimeter hedge and a small wood. Some form of heat generation was
necessary, as the orientation of the building was determined by the need for access to the
equipment within it (it will also be shaded). There was unwillingness on the client‟s part to
provide mitigation within any of the new dwelling houses, but they did agree to additional bat
boxes on affordable dwellings and non-dwelling structures. The hibernation site consists of four
circular concrete culvert rings (1m long x 2m diameter). These were placed on their side to
create two 'towers', each of two rings high. These 'towers' were linked by a smaller 1m diameter
culvert ring. Almost the whole structure (with the exception of the access point) was buried within
a soil noise bund. These structures were created whilst suitable roost sites still existed within
the old hospital buildings.
What were the results: At the time of writing, no monitoring results of the mitigation
structures are available. It was intended to provide a heater within the sub-station; this is proving
difficult due to the need for an electricity supply of the correct voltage (solar heaters using water
are not permissible). Monitoring is now in place to determine if the heat generated by the substation equipment itself will be adequate.

Discussion points/suggestions



One delegate uses boxes as a stopgap while a development is in progress. On a couple of
occasions boxes have been used as roosts in place of a developed building. Only pipistrelles
have taken up the boxes as roosts.
Need to make sure that all contacts are copied into correspondence as demolition consent is
dealt with separately from planning permission. There needs to be education of planning
authorities to ensure that surveys are carried out before demolition.

Roofing
Discussion points/suggestions




Building Regulations require some less accessible materials, for example, non-bituminous
membranes. However, it has been noted that traditional felt may also trap bats (because it is
stringy). Barry Collins‟ work found that putting a strip of bituminous membrane on the new
membranes works (see References, page 34).
A new membrane can make a big difference to the suitability of a roost to bats. One delegate
had a case where the builders eventually agreed to put the roof back without a membrane
but this took a lot of persuading. Often the builders will suggest that the Building Regulations
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require a membrane, but it may just be that this is cheaper and easier than the alternatives.
The Regulations are not set in stone and are not as definite as builders often claim.
One delegate‟s research has repeatedly shown bats preferring attics with non-breathable
membranes – they think mainly for environmental reasons (keeps warmer and is less
draughty) rather than roost surface, as often beams are still present. On a number of
projects they have had bitumastic membrane included in the upper section of a roof, and
where concern has been expressed over durability of this, felt it has been over laid with
another kind of more robust felt.

Heating
Discussion points/suggestions


Heat sources are not always considered in mitigation. More efficient boilers let out less heat
but may have an alarm or tick-over noise, which may affect bats. An example was given of a
National Trust property with a cellar full of electronic equipment making noise (auto light
control had a ticking noise, pump which made a noise like a fridge). Each alone had only a
small impact but together the combined effect was large.

Lighting (See also Lighting section, page 119)
Discussion points/suggestions









It was suggested that it is critical to contact whoever is in charge of lighting at the start of a
project to allow the creation of dark corridors. On big commercial buildings, lighting and
landscaping often isn‟t set out at the planning stage. It is important to be pre-emptive and
keep on top of the situation. Other requirements (including H&S) make it an almost unmitigatable point.
Small issues – like where a smoking area is sited – can negate efforts put in at the planning
stage. A small security light can render a canopy designed to allow light-sampling (or even
an access point) useless. It is better to work with householders/ building owners rather than
prevent altogether (for example, security lights that are timed to extinguish quickly and lights
that are angled away from the most sensitive sites).
One delegate noted that when working in the early stages of the luxury hotel conversion (see
Appendix II, page 128) that lesser horseshoe bats were more „reluctant‟ to emerge when
some floodlighting had been left on and, indeed, a small number of bats did not emerge at
all. At a later stage, similar effects were noted when a security light was badly positioned
(from a bat‟s point of view), was over-sensitive and stayed on too long. These three factors
in combination meant the access point was almost constantly illuminated. Changing the
angle, sensitivity and timing meant that the light was triggered less often, stayed on for a
shorter period each time, and illuminated the roost access less. Installing a timer for the light
in the intermittently-used male changing room adjacent was also necessary.
After work is completed on the development, lighting outside the development along
corridors may affect bats. The cumulative effect of light from a row of buildings or
developments may not be looked at in the planning application.
Health and Safety requires the lighting of bridges and tunnels, which may stop bats using
them. One delegate had arranged for lights at low level only shining on a path when
underlighting the roads. This would maybe retain a dark area above for bats to fly. Another
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had installed automatic lights on an underpass with little public use so not permanently on
(also energy saving!).
The level of disturbance caused by light depends on the light level that the bats are used to.
One delegate had an example of an emergence survey of serotines that were not affected by
security lighting coming on. Another delegate had example of common pipistrelles prevented
from emerging by camera lights.

Action points
1. Try to obtain standard architects‟ plans for putting in a bat slate/bat access, so it is
presented in architects‟ terminology.
2. Try to obtain drawings acceptable to Building Regulations for access at gable ends.
3. Ask Dr Bob Stebbings to give details of work in Swales on lighting (BCT).

Research needs
1. Look at undertaking a project where a brown long-eared bat roost is gradually made
smaller to see how this affects the success of the roost.
2. Look at impacts of lighting on different species (see also Lighting section, page 119)
3. Conduct an experiment with boxes to gauge success of those seeded with droppings and
those not.
4. Look at how bats are using churches (for example, for flying around, roosting types,
numbers, effect of congregation size/heat, etc)

Suggested references
Butler, F. (in progress) Research fellowship: Assessment of the effectiveness of bat mitigation
measures employed on Irish national road schemes. University College Cork/National Road
Authority
Collins, B J (2005) Establishing the role of mitigation advice and its implementation in the
success of bat conservation following development or building maintenance work, University of
Manchester
Sargent, G. 1999. Bats in Churches Project. Bat Conservation Trust.
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3.3 Bat houses
Scope of the subject area
Five workshops were held on the topic of bat houses. The scope of discussion was stand-alone
ex-situ replacement roosts; which may be either bat houses or bat boxes.
Bat houses are purpose-built buildings designed to contain conditions suitable for roosting. The
term „bat house‟ may also be applied to large heated bat boxes or the American-style large
crevice-type bat boxes. Heated bat boxes may be mounted on the outside of a building, on a
wall or on a pole. American style boxes or „bat houses are often mounted on a pole. These were
all considered to fall within the scope of this subject area.

Operations/subjects discussed







Bat house case studies
Which bat box?
Heating
Improving occupancy
Aesthetics and design
Monitoring and maintenance

Monitored case studies
Area of country: Wales
Species: Pipistrelle spp. and brown long-eared bats
Site: Brow Castle
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Conversion of building into old people‟s home, resulting in the loss of
other buildings and potential loss of pipistrelle spp. and brown long-eared bat roosts.
What mitigation was put in place: Provision was made in retained buildings for American style
bat houses for mitigation. The original American „bat house‟ design was made from Bat
Conservation International (BCI) drawings (box-style bat houses) by a local carpenter and
modified slightly. It was covered with polycarbonate sheeting and painted matt black. It was
located over 100m from original building – this location was selected to avoid disturbance,
roads, etc., and intuitive assessment of the habitat use by pipistrelles. The total cost was about
£350 but on the BCI website one but can buy kits for much less.
What were the results: The house is now being used by pipistrelles, with 14 in occupation.
However, the original roost was 80 bats. Do not know yet if the bat houses will be used for
breeding. Details of the brown long-eared bats were not mentioned.
Area of country: Not known
Species: Soprano pipistrelles
Site: Nursing home
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Attempted exclusion of 1000 soprano pipistrelles.
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What mitigation was put in place: Aimed to replicate the American bat boxes on poles. The
box was 10m off ground, painted black, with one end concrete and the other end wood, with lots
of cavities.
What were the results: Bats kept finding somewhere else to roost. There was not enough
control over the build of the box (for example, the wood was not left rough enough).
Case study submitted by Geoff Billington.
Area of country: South Devon
Species: Small numbers of brown long-eared bats and greater horseshoe bats (non-breeding).
Site: Courtyard of three traditional barns being converted into holiday cottages.
Type of roost: Non-breeding
What work was done: Conversion of barns into holiday cottages
What mitigation was put in place: Room was constructed in the roof of a large pole barn
constructed from plywood and sterling wood (4m x 6m x 2m), and was divided into two
chambers. See Figure 14.
What were the results: Successful mitigation. Small numbers of brown long-eared bats, lesser
and greater horseshoe bats now using the structure.

Figure 14 Bat house
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Area of country: Wiltshire
Species: Building to be demolished had five species of bats at various levels within the building.
Site: School
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Site was being demolished and there was a need to provide alternatives
for bats during the demolition process.
What mitigation was put in place: The bats were foraging along the line of the shed and
moving through it. A bat loft was put into the shed (4ft x 4ft) and raised up on a pole so it was
independent of the building structure. This was intended to be an interim measure before
building a dedicated large bat house.
What were the results: Pipistrelle bats used the interim roost but there was no evidence of
other bats using this. However, the dedicated bat roost (a three-storey structure the size of a
small dwelling house) was completed approximately 2 months afterwards and bats started
investigating this very quickly, although 1 year on there is no evidence of roosting except for a
possible feeding perch. The interim bat house had to be removed around 3 months ago when
the development of the new school reached the area where it had been sited. It was taken to a
spot very near the dedicated bat house but quite a distance from the original open shed that it
was first sited in. It is now also in a rather more exposed position. There is no evidence that it
has been used since, either by pipistrelle bats or other species. The problems in determining
where the bats go is compounded by the school being within a residential area and lots of the
houses around the area being Victorian and therefore offering good potential for roosting in roof
voids, etc. There are many records from houses in the immediate surrounding area of several
species of bats roosting, including pipistrelle maternity roosts (also serotine, brown long-eared
bats, Brandt's/whiskered bat and Natterer's bat but these are not necessarily maternity), so it
may be that the bats just thought the efforts were surplus to their requirements!
It is suspected that the other species (aside from the pipistrelles) had plenty of other roosting
places nearby to choose from, being places they had used at some time in the recent past. It is
only possible to speculate on whether the design was unsuitable or the siting inappropriate.
Area of country: Not known
Species: Brown long-eared bats
Site: Airport
Type of roost: Winter
What work was done: Not known
What mitigation was put in place: Purpose-built bat barn (15m x 6m, 2 storeys). Lower storey
at cold end kept dark with boxes around the bottom. Entrance 600mm x 600mm at one end. Bat
boxes were screwed onto the ground flat for winter sites.
What were the results: Brown long-eared bats used the boxes.
Area of country: Not known
Species: Pipistrelles and whiskered bats
Site: Not known
Type of roost: Maternity roost of (50) pipistrelles and small number (15) of whiskered bats
What work was done: Not known
What mitigation was put in place: Pipistrelles used exterior cladding tight up to the rafters. A
small loft space was opened for the whiskered bats. The habitat is ideal and was a maximum of
100m from the original roost.
What were the results: Whiskered bats have still not used the houses after 4 years.
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Area of country: Gloucestershire
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Old hospital
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Development into a housing estate.
What mitigation was put in place: Built a new house smaller than the others and, apart from
the windows, the same as other houses. Heater to replace boiler was included to maintain
continuity to old roost.
What were the results: Successful. Numbers before and after the mitigation were not given.
It was noted that most developments do not have such a large amount of money available.
One delegate said the average development cost is £600,000 (of which £50,000 is a large
proportion).
Area of country: Surrey
Species: Brown long-eared bats
Site: Army barracks
Type of roost: Number of small roosts in the loft of an army barracks.
What work was done: Knocked down for a new estate.
What mitigation was put in place: Two identical replacement bat houses were built. Both were
close to the houses but one was closer to woodland than the other. Access points were under
the eaves and baffles. It was designed originally for greater horseshoes with large entrance
holes, but was converted by adding baffles. One of the middle sections had a tubular heater.
Only one heater has been tried but it didn‟t seem to make any difference. Summer temperature
was 43°C upstairs and 25°C downstairs.
What were the results: Many more bats were found in the bat house closer to the woodland,
but it is still only really used as a winter roost. This site has had 5 years of monitoring.

Discussion points/suggestions



The above case study seems to support observations that brown long-eared bats generally
prefer to exit their roost straight into trees. One example was given of mitigation for brown
long-eared bats in a farmyard about 50m from trees, but this was thought to be unusual.
About 4m x 3m seems to be the smallest size that delegates had observed being used for
post-emergence flight behaviour. One delegate observed that it might be OK for warm up,
but a mating site would need to be much larger. It is difficult to mitigate financially for large
spaces for this activity.

Unmonitored case study
The following case study has not been monitored and therefore the suitability of this
is not yet proven.
Area of country: Not known
Species: Brown long-eared bats
Site: Barn
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Loss and enhancement from farmhouse and courtyard.
What mitigation was put in place: Couldn‟t put a bat loft in the buildings, so put in a house
(2.2m high x 15m long) 4m away from the original. Roof covering was of clay pantiles,
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ridgeboards and sandwich bat boxes. Artificial crevices were c15mm. The delegate will request
that this is compartmented.
What were the results: Not monitored yet.
Another delegate agreed that such a large structure should be compartmented.

Consensus: It was agreed that it is particularly good to start with a large hole and then reduce
it if targeting brown long-eared bats. The bigger the hole, the greater the light penetration.

The following case studies could also fall into the Underground category but have
been left in the Bat houses section as they are also relevant here.

Monitored case studies
Area of country: North Wales
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Road widening scheme
Type of roost: Scheme caused disturbance to (but not loss of) non-breeding summer roost
and significant commuting route.
What work was done: A hibernation roost was created as an enhancement measure.
What mitigation was put in place: The new hibernation roost comprised two circular
chambers, each comprising two 2m diameter concrete culvert sections sitting on their ends on a
concrete base. Each chamber had a concrete slab ceiling (with timber boarding, etc., to provide
hanging-up points) and a 'chimney' comprising a 1.2m diameter culvert section above the main
chamber. The two chambers were linked by a short section of 600mm diameter pipe, low down,
and the 'chimney' on the outer section contained the bat access point (letterbox) and access for
monitoring (manhole cover access). The structure was built in a new embankment slope, such
that all except the outer 'chimney' with access points was buried.
What were the results: This was monitored for a couple of years by one delegate; then this role
was passed to someone else. There is no evidence of any bat use to date. The delegate thinks
that the main reason for this is low humidity – the original specification did not include a
deliberate means for groundwater to seep into the structure. Having got the contractor 'on-board'
with what they were trying to achieve, they took some pride in creating the structure to a high
standard, which sadly means that it is largely watertight! On subsequent occasions where a
similar design has been used, provision for groundwater to seep into the inner chamber has
been included. There is not yet any monitoring data for these newer sites.
Area of country: Whipsnade zoo
Species: Brown long-eared bats
Site: Whipsnade zoo
Type of roost: Winter
What work was done: This was for enhancement.
What mitigation was put in place: Truck/ship containers were sunk into the ground with bat
access added, and covered in earth. Crevices were made within disused polar bear pit to see if
bats used it as a winter site.
What were the results: Daubenton‟s bats, Natterer‟s bats and brown long-eared bats all used
this in small numbers. It was, however, very expensive for very few bats. In general, wood used
in underground sites rots.
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Which bat box?
Discussion points/suggestions












Understanding which boxes work for which species in different locations across the UK is
considered to be crucial. Geographical variations in species can make important differences
to where they roost (e.g. barbastelles in different parts of UK). It is important to have local
knowledge to design best and appropriate mitigation.
It was noted that multiple species use the BCI type of box in the UK and it was reported that
pipistrelles, long-eared bats and whiskered bats, have all used these boxes.
Modifying a bat box so it has an apex increased the use of the boxes by some bats (see
point 1, Action points, page 44).
A box design in operation for 11 years has been successful with both pipistrelle species,
noctules, Natterer‟s bats and brown long-eared bats. Siting of the box and construction
materials are important. No heating is necessary in this case. They should not be placed in
exposed positions (i.e. place away from wind), preferably heated by sun, >7-8ft (2-3m) from
ground min. Construction was from marine ply, so they do last. No evidence of squirrel or
woodpecker damage.
Bat boxes on poles work very well in the US but don‟t seem to work as well in the UK. The
movement of the box on the pole probably isn‟t an issue as bat boxes dangling from tree
branches have been seen to work as those attached to trunks.
Two of the largest known Natterer‟s bat maternity colonies in Scotland (80-90 individuals in
each) live entirely in wooden bat boxes located in Scots/Corsican pine forest. A few
pipistrelles use the boxes as well.
Open-bottomed boxes have been used with some success on trees by some delegates and
can be checked easily. These were immediately used by pipistrelles and Daubenton‟s bats,
and within one year, 70% of boxes were used. These do not need to be cleaned out so there
is no disturbance risk from maintenance.
Bats will generally have a favoured box, even if several others have been put up. Need more
research on why some boxes favoured over others (see Research needs, page 44).

Heating
Monitored case study
Case study contributed by Geoff Billington
Area of country: North Devon
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Traditional two storey barn
Type of roost: Maternity roost of c20 bats
What work was done: Upper floor was converted into an office so loss of roost.
What mitigation was put in place: Bats were given dedicated roof space above new build and
two storey combined barn and garage 10m away. Infra-red heaters were fitted to ceiling with
flight opening with internal canopy (to reduce light spill). Exclusion of original roost and works
were delayed for a full season to allow bats time to find the new roost (see Figure 15 on the
next page.)
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What were the results: Number of bats started using new roost within 3 months of it being
completed so the mitigation was successful. The key elements were having heaters, nonbreathable felt, and the new roost being available for a full season before original lost.

Figure 15 Heated roof space

© Geoff Billington

Discussion points/suggestions








In Scotland, bat boxes must generally be heated to be used by pipistrelles. This is especially
important if bat boxes are unable to be heated via any mains sources or where solar/wind
power is too expensive or may be vandalised (see point 2, Action points, page 44)
In one example, a thermostat in a cellar for lesser horseshoe bats was originally set to 34°C;
once it was increased to 37°C the numbers of bats increased so that seemed to be the most
suitable temperature in that case.
Heating can be very useful to improve new roosts (or original ones in some cases),
particularly in drawing bats rapidly into a new roost, but use varies with species. It has
certainly proved very effective for both horseshoes. One delegate noted that this means that
the roost drawn from has declined.
One delegate had tried using solar power to heat bat boxes (two to three solar panels were
needed but they did go flat very quickly when the sun went down). Big buildings retain heat
longer than small bat boxes so artificial heating can help. According to one delegate, it needs
to be a minimum temperature of 27-28°C for pipistrelles; slightly lower for Myotis. Heat
exchangers had also been tried but with limited success.
Some consultants are steering away from electrically heated bat boxes. An example was
given of Kingfisher‟s Bridge, which is heated by radiator and occupied by pipistrelles, but it
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was suggested that maybe they don‟t need the radiator! Sand and cement tiles of some of
the wooden boxes will be used on the front in future to absorb and retain heat.
Woodchester Mansion in Gloucestershire has both greater and lesser horseshoe bats. A 1520cm access excludes greater horseshoe bats from one section of the roost used by lesser
horseshoe bats to avoid competition. A heater is set to 26°C and this has increased the
number of females. A 10% increase in infant lesser horseshoe bat survival has also been
seen with heaters (see References, page 44).
If building a bat house without heaters, then one needs to use materials that hold the heat,
e.g. tilex breathable membrane. Other possible alternatives mentioned were bituminous
underfelt and timber plywood toblerone with corregated underfelt tiles.

Improving occupancy
Discussion points/suggestions












Does a stack of concrete rings (culvert sections) with a heater work as a maternity roost or
hibernaculum? Comments included that concrete structures only work when humidity is high
(98%) and that it might not be wet enough for maternity roosts during this crucial period for
the bats. High humidity may be possible, but only above the water table. Need to assess
where the rainwater will go and perhaps use sand on the floor to retain water.
The group also discussed seeding new sites with droppings. Most reported little success
from this venture.
In Ireland, specific bat buildings had been used for lesser horseshoe bats and also several in
England, but not all as successful. It was recommended that old slates and old wood were
used where possible, and that throwing leaf mould across the floor could help raise humidity.
It was suggested that draughts can be reduced by lowering the ceiling in the roof space. Bat
tiles could be placed just above eaves or at eaves level to mimic what was there before.
Drawings by Natural England Cumbria team for various entrances are show in Appendix IX,
page 177.
Schwegler boxes were discussed as temporary roosts, but delegates had not had much
success with attracting long-eared bats to these. Pipistrelles had found the boxes quite
quickly in Gloucestershire but not in Co. Durham – this again shows the importance of taking
a case-by-case approach, and bearing in mind the region.
Woodcrete boxes with a baffle on the front of the box (DFP – a type of Schwegler box) were
mentioned as being good for pipistrelles. However, take up time for some of these boxes can
be 7 years or more. There was a comment that these type of boxes are used too frequently
and sometimes in the wrong manner in mitigation. They should not be seen as an easy
mitigation scheme. There may also be issues in finding adequate sites to place them.
Daubenton‟s bats have not been found to use them, as they are possibly too dry and
perhaps wood/timber re-creating natural crevices would be more suitable.
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Aesthetics and design
Discussion points/suggestions





Landscaping is important to ensure longevity of food supply.
Aesthetics of a bat house may be a requirement if in a woodland or expensive development.
If one makes a site look secure then vandals may try harder to get into it and disturb the
bats. Structures you can see into are less likely to be disturbed. Cunning examples were
given of fake padlocks which are hard to break and then don‟t allow access!
Attention to detail with the architect must be very thorough. Beware that developers may
agree to a design but then change materials without informing you.

Monitoring and maintenance
Discussion points/suggestions












There are lots of applications where bat boxes are proposed as mitigation but these often
involve very small numbers of bats/boxes so it is difficult to assess their success.
A covenant is one mechanism to ensure maintenance, but a number of problems have been
encountered with this method, namely enforcement. The perception of bats by house
purchasers is also worth mentioning – it may lead to real concerns about affecting a
house sale.
Long-term monitoring should be carried out as good practice. Ideally replacement roosts
should be in use before the original is demolished. This could be enforced through licensing.
Changes in the Habitats Regulations should help, including being able to prosecute for
breaking licence conditions.
One delegate had had „issues‟ where keys have been left with individuals „for emergencies‟,
and these individuals have then misinterpreted the word „emergency‟ (and not consulted
before gaining entry to a roost for work). This delegate‟s company came up with a solution to
prevent access by occupants except in real emergencies. Doors are locked with a padlock
that is not made of hardened steel, and all keys are kept off site. In a real emergency, the
padlock can be cut, but of course the breach would be obvious. This encourages
consultation/supervision if works are required but allows access in a real emergency. To
facilitate access in such cases, bolt-croppers of the appropriate grade can be chained close
to the door. This is obviously not suitable for situations where vandalism is a problem, but for
areas where bats are incorporated into restricted-access areas such as multi-occupancy
apartments or hotels.
Connecting surrounding habitat is important, as is ensuring long-term safeguards and
involving relevant organisations (for example, Natural England). This is more difficult for
smaller sites.
Construction materials and maintenance are important, and if it not maintained, then it is not
good mitigation. The longevity of mitigation should be taken into account. Maintenance
needs to be part of mitigation. How do we ensure long-term maintenance of bat houses and
bat boxes?
When does one intervene if a new bat house is not used? This will usually go beyond what is
required on a licence. Perhaps consultants could have several potential options if they are
not sure if they will work; if the bat house was portable it could be re-sited if take-up is not as
predicted for important sites. However, it is important not to discount it too soon. One
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delegate gave an example of a pipistrelle colony that moved into a new bat house after 6
years.
Phased development can also be a problem (for example, in urban areas where large
numbers of houses are being built). The bigger picture can take over and render mitigation
redundant that would have been otherwise good for the individual site.
Use of buildings by people may affect levels of disturbance which is often not known at
licence application stage.

Action points
1. BCT to contact Dr Bob Stebbings to validate design of modifying a bat box so it has an
apex increased the use of the boxes by bats.
2. BCT to contact Sue Swift about the exact details of her modification to the heated boxes.

Research needs
1. Need to understand which boxes work for which species in different locations across the
UK is considered to be crucial.
2. Need more research on why some boxes are favoured over others.
3. How far away can a new roost be built to the old one and still be used by bats?

Suggested references
Bat Conservation Trust (2006). A review of the success of bat boxes in houses. Scottish Natural
Heritage Commissioned Report No. 160 (ROAME No. F01AC310).
Ransome, R.D. and Hutson, A.M. (2000) Action plan for the conservation of the greater
horseshoe bat in Europe: Rhinolophus ferrumequinum. Convention on the Conservation of
European Wildlife and Natural Habitats, Nature and Environment 109.
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3.4

Barns

Scope of the subject area
Five workshops were held on the topic of barns. Different types of barn (timber, stone, etc) were
considered, including similar farm buildings such as outbuildings and stables.

Operations/subjects discussed








Conversion of barn to dwelling house
Heating
Re-roofing
Access
Roof voids
Bat boxes
Planning problems and issues

Background
Barns are considered hugely important for bats compared to other types of buildings, and it was
suggested that their loss has a more serious effect on populations. Barns appear to comprise a
major proportion of licence applications (according to Emma Stone‟s figures, see References,
page 52). The point was made that the best way forward for the bats is to avoid loss of barn
roosts, and mitigation is only appropriate when loss is inevitable. The discussion focused on
examples where avoidance was not possible.

Conversion to dwelling
Monitored case studies
Area of country: Scotland (Perthshire)
Species: Brown long-eared bats
Site: House
Type of roost: Maternity roost
What work was done: Owners needed attic space for storage.
What mitigation was put in place: A false ceiling was created with light plywood across the tie
beams, leaving the top space (1.2m) for the bats and the lower (1.5m) for storage.
What were the results: The bats continued to use the roost. Colony size remained the same
(25-30 adults plus young) for at least the next 5 years.
Area of country: Not known
Species: Serotines
Site: Barn
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Not known
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What mitigation was put in place: A false ceiling was used to create a space under the ridge
for the bats. Space was 1m high, and the crevice, formed by the double ridge in which the bats
roosted, was retained.
What were the results: The bats continued to use it in the same numbers as before.
Area of country: West Sussex
Species: Natterer‟s bats, brown long-eared bats and pipistrelles. Brown long-eared bats and
pipistrelles were identified during survey but mitigation was also included for Natterer‟s bats and
serotines (few large old droppings but only in one small area). Evening survey not conducted but
longstanding records of brown long-eared bats and pipistrelles.
Site: Barn
Type of roost: As there was no evening survey and longstanding records were not from a
licensed worker the roost type was not clear. A roost visit was undertaken a year previously and
the survey suggested a brown long-eared bat male or transitory roost. Numbers recorded by the
previous owner suggested a pipistrelle maternity roost but they appeared to have moved to the
adjacent house (common pipistrelles were seen and recorded there). Brown long-eared bats
and pipistrelles were found in winter in mortise joints.
What work was done: Converted to accommodation.
What mitigation was put in place: Uprights and joints were boxed in to create lots of roost
space. A loft space was left over the entire barn. Access was at gable ends and eaves. The
main supporting timbers in walls were boxed in and access was put into cladding to enable
access to some old timbers and mortise joints. Timbers were not exposed internally – all were
covered with plaster board. Additionally bat tubes were fitted behind wooden cladding.
What were the results: Pipistrelles and brown long-eared bats returned. There was no specific
evidence that Natterer‟s bats had originally used the barn. The work was undertaken in
March/April – it was monitored in July same year and brown long-eared bats and pipistrelles
were both in residence.
Area of country: South Wales
Species: Natterer‟s bats and brown long-eared bats
Site: Barn
Type of roost: Natterer‟s maternity; no information was given on the brown long-eared bats.
What work was done: Not known
What mitigation was put in place: 3m cubed area retained as dedicated roost space. Access
was in the same place. There were no artificial mortise joints, but interlocking battens were used.
What were the results: Natterer‟s bats still using it in 2006; it will be monitored again in 2007.

Heating
Monitored case study
Area of country: Not known
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Outbuilding
Type of roost: Originally a night roost; changed to a maternity roost.
What work was done: Enhancement
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What mitigation was put in place: A heater was added which the bats go near to get warm.
Doesn‟t actually heat the whole void.
What were the results: Turned from a night roost into a maternity roost within 12 months. Used
all year.
One delegate added that it was important not to „improve‟ all roosts to become maternity roosts.
Otherwise there would end up being no other roosts available.

Re-roofing
Monitored case study
Area of country: Not known
Species: Brown long-eared bats
Site: National Trust property
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Roof replacement
What mitigation was put in place: While the roof was off the bats could not use it fully, but
were still using nooks and crannies even while work taking place. The access point was moved.
What were the results: Once the new roof on, the bats re-found the roost, accessed under lead
flashing along a gully, crawled along wall and squeezed under steel girder. This displays the
loyalty of brown long-eared bats to their roost.

Semi-permeable membranes – discussion points/suggestions




It was agreed that some types of membrane currently used can trap bats, especially those
with rough „hessian‟ type surfaces. New Building Regulations will demand pressure testing to
be carried out on new houses to insure good insulation. It was agreed that some adaptability
was needed in the Regulations, including possibly waiving pressure testing for buildings
where bats are involved. It was proposed that Natural England (NE) needs to make a stand
on behalf of bats on this issue.
One delegate gave a note of caution re: ripped Tyvek and said that he had known bats to get
tangled. In one maternity roost (numbers c350) bats had became tangled (see Figure 16).
The delegate removed the fluffed up section as much as was possible in January when there
were no bats present and replaced it with roofing felt. They also added additional roosting
boards with felt attached. This was difficult work but had to be done to prevent more deaths.
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Figure 16 Ten dead P. Pygmaeus tangled in Tyvek membrane

Bat access
Monitored case study
Area of country: Not known
Species: Barbastelles, brown long-eared bats and Natterer‟s bats
Site: Not known
Type of roost: Maternity roost – not clear if this is for all three species.
What work was done: Access changed but not roost. Had to divert bats from flying downstairs.
What mitigation was put in place: Used material to block access but keep airflow. When it was
time for the bats to leave, the door was closed (to prevent them flying downstairs), left the sash
windows open, bats flew out, so they had time to get used to access through windows. Then
slowly, the additional windows were closed off and only the window from the barn was opened (it
took about two weeks).
What were the results: It pushed brown long-eared bats into another roost. Barbastelles were
lost from roost but still in area. Natterer‟s bats are still using the roost; 25% retained.
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Discussion points/suggestions








One delegate created a door for lesser horseshoe bats and brown long-eared bats to get into
the loft which worked. They then reduced the opening and the bats continued to come in as
they had already found the roost space.
Retaining wide access point seems to be key for horseshoe bats and brown long-eared bats.
Though the danger is that you can let birds in.
One delegate had experimented with access point designs that excluded jackdaws, pigeons,
etc. Perfect solution has not been found – they had tried baffles (interior wooden louvres)
and anti-roosting spikes – which had partly, but not entirely, worked.
Angled stainless steel slopes so birds can‟t perch before entering had found to be successful
by one delegate. There is a lip under roost entrance to prevent squirrels and other animals.
Light levels are also important. Lesser horseshoe bats appear to tolerate more light than
greater horseshoe bats. One delegate gave an example from the Cotswolds with brown
long-eared bats, Natterer‟s bats, pipistrelles and lesser horseshoe bats. A 30cm entrance
would have let too much light in, but they used 20cm and this was OK for all species. Need
to distinguish between the ideal situation and what the bats will tolerate – ideally prefer less
light, but some species will tolerate some light. There was a suggestion that one could
compartmentalise areas, for example, a cupboard to give a dark space for breeding.
The ideal scenario is an interim period where there is overlap in availability between old
access and new access, though this is often not possible.

Roof voids – discussion points/suggestions




Do brown long-eared bats always need roof voids? The general opinion was that they do not
rely solely on these, and examples were quoted of them living in holes in stonework, cracks
in chimneys, etc. In northern England, brown long-eared bats have frequently been found to
use gaps in walls (up to 50 individuals in one crevice) as well as roof spaces.
Brown long-eared bat juveniles generally need to learn to fly inside roof spaces, and thus
maternity colonies would normally need space. However, since brown long-eared bats do
sometimes breed in small bat boxes, they must be capable of learning to fly outside the
roost. Consensus: However, it was agreed that if a colony was used to living in a roof
space, it could not be considered acceptable to give them no space as mitigation.

Size of roof voids/loft spaces – discussion points/suggestions





Why is the figure of 2m height in brown long-eared bat loft given in the Bat Mitigation
Guidelines (BMG)? One delegate has an example of a loft 1m in height which is used by
long-eared bats and this height is more acceptable to planners, etc. Volume rather than
height may be the key issue, so breadth can be as important as height.
The Guidelines don‟t take into account how many bats are using the roost. However it is
clear that these are just for guidance and are not written in stone – as with all bat work, it
needs to be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
The size of loft space needed depends on the species. The following comments were made
by delegates in relation to sizes and mitigation – not all comments have been proven.
Natterer’s bats: A figure of 7-8m was given but it was not clear whether this was the height
or length of the void. Recessed areas can retain some Natterer‟s bats but generally had a
negative impact on the overall colony size. Should push for non-development of some or no
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development at all. One delegate mentioned that they used to recess areas to full height of
barn. Nowadays, they would refuse to convert or set aside several bays of the barn for the
sole use of bats.
Pipistrelles and brown long-eared bats: roost in barns all year round with only small
numbers detected but ringing has shown that 30 long-eared bats can be using a complex of
barns – this can be hard to detect and mitigate for. It was suggested that one needs to
mitigate for the maximum number of bats who might be using the barn at any one time,
although more individual bats will probably use the barn at various times. The aim should be
to maintain or increase the roosting potential.
Serotines: a few are found roosting in barns, but not normally large numbers. Need to
ensure that suitable size access points are retained.
Barbastelles: generally only roost in barns in very small numbers. Single barbastelles tend
to move around a lot and be opportunists, for example, behind a barn door which had been
taken off the day before and was leaning against the wall. This makes them difficult to
mitigate for. For one barbastelle in one lintel, mitigation was a Schwegler bat box but it is not
known if it worked.

Bat boxes as mitigation – discussion points/suggestions
(see also Bat houses page 35)











Consensus: The general consensus was that the most effective mitigation if you are not
allowed to retain crevices within a barn is to build a bat house. Bat boxes are not adequate
mitigation.
Facilitator asked whether anyone had successfully moved Natterer‟s bats from a barn to
boxes on trees. The point was made that at Manchester Airport, 75% of the bat boxes put up
have been used, but as a specific mitigation measure, nobody yet has proof that it works. In
general, bat boxes should only be recommended as an „extra‟ mitigation measure, or as an
absolutely last resort.
Consensus: Bat houses have a better chance of working than bat boxes, and it was agreed
that bat boxes are not a „like for like‟ measure and therefore unlikely to be effective. Both
boxes and houses should always be designed to mimic as closely as possible the roost that
is being lost.
Temporary mitigation using bat boxes was discussed. Does it work? This depends on the
time of year, but best practice is to avoid using boxes if possible. One example was given
where the bats didn‟t use the boxes put up as a temporary measure, but as soon as the new
roof was in place, the bats moved back in (species not stated in this case).
Case was made that pipistrelles, in particular, usually have a number of alternative roosts in
an area that they can move to, although this does not mean that all these roosts are not
important for them. Bats can better be moved to a new roost if this is done slowly, moving
their access points gradually.
Success of new roosts depends on factors such as lighting – Natterer‟s bats can get used
to lights, as can brown long-eared bats, although in general they are more likely to use a
roost from which they can dive straight into tree cover. See also Bat houses page 35 and
Lighting page 117.
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Planning problems – discussion points/suggestions











Most barns dealt with in the north of the country are derelict, while intact barns are more
common in the Midlands. In many areas, the roof has to be intact before planning permission
will be granted to convert.
A common problem from the bat point of view is that developers often want to expose the
roof beams, thus removing the roof void where bats, especially brown long-eared bats,
usually roost. The desire to expose beams can depend on the height of the barn – if it is
single storey, then developers don‟t want to lose space and so refuse to leave a loft space.
The „character‟ of most barns is seen as requiring exposed timbers, and planners often
require the character of a barn to be retained.
Bats such as Natterer‟s bats need space, and so a compromise is often necessary. A
developer may want to leave a roof void only 30cm high, while the ideal stated in the Bat
Mitigation Guidelines (for brown long-eareds) is 2m. You are doing well if you can force a
compromise of 1.8m. BUT, once planning permission has been granted, developers are
inclined to try to revert to having no roof space and moving the bats out.
Where a two-storey barn is to be turned into a two-storey house, again it is difficult to retain
space for bats, although there are rare cases of the owner digging down to create extra
space. Another solution is the partial loss of a roost so that just one end of the loft is retained
as a bat roost.
An example was given of stables in North Warwickshire, used by brown long-eared bats, that
were converted and the roof space pushed up to accommodate two storeys for people and
the bats. The bat loft space was 32m long x 2m high. Original roost is now used for
hibernating and throughout spring and autumn by small groups (maximum counted was
nine). Bats came back intermittently.
Another problem is the sale of a converted barn with mitigation but new owners not aware of
need to take care of bats.

Listed building issues – discussion points/suggestions




One delegate was given permission for a bat loft but it was then rejected at a later stage
because it was a listed building, and the planning officer and listed building officer didn‟t talk
to each other.
It was noted that listed building officers are generally listened to over ecologists so it is good
to get them on your side early on. But can be difficult to get around problem of listed building
officer saying no.
Another delegate had an example where he wasn‟t allowed to put bat loft in because it would
reduce the standing space, but listed building officer did allow an extension on the end for
bats. Need to seek inventive alternatives/compromises.
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Action points
The following was a question for the expert panel that was not answered due to time constraints,
and it would therefore be good to follow up at some point:
1. How can we retain a permeable atmosphere for bats alongside modern requirements for
ventilation, heat escape and insulation?

Research needs







How do bats use dark spaces and how much do they rely on these spaces?
How important is connectivity to foraging areas for different species?
How important is space for roosting colonies? This may be a case-by-case basis as
some populations may behave differently to others.
For what purpose are bats using roosts?
- Also different bats (species and individuals) may use the same roost in different
ways – this needs exploring further.
- How are signs to be interpreted, for example, what do butterfly wings really
signify?
- What is the relationship with adjacent roosts also used by the same population of
bats, for example, core and satellite roosts. Bats don‟t just live in one barn and
surveys may underestimate the context if focusing solely on one barn and not on
other roosts used by the population. Some species move many times within the
same roost e.g. between mortise joints, and also between roosts. It is not known
why.
Impacts of lighting on different species.
- What species need/avoid what types of lighting?
- What lux levels are OK/not OK?

Suggested references
Briggs, P. (2004) Effect of barn conversion on bat roost sites in Hertfordshire, England.
Mammalia: 68: 353-364.
Rich, C. and Longcor, T (eds) (2005). Ecological Consequences of Artificial Night Lighting
(2005) 458pp.
Stone, E. (In progress). The impact of development on bats in the UK, PhD, University of Bristol
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3.5 Trees
Scope of the subject area
Five workshops were held on the topic of mitigation for trees. These workshops discussed
mitigation for trees with roosts. They did not discuss approaches to general woodland
management.
It was acknowledged that always, avoidance is key, but these workshops focused on situations
where tree work is unavoidable and mitigation is necessary.

Operations/subjects discussed













Trees favoured by bats
Felling whole tree containing roost
Branch containing roost needs removal (including strapping branches with bat roost)
Works started, roosts/bats then discovered
Buffer zones
Bat boxes
Minimum acceptable mitigation
Veteranisation
Protecting potential
Blocking holes
Surveying
Bat awareness

Trees favoured by bats
Discussion points/suggestions


Do not rule out any tree species. It is not always the tree species itself, but the features
found in the trees that are important. These features can be found in pine trees. Although the
decay process is not as extensive in sycamores as in other trees, it is important not to rule
anything out. In ash trees the cavities tend to face upwards, but this tree is still used by bats.

Felling whole tree containing roost
Monitored case studies
Area of country: Not known
Species: Daubenton‟s bats (pre-maternity roost) and noctules (probably males) in the same
hole.
Site: Hotel with parkland, lake and mature trees in the immediate surroundings.
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Type of roost: As above
What work was done: Hotel wanted to build a new wing, but an oak tree with a bat roost
(woodpecker and rot hole) was in the way.
What mitigation was put in place: The limb containing the roost was re-erected onto the top of
a 4.5-5m high galvanised steel pole about 15-20ft from where the tree originally stood. The pole
was secured in the ground in concrete about 1m x 1m x 1m deep. The relevant section of the
tree (about 2m length of the trunk) was removed and mounted on top of the pole using very long
bolts. (Note – stainless steel straps may also come in useful for anchoring in other cases.) The
original intention was to line the post with bark to make it look more natural. The timing of the
mitigation was not given.
What were the results: Bats moved in fairly quickly – both species. Bats were using it for 2
years. However, after 2 years “the whole place was floodlit” so the bats have now gone. It is still
checked by ground-staff at the hotel, and it would be good to follow up this mitigation.
Area of country: London
Species: Noctules
Site: Oak tree
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Crown reduction for health and safety reasons.
What mitigation was put in place: A mature oak tree in Hillingdon, London, was an example
where concerns of health and safety and the structural stability of the tree resulted in crown
reduction. However, the reduction was not straightforward as bats were found in a large limb.
The branch contained a noctule bat roost in an old woodpecker hole. After consultation with
Natural England and the local bat group it was decided to lower the limb carefully to the ground
as part of the tree reduction process, and then reattach the limb to the tree once reduction work
had taken place. This was carried out in the winter when no bats were present.
What were the results: This was carried out successfully and as a result the noctule bats
returned to the roost the following summer and subsequent summers since.
Area of country: County Durham
Species: Not known
Site: Whitebeam tree
Type of roost: Possible small maternity roost.
What work was done: Tree needed felling.
What mitigation was put in place: When the bats weren‟t there, the roost section of the tree
was taken, a plate was put on the top and bottom to protect the cavity, and it was attached to
another tree (birch) 10m away using bolts. The whitebeam was quite a large size for that type of
tree. The same orientation was kept and the entrance was at the same height. Other trees were
also felled, and bat boxes were placed nearby to „replace‟ trees that had potential.
What were the results: The moved branch hasn‟t been used yet – it was done 3 years ago. The
view is that it didn‟t work because of a change in the environment – with other trees being felled
around it. Monitoring is on-going.
Area of country: Worcestershire
Species: Noctules
Site: Natural England site close to public area.
Type of roost: Maternity roost of 15-20 bats.
What work was done: Upgrading access to a car park and a dead tree was found with a
noctule maternity roost in a knothole.
What mitigation was put in place: A section containing the roost was taken and protected as
far as possible. Having taken limbs down from the tree to make it safe, that section was put back
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up on what was left, facing the same way, but 4-5m lower down. The section measured at least
1m-1.5m in length (from top to bottom) and the workers tried to take as much above and below
the roost as safely possible. The tree was largely surrounded by rhododendron and was sticking
out above other vegetation, so it could be lowered while maintaining a sensible flight path (i.e.
not below canopy of surrounding vegetation). The habitat around the tree was largely
unchanged. Delegate could not recall what was used for strapping. The work was undertaken in
the winter when there were no public around. No hibernating bats were found.
What were the results: Bats are using it in similar numbers to that previously. So the
assumption was that the colony has not noticed the change or had not minded. Not known how
many years they have been coming back for. It was completed a number of years ago now –
approx 1998.
Area of country: South West
Species: Whiskered bats
Site: Road scheme
Type of roost: Single bats
What work was done: Three or four roosts in oak trees were taken down.
What mitigation was put in place: Put a combination of Schwegler and wooden bat boxes up.
Several were placed on each tree, on a number of trees, facing different aspects.
What were the results: There has been some success but most of the bat boxes have
disappeared due to vandalism. This was completed 2-3 years ago and is still being monitored.
Area of country: Cambridgeshire
Species: Noctule (120+)
Site: Not known
Type of roost: Maternity
What work was done: Tree died and had to be felled.
What mitigation was put in place: The tree was cemented into place and was kept in place for
a further five years. At that time the building across the road was left vacant and by chance, the
bats moved into the building (now a further education centre) and the tree was subsequently
felled.

Unmonitored case studies
The following case studies have not yet been monitored and therefore the suitability of
the methods is not yet proven.
Please see Appendix V, page 160 for more details on this case study
Area of country: Dumfries and Galloway
Species: Not known
Site: Part of a road bypass scheme
Type of roost: At least one tree was confirmed as a hibernation roost.
What work was done: Eight bat roosts destroyed due to the felling of trees.
What mitigation was put in place: 1000 trees were surveyed, 200 inspected in detail. Eight
confirmed roosts were found and a Habitats Regulations licence from SEERAD was applied for.
Part of the mitigation scheme entailed re-erecting the roosts (the features) themselves rather
than using bat boxes. The sections of timber containing the bat roost cavity/crack were cut
(allowing adequate distance either side of the feature to avoid damaging it) and then lowered
carefully to the ground. The section was then re-erected onto a suitable tree as close to the
original tree as possible.
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What were the results: Post-development population monitoring of the re-erected roosts and
bat boxes will take place annually for a minimum of three years. Structural safety assessments
of the re-erected roosts and bat boxes will take place at the same time. There are examples
elsewhere where the bats have returned.

Discussion points/suggestions






One delegate pointed out that when limbs are removed and re-strapped, the limb is then
dead and will start to decay, so the roost will fail sometime in the future.
For the best chance of success, always mount re-erected roosts as close to the original tree
as possible, at exactly the same height and aspect as the original tree – mirror what was
there as closely as possible.
There is a difficulty with proving that bats will use a pole type roost before implementing.
Noctules often won‟t use it; at least males may, but not females. However, there are cases
where noctules have successfully used similar mitigation, for example, a tree roost
remounted onto a nearby tree.
Research in the United States replaces felled tree roosts with wooden towers cf Bat
Conservation International (see also section on Bat Houses, page 35).

Branch containing roost needs removal
Monitored case study
Area of country: Not known
Species: Noctules
Site: Sycamore
Type of roost: Unknown; unlikely that it was maternity.
What work was done: Not known
What mitigation was put in place: Resurrected the branch back into the same tree. Tried to
match angle, location, bearing/orientation, etc. The timing of the works was not given.
What were the results: Resurrected feature has not been used. There was other tree reduction
around the feature which caused some disturbance and change to environment, but there were
still features around in which bats could fly and forage.

Strapping branches – discussion points/suggestions






Reinforced rubber webbing is a good way to strap branches to trees and tree trunks to
supporting trees. It is important not to damage the tree. Wire can bite into the tree, which
causes premature decline of the branch/tree. Steel reinforced webbing would be the ultimate
in strapping material! See point 1, Action points, page 62. Reinforced rubber webbing lasts a
long time and doesn‟t seem to degrade. It also spreads the force/pressure over a wider
surface area.
Strapped on limbs/trunks will eventually rot away, but the wood will last longer up in the air
than propped on the ground as there is less moisture and fewer fungi, so decay is slower.
When a trunk is leant against other trees it will decay faster. A flat piece of wood placed
underneath helps protects the wood, but they still need to be monitored regularly.
It is very important to monitor strapped limbs, not only to see if bats are using them, but to
make sure they are not damaging the tree and possibly to adjust them and ensure safety. It
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was observed that it is beneficial to be able to climb the tree to carry out long-term
monitoring as may need to adjust straps.
If features are in the main trunk it may be difficult to re-erect – there may be more potential in
fallen branches.
A dead standing tree will have a different temperature and humidity to a live one, but this is
likely to be a better alternative as a roost to a bat box.
There is a concern that we are looking at the short term (i.e. by protecting roosts that may
only be there for 5 years anyway). By distributing mitigation to other trees with future
potential we safeguard a longer supply of trees/roosts for the future.
For a dead tree the life of the strapped on roost will be approximately 10 years maximum.
But by reducing the canopy of the dead tree, it will be a lot more stable than it would have
been. They do seem to last a long time before you need to consider reducing them more.
This situation can also be improved by making similar features on the tree, for example,
using an arborist‟s tree saw to make slots (see section on Veteranisation, page 59).

Buffer zones
Discussion points/suggestions






Disturbance is species-dependent, for example, pipistrelles tend not to be affected as much
by disturbance around them, as, for example, brown long-eared bats.
Noise can be an issue for disturbance, as can smell, if using chainsaws. Existing
environment conditions should be maintained around the tree with the roost.
A buffer zone of twice the height of the tree is the safety area cited when you work with
health and safety for people, so perhaps there could be a similar figure for bats.
It was suggested that there is a need to be able to justify working within a certain distance to
a roost – maybe like the sliding scale for badgers. Consultants need the information so they
can form an appropriate, site-based strategy. Variability is typical with bats.
All felt it would be good to have guidance on what to tell clients re: how close one can work
to an occupied tree roost. This is probably species-dependent and may depend on whether
disturbance is long or short-term, for example, is a tree going to be felled anyway soon or
not; the nature of disturbance, e.g. chainsaw, and associated level of noise, light, vibration
etc. We possibly need guidance from Natural England on it. There are buffer zones for other
species, but not for bats (see point 2, Action points, page 62)

Bat boxes
Monitored case study
Area of country: South Lake District
Species: Pipistrelles
Site: Whitbarrow
Type of roost: Both summer and winter use
What work was done: Trees were felled.
What mitigation was put in place: This was a Bat Group bat box scheme with three types
of boxes (standard square box, standard square with a baffle and slotted box) erected in a
woodland before any felling took place (boxes were erected in December 2000 and felling took
place in 2004). In one particular area, the trees around the boxes that were clear-felled. Other
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areas were not clear-felled but drastically thinned. All conifers were removed and beech trees
thinned. This one particular set of boxes was left about 50m away from other trees in an area of
clear-fell. The site changed from dense plantation woodland to more open young and semimature beech woodland.
What were the results: Successful. Same numbers of bats using the boxes as before the felling
took place. This has been monitored yearly. As an aside grey squirrels damaged the square
boxes but not the slotted boxes and as a result more bats were noted in the slotted boxes. There
were four slots in the slotted boxes and the bats tended to use the middle slots in the winter and
the outer slots in the summer. They also used the boxes lower down the hill (only a low hill)
more in the winter and higher up the hill in the summer. A larger number of bats were discovered
in these boxes in the winter than in the summer and the bats seemed to move around in almost
all weather although 10 days of sub zero temperatures at the beginning of 2008 sent most of the
bats into hibernation in the boxes.

Discussion points/suggestions
















The design of the bat box and the number of bats using it will depend on the species.
One delegate had compared a standard Schwegler box with the wooden box (apex shape,
similar in size and shape to the Schwegler box). 8% of the wooden boxes were used by
brown long-eared bats, whereas Schwegler boxes were brilliant for pipistrelles. Where they
have a choice, it was considered that brown long-eared bats will go for the wooden boxes. In
Surrey, however, several brown long-eared bats are present in Schwegler boxes.
One delegate had one or two Daubenton‟s bats using Schwegler boxes but not regularly. It
was 6 years before the Daubenton‟s bats used wooden bat boxes. Seeding with droppings
didn‟t seem to work. It was not clear from the notes if the droppings were from the same
colony.
Hibernation boxes – one delegate did a project designing a box, aiming for a 20-year design
life. The only thing that didn‟t have a 20-year life was the „D‟ ring – so an alternative was
used – the box resting on a branch of the tree with a strap to catch it if it moved.
Health and safety issues – one delegate re-emphasised the need to survey trees with bat
boxes or re-erected features on a regular basis, bearing in mind that bat boxes can also be
dangerous. The method of erection is important. Need to use broad diameter reinforced
webbing.
There were some concerns that the straps used to attach bat boxes will damage the tree.
Straps are available that grow with the tree (Cobra system). There are also adjustable
screws that enable the tree to grow with the bat box attached to it.
Consensus: There was general agreement that bat boxes should be used as an interim
measure until local woodland develops suitable features.
One delegate tried a bat box fitted above the used cavity to try to tempt bats out and get
used to box. They didn‟t use it!
Belfry boxes (typically used for installation in bridges) are not useful for trees – the humidity
levels away from water are too dry.
The Bat Mitigation Guidelines suggest that bat boxes should be a temporary measure (10
years) but some boxes (especially woodcrete boxes, for example, Schwegler) could last for a
long time without disintegrating. A potential problems in urban areas is people vandalising
them, or they may drop and break. One delegate had seen a woodpecker breaking a
woodcrete box. Bats may only just be starting to use wooden bat boxes by the time they start
to decay.
It was suggested by one delegate that Schwegler boxes have a larger temperature variation
than wooden boxes.
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It is important to consider the context in which the boxes are placed. One comment was that
bat boxes are better in a woodland where there are few natural cavities. It was noted that if
bat boxes are not used where there are natural cavities available then they are not the
preferred option. In woodland there are lots of branches on the ground, i.e. free bat boxes.
Would these be more appropriate as mitigation?
An example was given of Schwegler bat boxes put up in two locations; one was close to the
roost that was lost, and the other was in a woodland further away (with a connecting
hedgerow). The boxes used were those that were further away from where work was
happening. It raises the question of where we should be putting mitigation. We often aim for
near the original roost but this may not always be appropriate.
Need separate guidelines for different species or groups of species (see point 3, Action
points, page 62). Need to be precise about what one is trying to do and ensure that it is well
considered and fit for purpose; may displace species otherwise.

What is the minimum acceptable mitigation?








“The best bat box is a tree!” The actual roost itself – a like-for-like replacement – is usually
preferable. By using the actual roost rather than a bat box, one delegate feels it will be more
successful. If using bat boxes, the same delegate felt that three boxes for every roost should
be used as a minimum.
Another delegate had an example of a branch being reattached and not being used by the
bats, but a bat box was used instead.
One needs to be careful about where bat boxes are used as replacements. Bat boxes may
increase the presence of non-target species, thereby excluding some target species. This is
not always the case.
Taking out a single feature from a tree may be less of a concern where there is mass
availability of potential roosts in a woodland – the exception would be if it was a maternity
roost or important in some other way. But it still needs licensing; we can‟t just say there are
alternatives available and so ignore the mitigation need.
As always, it depends on the species. For barbastelles, for example, which use several sites,
you may not need to replace like for like as they use more than one roost. Loss of one limb
may not be an issue for a colony if other potential roosts are still available. Conversely, a
single limb may be very important for some species, for example, Bechstein‟s bats use the
same tree, the same limb, year on year for a maternity colony. It is vital that this sort of
decision is made by an experienced bat worker on a case by case basic.

Veteranisation
Discussion points/suggestions


It is possible to artificially make bat-friendly features such as a split or a cavity, for example,
by recreating a woodpecker hole. This is useful for instant roost creation but also
encourages decay which creates further roosting opportunities in time. There is a lack of
dead wood in this country for invertebrates and habitat for other species so the suggestion is
that we imitate it. This is not a new idea but it is becoming more recognised.
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There are ways of carrying this out that are less damaging, and the location needs to be
chosen carefully (for example, not where there is high public footfall), but it will vastly
improve the habitat. Wherever possible, such enhancements should be encouraged when
implementing mitigation.
Plunge cutting (using a chainsaw to create new slots) has been trialled by one individual
without any success in Northern Ireland; however, a suggestion was made that plunge
cutting carried out with 3 width bars of a chainsaw is adequate for some bat use.

Protecting potential
Monitored case study
Area of country: Not known
Species: Noctules
Site: Concern about a roost which was suffering disturbance from the adjacent footpath –
people became interested in it and they were getting too close.
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Not known
What mitigation was put in place: Log boxes were constructed from oak and ash logs
hollowed out by a chainsaw and strung up with wire to encourage the bats to move away from
the path. They had a varied aspect and location within the woodland. Tried to erect these log
boxes above the first roost to move the bats higher up the tree so that disturbance would be
reduced but they were not taken up by the bats.
What were the results: The odd noctule was found in the log box but they mainly moved to
natural cavities in other trees.

Discussion points/suggestions




Need to replicate the environment removed as well as identify potential habitat. Need to
push with developers that potential features need to be retained as much as real roosts,
which is difficult as they are not fully protected or under licensing system.
Enhancement should be undertaken not just where the roost is proven but also where there
are any holes with potential, and especially where it is difficult to survey.
There were comments on the importance of surrounding habitat being taken into
consideration in mitigation proposals.

Blocking holes
Discussion points/suggestions



After surveying and finding that no bats are present one delegate uses a plastic non-return
valve (not if there‟s a confirmed bat roost) for the time period between survey and felling.
Others have used rolled-up newspaper and upholstery foam, which expands to fill the hole.
However, it was agreed that for trees with high potential, there is a move away from blocking
holes permanently (for example, with expanding foam), and that it is better to fix non-return
valves, or use plastic, etc., so that features may be used in the future.
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Surveying
While the workshops mainly focused on mitigation, there was also a lot of discussion on
the surveying of trees. Some of this is reported below.

Discussion points/suggestions











The importance of surveying before mitigating was emphasised. Roosts not obvious from the
ground are often found by climbing. Bats use unexpected places – seemingly „unsuitable‟
holes and crevices.
There is discrepancy in how people undertake tree surveys and more guidance is needed on
which types of surveys are appropriate for which species.
Night-vision equipment can be used to tell if a bat is emerging or flying past a particular tree
but this is only really possible if concentrating on a single hole. It is not really possible if
trying to watch a whole tree. Video cameras with night vision are another option.
Consensus: The general consensus amongst the group was that people should be
encouraged not to just use dawn and dusk surveys for trees as this is not adequate to
identify a roost. Dusk and dawn surveys are not appropriate on their own.
It was agreed that surveying trees needs highly skilled surveyors otherwise the majority of
roost sites will be missed (excepting the very obvious ones – but most are not!)
Arborists should appreciate that there is a limit to what they can do. They can use a torch,
but if bats are found, then they should come down and get a licensed person to attend.
It is important to minimise the disturbance to a maternity roost. It is all about risk
minimisation, and as such, it was suggested that endoscopes should not be used in the
height of summer.
An example was given of some big lime trees felled within a market town. It wasn‟t until dead
bats were found by a local resident that the issue was raised as there had been no survey or
assessment required by authorities. Planning procedure means that many of these trees
escape attention prior to being felled as they lie outside planning system.
In Cumbria there is no shortage of veteran and ancient trees but it is difficult to make people
aware that there may be bats in them. Woodland Trust (WT) ran a campaign last year about
veteran trees, asking people to phone in to tell them about veteran trees around the UK so
that they can build up a potential register. In this way it was hoped there would be a great
register for use of potential bat roosts. The local bat group is now in contact with the National
Trust (NT) so that surveys can be undertaken prior to any work being carried out on their
trees.

Bat awareness



As a result of the NERC Act, could local authorities request that all tree workers have to
undertake „proper bat training‟? (See point 8, Action points, page 62)
Could bat awareness be integrated into (or in addition to) basic arborists‟ training? This could
be a good way to get to the core of the problem at the outset, as the local council knows that
they won‟t appoint a tree surgeon unless qualified and this would include bat awareness
(including in-house staff). Although this is only a trickle-down effect it would be a good start.
The BCT Trees and Bats leaflet is not penetrating to many arborists (see point 9, Action
points, page 62).
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Action points
1. Find out if steel reinforced webbing actually exists.
2. Clarification and more guidelines required on the meaning of the term „disturbance‟. A
better definition of buffer zone also required. (BCT to contact two participants who
offered to pull together some guidelines.)
3. Need separate guidelines about bat boxes for different species or groups of species.
4. Need guidelines on making bat boxes safe and long-lasting.
5. BCT to put pressure on Statutory Nature Conservation Organisations (SNCOs) to state
what best practice is. Still considerable conflict in advice given between partner
organisations.
6. BCT (reinforced by local bat groups) to reiterate to landowning bodies, for example,
National Trust (NT), about the importance of surveying for bats before work. All the
information is there but may need re-emphasising at a local level.
7. BCT to follow-up the grey area of who should pay for post-work monitoring.
8. Need to find out if, as a result of the NERC Act, local authorities could request all tree
workers to have to undertake „proper bat training‟.
9. BCT to liaise with the Arboricultural Association about promoting their Bats and Trees
leaflet to more arborists.

Research needs
1. Could someone take a series of branch sections and undertake a study on how close to
the original feature the roost has to be resurrected?
2. Best wood for longevity and bat take up – is it to do with how old wood is or how long bat
box is up?
3. Advantages and disadvantages of bat boxes, and proven use – there are studies out
there but need to look at existing info – best to go for case study approach rather than
specification approach.
4. Issue with birds using bat boxes – or design for both.
5. Research into how to replicate the kind of features that are found in trees when designing
bat boxes, for example, a long narrow crack.
6. Research as to how far a bat will fly over open ground. How important is the distance to
the next tree? Does it have to be continuous or not?

Suggested references
Cowan, A. (2003) Trees and Bats. Arboricultural Association Guidance Note 1 (Second Edition)
Mortimer, G. (2005). Natterer‟s bat Myotis nattereri and commercial coniferous plantations.
Abstracts of the Xth European Bat Research Symposium.
Greenaway, F., Hill, D. (2005). Woodland management advice for Bechstein‟s bat and
barbastelle. English Nature Research Reports.
Forestry Commission. (2005). Woodland management for bats. Forestry Commission (in
partnership with BCT, CCW and Natural England – previously English Nature).
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3.6

Bridges

Scope of the subject area
Four workshops were held on the topic of bridges. The scope of discussion was mitigation for
bridges with roosts or potential roosts in, including culverts and aqueducts/viaducts.

Operations discussed




Maintenance1
- Requiring retention of gaps and/or temporary exclusion of bats
- Bat boxes/roosting space installed into bridges
- Widening joints
New bridge construction

1

Impacts of maintenance may not be solely direct and physical on the roost. A box girder bridge had
vibration caused by working with pneumatic drills etc. on the road surface, disturbing the horseshoe bat
roost below. A bridge roost may also be disturbed by work adjacent to the bridge, rather than on the
bridge itself.

Maintenance – retention of gaps and/or temporary
exclusion of bats
Monitored case studies
Area of country: Not known
Species: Daubenton‟s bats and pipistrelles
Site: Main road bridge
Type of roost: Summer maternity roost
What work was done: Work on expansion joints
What mitigation was put in place: Bats were excluded from one expansion joint so they would
move to another. There was a tiered approach so that bats always had somewhere to roost.
Work was begun in April before the bats returned but they returned during work. However, it was
possible to see inside the whole of the crevices and whether bats were present.
What were the results: Daubenton‟s bats appeared to be less disturbed by noise from the
works whereas the pipistrelles moved away and haven‟t returned since (possibly the pipistrelles
had other roosting opportunities elsewhere?). Normally there is much noise from heavy traffic on
this bridge so bats seem to tolerate a certain amount of noise.
Please see Appendix VI, page 162 for more details on this case study.
Area of country: Cumbria
Species: Daubenton‟s bats and Natterer‟s bats in deep crevices
Site: Bridge
Type of roost: Autumn roost (possibly maternity but this was not confirmed)
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What work was done: Pressure grouting. This requires pointing up the gaps on the outside,
then injecting liquid grout into a number of holes to fill up spaces deeper in the stonework.
What mitigation was put in place: After discussion with the engineers a method was agreed
for the work. Bats were first excluded by using 32mm diameter waste pipes where they may
have been in crevices too deep to see into. Then the roost area was monitored using an
endoscope while the grouting continued. When the liquid grout (under lower pressure) was seen
at the edge of the roost area, pressure grouting was stopped. In this way the roost area was left
open for the bats. The work was conducted in the spring.
What were the results: Both species re-used the cavity after the work.

Discussion of example above



Engineers may still be unhappy with this type of solution where there was potentially
weakness left in the middle of the bridge structure. However, the method was agreed in this
case so it is possible.
It was noted that the outer arch stones (voussoir) are the most critical in the arch structure,
and leaving gaps here would not be appropriate, whereas further into the arch, gaps may not
weaken the structure significantly.

Suitable materials for filling gaps to prevent bat entry/preserve gaps
for future – discussion points/suggestions






Netting/plastic was suggested, but this may not be so good because it needs maintenance.
Bubble wrap, newspaper, plastic shopping bags, mattress foam and pipe lagging are all
good for blocking gaps and builders can easily pull these out afterwards. However, there is
the risk of entombing bats that are too deep to be found with the endoscope. If the whole of
the gap cannot be seen, then an emergence survey should be carried out (assuming it is
when the bats are active).
For creating gaps/cavities a large fruit, for example, a squash, can be cemented into the
structure, with a small entrance left. The fruit rots naturally and leaves a cavity. Also useful
when pressure grouting.
Expanded polystyrene had been used by some delegates to create a cavity in a similar way.
A solvent (petrol) was then added drop by drop to dissolve away the polystyrene and leave a
cavity.
Need to ensure that contractors are aware that the roost has been temporarily blocked and
will be reopened. The roost area should be well marked. Must also check that filler hasn‟t
dropped out between doing survey/filling and commencing work.

Exclusion of bats – discussion points/suggestions




One delegate gave an example of using a waste pipe cut at an angle (6 inches long) and
attached to timber. It acts like a chute – the bats slide down but can‟t get back in. Sometimes
the pipe is put directly up to the hole and packed around it (rather than using the timber).
Really strong odour-free glue can be used.
Plastic sheeting – two layers are used so that bats can‟t climb back in. Another delegate also
found that plastic sheeting had worked well. Cloth was also used which flapped about in the
wind preventing bats from finding their way back in, but the concern was raised that bats
could grip the material.
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Plastic excluder flap (a strip covering a narrow but long gap). Daubenton‟s bats were able to
push out from under the flap but not return.
A strip of standard damp-proof plastic membrane (used between brick courses in building)
can be used in a similar situation – if it is the correct size and flexibility of plastic.
Loft insulation, if the site is not wet. If it is wet then it doesn‟t work. Caution was expressed
about expanding foam because it could expand and seal a bat in. Also, it can be problematic
with engineers coming in to re-point later on, and if you use it vertically, it will drip on your
head! If there is a big hole, one can cut expanding polystyrene to fit the hole and use
expanding foam around it but still need to be careful.
Concern was raised about some of these substances going into the river water. One
delegate said that the lime mortar used in bridges is much worse than any of these.
However, responsible use is still needed.
Consensus: The use of lighting to discourage bats from returning was overall thought not to
be an appropriate exclusion technique because of the risk of driving bats further into the
roost. Although there is some evidence that long-eared bats would be discouraged by
lighting, it has not worked in buildings. One delegate had used lights to exclude pipistrelles.
Another delegate gave a second-hand example of an unsuccessful exclusion of long-eared
bats using light.

When should gaps be blocked/exclusion carried out? – discussion
points/suggestions








If bats are discovered and work is imminent, gaps should be blocked immediately, which can
be a health and safety issue with working on bridges at night. However, it cannot be done
the next day as the bats are likely to have returned. Over the next couple of nights, one has
to return to unblock the gap to let out any remaining bats and re-block the hole when they‟ve
emerged. This is the procedure if work is being done at short notice and there is insufficient
time to do more extensive surveys – it should not be used in other situations.
Consensus: Delegates agreed that a minimum of five days was needed for exclusions to
have confidence that all the bats had left.
Another option is phased exclusion (go back every two days to slowly block off access) – it
depends on the time of year as to whether this is appropriate.
Exclusion should take place at least a week before the works are to commence – this allows
time for weather problems and any other difficulties.
Timing is critical for excluding bats from bridges – it is best to do it in summer when bats are
active (but not when they have dependent young). In winter it is harder to tell if bats are
present.
Should also be aware of other influences on emergence behaviour, i.e. species, previous
weather conditions, geographical, microclimate and time of year.

Bat boxes/roosting space installed into bridges
Monitored case studies
Please see Appendix VI, page 168 for more details on this case study.
Area of country: Yorkshire/Lancashire border
Species: Daubenton‟s bats – six seen emerging but exact emergence point not known.
Site: Swinden Gill bridge over a tributary of the River Ribble. Low stone bridge (less than 1m
over water level).
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Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Bridge had been widened twice in its history and was rebuilt in stone.
The central section had girder supports providing roosting space.
What mitigation was put in place: Schwegler “bat tube” roost box was built in (sideways) into
the stonework.
What were the results: This was done in March 2006, and bats did not return in that year. It
will be checked this year, 2007.
Area of country: Near Kings Lynn
Species: Natterer‟s bats and pipistrelles (N.B. not pre-existing in the bridge – see What work
was done section below)
Site: Concrete/steel high span box girder bridge.
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: The intention was to provide mitigation for the loss of a roost in a nearby
brick kiln, due to be demolished.
What mitigation was put in place: Roosting cavities were pre-cast. They were designed by the
structural engineer after consultation. Access points were specified as small. However, the site
contractors used plastic pipes cast in situ at an angle of about 45. Attempts were made to
remove these after casting but this was not successful in the end. This was its „Achilles heel‟.
What were the results: Unsucessful.
A similar example was given from North Yorkshire where the entrance was fashioned from a
vertical metal pipe; again, this was not appropriate.
Area of country: Cumbria
Species: Up to 45 Daubenton‟s bats using crevices in central pier.
Site: Steel and wood deck bridge built on stone abutments.
Type of roost: Summer
What work was done: Not known
What mitigation was put in place: Partial mitigation was installed but it wasn‟t quite what was
asked for. Stones were replaced to form a T-shaped crevice going in 20cm, with a suitable
narrow gap (see Figure 17).
What were the results: 25+ Daubenton‟s bats moved in same season. Other crevices in the
bridge were used by colony of c45 bats.

Plan view

Front view

Figure 17: Bridge mitigation
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Area of country: Powys, Wales
Species: Primarily Daubenton‟s bats
Site: Brynich Aqueduct (Scheduled Ancient Monument and Listed Building)
Type of roost: Used certainly for maternity purposes; hibernation not ruled out, but not proved.
What work was done: Repair needed to structure because it was beginning to slowly slide
downstream.
What mitigation was put in place: Created one-way excluder using Osma square section
pipes and stocking against exit holes. Were not permitted to retain cracks and crevices or attach
bat boxes as it was a listed building. However, engineers were happy to build in 16 belfry bat
boxes. Belfry boxes work well over water due to humidity and Daubenton‟s bats take very well to
them.
What were the results: Maternity colonies were found in the bat boxes. The last checks were
undertaken in 2004. At that time there were 22 lactating female Daubenton‟s bats and their
young, and 15 soprano pipistrelle bats using the belfry bat boxes. Judging by the bat droppings
left on the bed rock below the boxes, when river levels are low, the boxes are very much in use
and very popular, probably more so than in 2004.
Please see Appendix VI, page 164 for more details on this case study.
Area of country: Berkshire
Species: None recorded prior to enhancement but it was designed for Daubenton's bats.
Site: Concrete road bridge over River Pang.
Type of roost: None recorded before enhancement
What work was done: Enhancement project (carried out by local bat group)
What mitigation was put in place: Existing pillars on one side of bridge were blocked up with
brick and concrete breezeblocks. The resulting space was then lined with wood to create a
variety of roosting opportunities within the spaces (see photos in Appendix, page 164).
What were the results: The work was done in 1995. It has not been consistently monitored –
there were bat droppings recorded in the second year but nothing since. The group is trying to
find a more reliable monitoring method as the location and access of site make thoroughly
checking each box difficult (see Appendix VI, page 164 for full monitoring results).

Discussion points/suggestions






Mitigation must be like-for-like as much as possible. For example, not putting a bat box in a
tree to mitigate for a roost in a bridge. These are different things entirely and you may attract
different species.
One delegate had been involved with at least a couple of dozen cases of bridge works where
use by bats afterwards was verified. The most important thing is to retain roosting sites
within the structure; attaching boxes is, in most cases, poor and vulnerable mitigation.
Schwegler bat boxes have been installed in culverts. The main drawback is that it doesn‟t
look very good. They are best for long culverts with no public access. One option, if big
chunks of brickwork have fallen out, is to incorporate a Schwegler box into the brick work.
The door can be taken off and embedded fairly deeply to maintain stable temperature and
position. There is some evidence they are being used by bats – one delegate thought by
Daubenton‟s bats, but maybe Natterer‟s bats. Little monitoring has been done though.
Crevices may be used by roosting blue tits, creating competition. It is possible to provide
extra boxes to cover bats and birds. Or put them further inside culverts for bats. Delegates
agreed that it is important to put in as many bat boxes as possible, not only to allow for birds,
but because there is more chance that one will create the right environment for bats.
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It was suggested that bridge makers create a recess and the bat brick is then put into the
recess. The bat brick could then be removed if it had to be (for example, for maintenance),
but it sits flush with the bridge span and so is less exposed and is kept separate from the
bridge structure. This is referred to as a plug in, pull out bat box.
There was concern from a few delegates that having a plug in roost box would not achieve
anything different to designing space inside the structure or add value to the design from the
bat conservation aspect. The problem for engineers is the future maintenance, and the
procedure for this would still be affected – it would still require more time. Bats may still find
their way in between the plug in box and the structure.
Bat bricks are a limited resource – if it is a breeding site or substantial site, bat bricks are
considered to be a waste of time.
Temperature and conditions might be different within the bridge structure as compared to on
the bridge. (This applies to bat boxes as well as to bricks).
Another option is bat bricks behind the front brickwork. Bridges could be built with a facade
containing the bat roost, not affecting the structural integrity of the main bridge.

What do engineers think about roosts in bridge structures?
Discussion points/suggestions











Generally engineers consider bat roost spaces as not desirable since there are implications
for bridge maintenance, for example, time and having to have a bat specialist present.
Engineers prefer licence applications to include external bat roost boxes as mitigation, or bat
bricks, but there is no evidence that these work in this situation.
One delegate had used lots of different boxes within bridges and aqueducts, sometimes
embedded deeply within new bridges. They couldn‟t think of instance where people haven‟t
wanted to do this. However, another delegate had an example of one awkward engineer who
didn‟t want to.
Railway bridges are different to river bridges – one delegate tried to get some work done to a
rail track bridge and couldn‟t. Needs an experienced structural engineer to be engaged to
come up with sound idea for railway bridges – preferably accepted by the Board of Network
Rail. If it were a recognised design they would put it in.
Boxes are more obvious if bolted on so less likely to be overlooked by contractors.
Is there evidence that putting the bat box into the bridge structure will weaken the bridge?
See point 1, Action points, page 70.
In the past one delegate had recommended the use of the flat style Schwegler box under a
bridge but engineers rejected it because of its effect on the „flood storage capacity‟ – the box
could cause debris to collect.
What is needed is something that could be produced to be built into all new bridges as a
matter of course. This should include the different agencies responsible for different types of
bridges.

Widening joints
Discussion points/suggestions


Widening joints in traditional bridges are the non-structural narrow gaps left between the two
„halves‟ of a bridge that has been widened. They run along the length of the bridge and are
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not structurally weakening if left open. North Yorkshire council has been asked to remove
pointing in these gaps when bridges receive attention for maintenance. This is an example of
good practice on their part but not many bridges have yet received this treatment; it is done
as and when necessary. Those which have been done have been in bridges where
Daubenton‟s bats and pipistrelles roost.
In Cumbria, the policy is not to point up widening gaps. In contrast, any Devon bridges that
had been examined had had the widening gap pointed up.
Can leaving this gap open be recommended in the Trunk Road Maintenance Manual
(TRMM) – a manual for maintenance rather than new designs (not the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) which is currently in revision)? See References, page 70.
Note of interest: the equivalent of the Highways Agency in the Republic of Ireland was
advertising for a PhD to research mitigation measures for bats in roads/bridges design.

New bridge construction
Monitored case study
Area of country: Gloucestershire
Species: Pipistrelles (species not known – pre-dated split)
Site: Bridge on a bypass road, square concrete design
Type of roost: Thought to be an autumn roost. Could have been used for mating.
What work was done: Bats moved in to roost before the bridge was finished. The construction
method required the concrete to set for 10 days, and then it was sprayed with Silane to cure it.
What mitigation was put in place: The method used was to wait for the bats to emerge, then
fill the roost gap with expanded foam prior to the treatment. The foam was removed later to open
up the gaps again.
What were the results: Bats returned.

Bats roosting in culverts – discussion points/suggestions


Culverts have been used for roosting by lesser horseshoe bats, effectively acting as a small
bridge roost. Use of culverts by bats was examined during research by BCT and the
Highways Agency in summer 2006. Lesser horseshoe bats have been found roosting in old
drain covers, and on the A465 at Abergavenny, these bats were recorded flying through 30
cm diameter drain covers.

General discussion points/questions





Vegetation removal – one delegate gave an example of a pipistrelle roost in a bridge that
was affected by spraying for weeds by London Underground. Lots of bats were killed.
How big a problem is changing mitigation if it doesn‟t work? What is the mechanism if a
substantial structure doesn‟t work?
How does bat mitigation impact on the structure of the bridge? It would be good to have
detailed examples, which can be presented to engineers. What is or is not acceptable to a
structural engineer?
How do we promote positive bat provision in bridges that is acceptable to those
concerned with future maintenance and licensing issues?
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Take into account experience in other countries, for example, there are covered bridges
in the USA and Germany which are full of bats, though this may be an incidental result of
their design rather than them being deliberately designed for bats.
Consider where lighting will be positioned in terms of flight lines as well as potential
roosting areas. Group had evidence that lighting affects Daubenton‟s bats and lesser
horseshoe bats.
Effects of foliage Concerned that the maintenance of bridge roost sites should prevent
vegetation growing over roost site entrances.
Monitoring In theory, bridges should be structures that are more easily followed up for
monitoring in the future. All bridges have a separate file held on them.

Action points
1. Ask experts whether there is evidence that putting a bat box into a bridge structure will
weaken the bridge (see Q&A session, page 80)

Research needs
1. Look at different types of lighting.
2. Look at whether it more beneficial to put bat bricks into structure or onto it (and whether it
affects the structure itself).
3. Is there any evidence that bat bricks work in bridges at all?

References
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3.7 Underground sites
Scope of the subject area
Three workshops were held on the topic of underground sites. These workshops considered
works to underground sites, which may include natural caves, disused mines, deneholes (chalk
mines), disused railway tunnels (particularly lengthy ones), canal tunnels, culverts, military
bunkers, wells and ice houses. Cellars are also sometimes considered to be underground sites.
In addition to discussion about existing sites and how to mitigate impacts on them, some
delegates also had experience of the creation of artificial underground sites/hibernacula, both for
mitigation and for enhancement.

Operations/subjects discussed


Alterations to roost areas
- Repairs to tunnels
- Cellars
- Air-raid shelters
- Mines
- Bunkers
- Grilling
- Airflow/temperature
- Gunpowder mill
 Artificial hibernacula

Direct alteration – chalk tunnels
Monitored case study
Please see Appendix VII, page 169 for more details on this case study.
Area of country: Essex
Species: Natterer‟s bats, Daubenton‟s bats, common pipistrelle, brown long-eared bats,
serotines. Possibly also whiskered bats and soprano pipistrelles (despite the site appearing
initially bat unfriendly).
Site: Three tunnels in total (T1 – upper, T2 – middle, T3 – lower). The were constructed in the
mid 1900s to enable quarry operators to gain access below Warren Lane and between two chalk
pits – Warren Gorge to the North and Lion Gorge to the South. Tunnels fell into disuse when
quarrying ceased. The tunnels are owned by Chafford Hundred Ltd and lie within a very large
residential development.
Type of roost: Summer non-breeding, socialising and night roost, feeding perch and
hibernation. No swarming evidence.
What work was done: Tunnel infilling and strengthening and grilling of entrance portals.
Strengthening works were needed to meet an increase in highway loading to 40 tones on
Warren Lane. This included T1 = almost total infilling, T2 = infilling of wall recess to support
roof, T3 = infilling of swallow hole in roof.
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What mitigation was put in place: Tunnels 1 and 2 were grilled – tunnel 3 was not grilled.
Tunnel 2 was cast in breeze block walls with intentional gaps. Bat „furniture‟ was installed, in the
form of gaps cut into the smooth walls with a power drill. The gaps averaged around 20-30cm
long x 2cm wide x 30cm deep – these dimensions were restricted by the cutter itself. Superficial
features external to the roost features were added afterwards, although the classic „wooden
plank‟ couldn‟t be used due to guarantee assurances, with the engineer restricting the options.
See Appendix VII, page 169 for more details.
What were the results: Tunnel 1 = no use; tunnel 2 = limited use; tunnel 3 = increased use by a
number of species. There was initially no use in Tunnels 1 and 2, before signs of some bat
presence were detected in Tunnel 2. In Tunnel 2, the bats stayed throughout the work, despite
the construction interference (e.g. noise, lighting, etc.). However, as soon as the grilles were
built, the bats stopped using the tunnels. The group debated if the fact that their flight path had
been altered was a factor in the bats not using the tunnel. The design was modified to ensure
the previous levels of airflow were not greatly altered, allowing for continued use as summer
roost, rather than converting it into a winter roost.
Tunnel 3 saw its levels of species variety and population levels unchanged, with perhaps even a
slight increase. Its seasonal use was also unchanged. The average summer temperature of the
tunnels is now around 15-20oC. Eighteen months after the work, the bat use is still improved in
the tunnel. The crevice work proved fairly successful but the grilles were less effective. It
appears they either altered the flight path or impacted on the airflow, as the tunnels enjoyed a
„clear path‟ before the grilles were installed.

Direct alteration – cellar
Monitored case study
Area of country: Not known
Species: 15 Natterer‟s bats discovered during pre-demolition survey.
Site: Large mansion house requiring demolition due to fire damage.
Type of roost: Monitoring carried out every 3 weeks for a year failed to uncover a huge amount
of bat activity, although there was a possibility of lesser horseshoe bat droppings on the site.
What work was done: The intention was to fill in the cellar and rebuild the property over the top
of it. The work was initially delayed as the level of cellar strengthening required was
underestimated. There were also asbestos issues in the cellar, which were not realised until the
demolition started.
What mitigation was put in place: 50% of the cellar was negotiated for bats. The cellar was
subdivided into separate rooms, with the room with the Natterer‟s bats being blocked off in late
summer.
What were the results: The outcome of the mitigation revealed only low-level use by Natterer‟s
bats, long-eared bats and pipistrelles. Lessons were learned with regards to health and safety
issues and the time that was taken to build over the cellar site (there were lots of
disruption/delays). The cellar is now in place, but it is too hot (needs to drop by around 6 or 7°C).
Proposed measures to improve the airflow into the cellar, specifically an opening in the ceiling in
the back corner, are now being queried by the owner. The size of the opening is yet to be
specified. The owner is quite co-operative, and as it is a private residence there is no risk of
unwanted access. The main lesson to take away is that there needs to be much more emphasis
on the fact that a roost is being destroyed and replaced by one that is not as good.
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Direct alteration – air raid shelter
Monitored case study
Area of country: Not known
Species: Brown long-eared bat and some Natterer‟s bat presence was detected.
Site: Air raid shelter (32m long, open with two vents on the top)
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: The shelter was coming under increasing threat from vandalism, and this
unwanted access was the main motivation driving the work. The work took place in 2003.
What mitigation was put in place: Three main points of airflow existed in the shelter. Two of
these were capped, the other was grilled. This resulted in reduced airflow and a stabilisation in
humidity.
What were the results: The number of bats doubled in presence, but the overall numbers are
still relatively small. This is disappointing as a bat population has been recorded nearby. The
temperature in the structure has stabilised at 4°C, with 95% humidity. There were no more ideas
as to what else could be implemented at this site. It raised the question of how critical the factor
of airflow is to bat use.

Discussion points/suggestions


An example was given of an ice house that had had a hole punched into the roof by
vandals; this appeared to be to the liking of some brown long-eared bats who started to use
it immediately. When work was undertaken to cut down and „tidy-up‟ the hole, the bats
disappeared. This again raised the question within the group about airflow as a critical
factor. Or was the point less about airflow and more about the bats‟ „perception of entry‟ to a
site?

Direct alteration – ironstone mine
Partially monitored case study
The following case study has not been monitored long-term and therefore the suitability
of this is not yet proven.
Area of country: Gloucestershire (Forest of Dean)
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Old ironstone mine
Type of roost: Fifteen years of monitoring showed winter use for hibernation and a small
number use the site in the summer months too.
What work was done: The mine needed to be filled in to prevent a road and several houses
from falling into it. It was in-filled with pulverised fuel ash.
What mitigation was put in place: Shuttering was put up with one-way exits so that any
remaining bats could escape if there were any still in the mine; however, the mine was checked
before in-filling and remaining hibernating lesser horseshoe bats were relocated. Permission
was granted from the Forest of Dean to move the bats to another nearby ironstone mine. This
was done by placing individual bats in cloth bags suspended in a cool box which was carried to
the new mine. The temperature and humidity of the new mine was checked to ensure it matched
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that of the original roost. It was necessary to take action in February as people had been
evacuated from their homes and it wasn‟t possible to delay the work any longer. A large area of
the mine was left for the bats to return to. The houses were saved and people successfully
moved back into them. Strict health and safety measures were in place during surveying and
mitigation; for example, people were allowed to spend only 30 minutes down the mine at any
time. The presence of radon needs to be carefully considered, in underground sites, especially
in Devon.
What were the results: Surveys were undertaken before and after for the relocation of the
hibernation site. The second mine was checked to ensure that no bats were present before the
lesser horseshoes were relocated. The bats remained in the second mine for 2 weeks, after
which the temperature warmed up and the bats left. There are, however, no plans for further
monitoring of the mines. This was one of the first licences to be granted and monitoring was not
included as a condition of the licence. The stone mine had been previously monitored for 15
years.

Direct alteration – ex-WW2 rectangular underground bunker
Monitored case study
Area of country: Newborough Forest, Anglesey
Species: Natterer‟s bats in crevices and long-eared bats between stacked breeze blocks. Also
lesser horseshoe bats in summer, the first on the west side of the island.
Site: Ex-WW2 rectangular underground bunker storage depot with stairwell leading downwards.
Type of roost: Used throughout the year
What work was done: Forestry Commission staff improved the site solely for the benefit of the
bats.
What mitigation was put in place: The site was grilled and partially flooded already. The
entrance was made smaller, and a long tunnel was created using interlocking walls of breeze
blocks. Corners were knocked off breeze blocks and builders were monitored closely to check
that holes were not filled in. The site was already damp as it was partially flooded. Long gradient
of temperature conditions created by vents were added to make a small through passage of air.
What were the results: Site is used throughout the year by small numbers of long-eared bats
and Natterer‟s bats. Up to six lesser horseshoes recorded during summer, but not during winter.
Site is possibly too cold for lesser horseshoes in winter, but suitable for crevice dwelling species.

Direct alteration
Monitored case study
Please see Appendix II, page 141 for more details on this case study.
Area of country: Not known
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Disused gatehouse with tower and connecting bridge (with adjacent ground floor
extension).
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Renovations of this grade 2 listed building to stop it collapsing.
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What mitigation was put in place: A plan was drawn up to provide accommodation in a
ground floor extension, also with access via one of the towers and accommodation in the loft
space as well.
Both separate bat roost areas - in the loft and the ground floor bat house - have a heated
incubator area, with enough space away from the heated areas in both cases for the bats to
select a colder climate within the roost if they want to. The ground floor extension was insulated
by applying an extra layer of block work internally to the walls, and a new insulated roof was put
on, all the windows were blocked over and a new bat slot was to be placed in the ground floor
roost door. The existing entry hole into the loft space was modified, but retained, and a further
new entrance slot was placed into the loft space.
What were the results: Both sites were fully effective for lesser horseshoe bats (over 300 adult
lesser horseshoe bats were counted in the summer of 2007). This shows that underground sites
can sometimes be used as mitigation for above-ground buildings.

Direct alteration – grilling
Monitored case study
Area of country: North Wales
Species: Lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Limestone caves, SSSI site
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: Not known
What mitigation was put in place: The cave entrances were successfully grilled. The cave
entrances were bricked up almost entirely; small entrances were left for people (a small solid
door) and an even smaller entrance was left for the bats. No dimensions were given for the
grilles.
What were the results: Bat numbers were maintained. Monitoring is at an early stage but
indications are that it seems to have worked.

Discussion points/suggestions




In Wales, the Crown Estate is covering entrances to underground caves with grilles without
gates. However, people are using the sites for recreation and removing bars from the grilles.
Some caving groups deliberately set out to access grilled-off places. Three Anabats have
been taken by cavers – they assume the detectors are monitoring them, and not the bats.
The group agreed that illegal removing and damaging of grilles is a problem that must be
noted, along with the issue of site security. Countryside Council for Wales (CCW)
recommends the use of gated grilles, where the padlock is the weak point, so that if people
really are determined to enter the site, at least the repair bills are not as prohibitive. There
was a suggestion by delegates that one needs to have a sign informing people of the nature
of the equipment. However, CCW have used bat activity loggers at several ungrilled mine
sites. The loggers have all had labels stating what they are and a few have been taken,
probably by local children.
There have been reported cases of badgers disrupting grilles with their burrowing. Do we
need to set grilles deeper in the ground than original estimated? Someone also mentioned
that otters have similarly disrupted grilles and have been known to predate on bats.
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Direct alteration – airflow/temperature
Discussion points/suggestions – airflow





Is airflow needed across the entrance?
Is it only useful for influencing temperature?
The group agreed it was also important to note the different requirements between
hibernacula and breeding sites.
There was a warning that it is sometimes hard to detect airflow in some sites (static air).

Discussion points/suggestions – temperature






Across various sites in Wales, horseshoe bats are being found roosting at a certain depth,
with turf directly above them. This has become quite a consistent pattern. Is this suggesting
some thermal benefit? If so, what are the implications for developments external to the
underground site entrance? Horseshoe bats have, however, also been found in a wide
variety of other conditions.
An example was given of a huge summer roost in a stone culvert that appeared to have no
real heat source. The stone culvert ran through a factory. Hundreds of Daubenton‟s bats
have established a summer breeding roost in the culvert roof. Culvert is 100m long x 2-3m
high. There are three or four cavities in the roof, which is where the bats are. Water is
running through the culvert. A small curve in the tunnel means that light does not get through
to the bats. With no light getting through, and no external heat source from the factory into
the culvert, it would appear that the bats are using a summer roost but without any clear sign
of heating – they are reliant on large numbers to generate their own heat.
One delegate mentioned that Daubenton‟s bats seem to very sensitive to humidity in
comparison to other species.

Direct alteration – gunpowder mill
Partially monitored case study
Area of country: Not known
Species: Brown long-eared bats and Natterer‟s bats.
Site: Disused gunpowder mill site to be developed.
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: The site contained nine structures in total. Two were to be developed
into an education centre, whilst the rest were to be retained and generally shored up.
What mitigation was put in place: The structures seemed pretty acceptable to start with, with
no need for extensive renovation. Attempts were made to enhance them for bat use. A range of
different methods were used, including 5ft high doors to restrict unwanted access, which were
partially bricked, and grilled.
What were the results: It has been difficult to monitor as the sites have been too successful in
preventing unwanted access! From what it has been possible to gather, bat usage initially
appears similar to previous levels.
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Artificial hibernacula
Monitored case studies
Area of country: Norfolk/Suffolk border in Thetford Forest
Species: Barbastelle
Site: Two Mile Bottom tunnel – owned by the Forestry Commission (FC).
Type of roost: Hibernation roost for six barbastelles.
What work was done: Not known
What mitigation was put in place: A new Y-shaped tunnel, 100m long, located 1km away from
the original, near a river, was installed to replicate the existing tunnel. This was completed in
2005. See Figures 18 and 19.
What were the results: So far this has not been as successful as expected. The bats have not
moved from the first tunnel into the second tunnel and the numbers in the first tunnel have
declined due to the work carried out. Brown long-eared bats were noted in the second tunnel
during the first autumn, but it took two winters before the first bats actually hibernated (only two
long-eared bats found at once).

Figure 18 © John and Susan Goldsmith

Figure 19 © John and Susan Goldsmith

Features of the above case
 Temperature and humidity controllers not working as they would like
 Bat bricks – provide high humidity
 Tunnel is allowing moisture in
 Damping of airflow
 4inch pipes to encourage air flow
 Umbrella structure at entrance works to allow cooler air in and warmer air out.
Area of country: Over, 1km outside Gloucester
Species: Horseshoe bats
Site: Cellar (4m square x 2m high) containing heating pipes. Entrance to the tunnel was a
service duct (pipe with vent). Good surrounding habitat.
Type of roost: Not known
What work was done: The original site was marked for demolition.
What mitigation was put in place: The mitigation measures involved installing a similar heated
artificial site, with limited airflow.
What were the results: This is now working well – the site is owned by a conservation charity.
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Other examples of new hibernacula




The Norfolk Bat Group built a tunnel on an RSPB reserve in west Norfolk in 1984. It is a
short series of concrete pipes underground in a sand pit, with brick subsection walls. It has
never had more than two brown long-eared bats hibernating, but at least it was used. It has
not been checked in the winter for several years.
An artificial tunnel was built at the Kingfisher Bridge reserve, adjacent to the Cam in
Cambridgeshire in 2005. It had two brown long-eared bats using it from its first winter in
January 2006.

Discussion points/suggestions








It is vital to establish dimensions of cave and sites as well as bat presence when surveying –
makes it easier to replace like-for-like roosts.
It was noted that concrete needs pressure washing once or twice a year to reduce the
alkaline content.
It was noted that breeze blocks are good for Myotis bats as they need damp blocks.
The general pattern emerging from research is that brand new hibernation sites don‟t work in
the short term. It generally takes 2 years for bats to use a new site. Usually, it will be brown
long-eared bats that use the site first.
In one delegate‟s experience, the most successful underground sites were those which
already existed and were improved upon, rather than those being built from scratch. For
example, by lengthening existing sites to accommodate more bats.
An example was given of a Schwegler hibernation box put in a tree to replace an extensive
underground bunker (this was some years ago – in 2002 – and English Nature had agreed to
it at the time). One brown long-eared bat was using the underground structure. The
Schwegler box was put up and has been monitored four times a year for 5 years now. Blue
tits have been in it for 2 years. No brown long-eared bats have been recorded in the
Schwegler box. It was felt that this mitigation was not appropriate.

Surveying/monitoring
Discussion points/suggestions




The difficulty of surveying underground sites was noted, especially when the sites belonged
to other people. In some cases the area was also hard to physically access.
However, one participant emphasised that logging of activity and survey(s) in the autumn is
a vital element of assessment of a site as its importance to large numbers of bats may not be
revealed solely by internal inspection.
There was a suggestion that electronic monitoring could be used rather than people for
these situations. This has been tried but it should be noted that it is not fool proof.
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Research needs
(Post conference note – it should be noted that some of this research has already been
carried out.)
1. Airflow
- Bats often seem to be found at the entrance to underground sites – where two air
currents meet. Is airflow becoming a more important factor for roost suitability?
Would steady airflow be more beneficial than a stable environment? (Post
conference note – some research has already been carried out).
2. Temperature differences
- Is climate change an increasing factor? If outside temperature allows the bats to be
active, then they will be. This will lead to less and less need for long hibernation
periods. This could have a knock-on effect on the recommended design criteria (i.e.
design more for summer roosts rather than for winter?)
- Geographical differences, for example, a winter site in south-west England is not
same as in south-east England
3. Grilles
- Need to weigh up the benefits of unwanted access against the disruption to airflow,
and research the impact.
4. Safe ways to exclude bats in torpor.
5. Materials to use in artificial sites, for example, alkaline content of concrete.
6. Which bats use the hibernation sites, for example, numbers, movements, importance,
their origins?

Suggested references
Gulick M.M.C. Beecroft R.C & Green A.C.(2007) Creating a bat hibernaculum at Kingfishers
Bridge, Cambridgeshire, England. Conservation Evidence (2007) 4, 41-42 Avaialble from:
www.ConservationEvidence.com
Protecting and managing underground sites for bats. EUROBATS Publication Series No.2.
Available from: http://www.eurobats.org/publications/publication_series.htm
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4. Question and answer session summary
Scope of the session
As part of the conference a panel of experts from the building industry were invited to share their
experience and knowledge with the delegates. The three expert panellists were Brian Murphy
(architect), Chris Smith (surveyor and bat worker) and Andrew Sorley (civil engineer).
Delegates were invited to ask the panel questions regarding issues such as the Building
Regulations, structure and design for bats, and the use of materials approved by the industry in
certain situations. The following is an account of that session.
Q indicates a question from one of the delegates, and A indicates an answer from one of the
panel. Notes and comments are from other delegates.

Bridges
Q: As a bridge engineer, if you had to design a bat roost for Daubenton’s bats within a) a
pre-existing bridge and b) one you were going to design from scratch, where would you
put the roost?
A: We have pre-cast concrete or steel beams. The design normally allows for future access for
the compartment where the bearings are. It makes sense from our point of view for a bat box or
bat brick to be designed and installed somewhere close to those bearing shelves. For a
completely new structure I would suggest somewhere in that area would also make more sense
because those are the points people are going to be accessing to maintain the bridge in the
future. There should be allowance within the design for access for the maintenance of the
structure.
Q: But wouldn’t that disturb the bats?
A: The maintenance checks would not be that frequent. Access to inspect the bearings or to
replace them is normally carried out (by Network Rail) around once every 2 years. That may be
one or two people doing a brief inspection to make sure that there are no cracks that the paint is
intact, checking for rust, etc. So there should not be much disturbance to the bats. If it is
mentioned, when the bridge is first built that allowances should be made for bats, then this will
be taken into account.
Q: How does a bat box/brick impact on the structure of a bridge?
A: In a new structure this shouldn‟t present any issues at all, although reinforcement in the
bridge has to be continuous. If brick or masonry is used, it will be on a case-by-case basis.
Sometimes we try to stitch the structure together, which would get rid of the crack completely.
Q: On one rail bridge, I wanted to be able to set in bat boxes. The structural engineer
didn’t want to do it because of the strength specification on the bat boxes. I felt that this
was not relevant. The structural engineer wouldn’t do it, and said that the box would need
to be within 1m from the top and nowhere else.
A: In most cases with the work we do, we‟re instructed by Network Rail, and they then instruct
designers. If you approached Network Rail and said that this would be the best solution, in terms
of PR for them, I think they would go along with that. To get the required response it is probably
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best to go to the promoter of the scheme. We want to know about the things that are important
for the bats. Everything else is for other design disciplines to address. Concrete is unbelievably
versatile; you can do anything with it. It‟s not about breaking rules, it‟s about responding to a
brief. We need to know what the ground rules are, and from this we can respond and provide
authoritative information.
Note: We should consider how we can put together good design guidance, and lobby architects
and engineers.
Q: When undertaking maintenance work of a new bridge structure the contractors will not
want the hassle of disturbing bats and having to go through the process of getting a
licence. Is there a non-structural part that doesn’t require it?
A: There is one place we definitely don‟t want bats – the blank panel – it is important to stop
bats getting into these areas. The blank panel is always going to be bat-free, so there is no
chance of disturbance. It is important to prevent access where you don‟t want the bats, and then
it is a case of designing something that accommodates all of the things that you do want.
With concrete, you want the strength in the right places – you need to put the material you want
at the extremities (see Figure 20). We can do anything if we‟re given the right brief and if there‟s
a client demand.

Fig 20 Bridge maintenance diagram
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Buildings – materials and regulations
Q: How much leeway is there for fire walls and what is an acceptable space?
A: There must not be a gap – it is not a firewall if it has a gap in it.
Q: Is there any way around this?
A: Give the bats access into every compartment either side of the firewall.
Q: Make access through firewall, if incandescent around pipe?
A: Yes. Honeycombs are available, such as those used in ventilators, for example. But they are
relatively expensive. When a fire occurs, they will foam up and seal the gaps.

Fire resistant
doors

Fig 21 An example of a large roof space with fire resistant doors
A: A problem arises when you want to put in bigger gaps for certain species such as brown longeared bats. They must be sealed. It‟s a matter of getting them designed early enough and
getting it accepted. Building Regulations give you all the recommendations that the local officers
will have, and there is a certain amount of leeway with these regulations; for example, if bats are
already present, the officers will have the leeway to accommodate them in the work. However,
they may not like doing this and conflicts can occur particularly in relation to things like
insurance.
Comment: National Trust example – the buildings have quite large hatches which they work
around, so it is possible to provide for bats even with fire walls. These are either smoke or heat
activated when the fire starts, so this will be when a fire wall comes into operation. See page 12.
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Q: Where I can understand that with new builds it may not be possible to provide access,
what about 100-year-old barns, properties, etc, which are being converted? Is there any
way that not all Building Regulations have to be applied? Is there some leeway in cases
like this?
A: Yes, there is, but it is important to address this early enough to negotiate with the developer,
building officer, architects, etc.
Comment: Bats could be trapped when a fire alarm goes off, and as such one delegate installed
a flap that allowed bats to exit. This had to be designed for this particular case.
Comment: Many bat workers advise leaving gaps in firewalls. There is a concern that this
information needs to be publicised, so we are working towards maintenance-free fire walls.
Comment: If you have existing ceilings with no voids it is possible to make ceilings fire-resistant,
to avoid the fire going from one property to the next. This is, however, expensive as it involves
replacing ceilings with fire-resistant plasterboard. It may be that a ceiling is fire-resistant, but it
may be difficult to confirm if the ceilings in questions are relatively old – this could be certified by
default.
Q: Pressure testing – can there be an exemption where there is a known roost or when
leaving gaps for potential roosts?
A: Since December, we are heading towards zero-carbon buildings that have no energy
demands (new builds). We have to make buildings air-tight, but lots of people don‟t understand
how to do this. In 1990, 60% of heat loss was through gaps or as a result of construction. All
energy loss is through gaps, and as such, air-tightness is fundamental for the future survival of
the human race. Air-tightness testing is therefore critical. Contractors will try to get out of it. In
housing terms, it depends on how many properties they are surveying. Only one house in 10 will
be tested. If that one fails then more will be tested. They are aiming for a pass level of 10. 30%
are failing to meet this test level. We build buildings badly, which is why we have bat roosts. We
won‟t be able to in the future. We have a „u‟ value envelope of a building. If you want to
accommodate bats, you will have to have a „u‟ value envelope around the roost when it is
attached to the outside of the building (see Figure 22). We can accommodate all kinds of things,
but need to make it a u-value envelope. We need an access point which is insulated and a
space which is insulated so it performs the way it is supposed to.
This is the way we should be developing in the future, but not on existing buildings. We shouldn‟t
be building lofts in the future as they are an efficiency of space. If you want bat roosts in all
future buildings, make it a u-value envelope.
A: The Government has told us that we must enclose buildings to stop heat coming out. We can
create a space outside where the heat loss is. How this is done, we are not so sure. We need to
encourage people to be thinking about creating roosting opportunities in buildings right from the
beginning of a project. This requires builders to build bat bricks into structures without affecting
any heat loss. Bats can have different parts of the building that aren‟t going to be affected by
heat loss regulations, etc, but this must be considered in the very early stages of design.
A: If a building has an overhang, there might be an opportunity to provide something for bats
there.
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Fig 22 Bat roost in the roof space of a property in a u-value envelope
Q: If going for zero energy, but trying to create something for horseshoe bats, you may
need to consider putting a heater in. Would this be possible?
A: Solar thermal panels that we use to heat hot water could be used to heat a bat box,
photovoltaic or wind turbines, could be the ground sources for heat pumps. There are a variety
of renewable possibilities but mains electricity could not be used.
A: Thermal mass might help to hold onto the energy and help to regulate peaks and troughs, for
example, in a brick wall with a roost attached, there might be a thermal mass to hold the energy.
Comment: Perhaps we could think about putting the roost in a garage (as this doesn‟t have
same issues with u-value envelopes).
Q: Can you provide some information on the changes to the Building Regulations?
A: There are new changes relating to Energy – part I. This means air-tightness i.e. blocking up
all of the holes. With regards to ventilation it is a case of “build tight, ventilate right” – making a
building air tight and ventilating it mechanically or passively. This would result in the exclusion of
bats and as such, there may be serious problems ahead. The Government are, however saying
that this (making buildings air-tight) has to be done. The key is lobbying.
Comment: We have Regulations as well. The Government is also sending out the message
that we need to be working to protect bats.
Q: How do the new changes relate to existing builds?
A: The regulations are not changing yet for existing builds. We know that the 99% of buildings
that work inadequately need to be changed, but we haven‟t got there yet, as the regulations are
not robust. The vast majority of property refurbishment is done by individuals or small builders
and they do not know very much about this.
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Q: Building Regulations – what is the statutory basis?
A: Law and Europe. In addition to the regulations, there are also environment performance
indicators which the government would like the industry to embrace; this includes biodiversity
retention or improvement. However the industry is not currently taking an interest in this. There
is currently no real data on it, and there is therefore a need to connect this with constructing
excellence.
Q: Can wooden beams be stress tested?
A: Yes, in University laboratories and in suppliers‟ testing houses; there is no reason why this
can not be tested.
Q: There does often seem to be a reluctance by engineers to use traditional wooden
beams, saying that they can not test them appropriately. How would you respond to this?
A: A lot of this will be dependent on both the cost and time. You can test the beams, but this will
take time as it requires a batch of timber to be sent off. The time and cost implications of this will
be the biggest issues to overcome.
Q: What about a beam that has been there for 100 years? Can another one that is the
same not be added?
A: No, as this will not meet the regulations.
A: It may be possible to use bio-regional procurers of second hand materials for projects as they
understand certification. It‟s about the professional indemnity insurance of the designer so you
need to select your engineer carefully. There are some that will certify materials with visual
inspections. You can use visual stress grading – 900 freelance. TRDA will know who they all
are and will have a list.
Q: What membrane materials are permitted under the Building Regulations?
A: Wall construction doesn‟t have a vapour layer; rather it has an air-tightness layer which is
breathable. Breathing thermal insulation and sheathing boards can be considered. The airtightness layer can be made of a recycled layer. It is important that this be permeable, but
airtight.
A: In a lot of cases they are replacing hessian materials. Some have material bonded into them
to give them strength; the idea is that they are breathable so that the moisture in the roof space
can be allowed to come out through these membranes, meaning that they can seal the roof
space. Any moisture will come out, and the air and water will not be allowed in. There are some
that don‟t have fibrous materials; they have a smoother surface that bats hopefully would not get
caught in.
Bat groups need to be able to go to the industry saying this material is suitable for bats and here
is the research, and that other materials shouldn‟t be used where there are known to be bats or
feeding areas, etc. Planners and Building Regulations officers need to be made aware that
certain materials will not work with bats.
There is a need to find a way of specifying – like a kite mark – materials that are bat-friendly but
still meet the Building Regulations. The problems will be where people are re-furbishing and
don‟t need to look into the Building Regulations to the same extent. Often building contactors do
not have any idea about bats. There is a need for evidence.
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Q: Klober is suggested as a bat-friendly membrane and I have put it in my schemes, but I
am not sure if it is working. Is there any evidence on this product?
A: BCT is trying to get information/evidence together. But at the present time no individual
brands have been endorsed by an SNCO or Defra.
Q: Can we not find one significant large lesser horseshoe roost and put up each
membrane in the house and undertake an experiment to see what happens?
A: I‟ve been recording material on my roost visits. I‟d like to re-visit this year as I have three
different materials in one property.
Q: If buildings have an airtight envelope, they would not have bats anyway, would they?
A: In new builds that is certainly the case, unless provision is made for them.
Q: Through research on a conversion the architects have been happy to use bitumen in
cold loft spaces. Do you have any thoughts on this?
A: A cold or warm space will depend on where the insulation is placed (see Figure 23). If it‟s
unheated, there is no risk of condensation so this would be fine, but if you don‟t insulate there is
a risk of condensation. Every detail must be looked at; it will be down to the individual architect
to decide what approach to take.

Fig 23 The space may be cold or warm depending on where the insulation is placed.
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Q: Might issues arise relating to CDM regulations? For example, deterring people from
accessing lofts?
A: There are all sorts of issues with access, particularly with old buildings such as thatched
properties. There is a problem getting bigger access rather than smaller access. If you wanted to
inspect timbers then you would need to get inside the loft space, so I don‟t think the Building
Regulations specify loft access.
Comment: We shouldn‟t be entirely designing people‟s use of their space according to the
needs of bats. To say you can‟t access your loft as bats might be up there at some point is
unnecessarily stringent and would not encourage bat-friendliness.
Q: Along with double glazing teams, how about people who are fitting things? Are there
any regulations or requirements that they check spaces before they fit their plastic?
A: I imagine that bat legislation would apply here. We need to work with companies like B&Q
where these products are sold, and with people doing this type of work so they are aware. The
PVC sector has a serious problem on its hands, as the sector does not want PVC anywhere.
They will probably want to be bat-friendly to help them look good. It would make sense to give
them a standard set of rules that their workers installing these products should adhere to.

Action points
1. Need to collectively put together design guidance for bridges that we then lobby to be
implemented.
2. Find out how the Habitats Regulations fit in with the Building Regulations.
3. Need to do research and get further evidence on which membranes work for bats.
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5.1 Foraging areas and commuting routes
Scope of the subject area
Four workshops were held on the topic of mitigation for foraging areas and commuting routes.
The scope of the subject area was set by delegates – see below.

Scenarios/subjects discussed










Legal protection of foraging/commuting habitat
Hedgerow/flight route loss – replace by artificial features
Hedgerow translocation
Commuting habits of bats
SUDS
Changing agricultural practices
Open cast mining – commuting
Introducing heathland/changing use of existing land to heathland
Note on limitations of survey area guidelines in BCT’s Bat Surveys – Good Practice
Guidelines

There were fewer monitored case studies for this subject area. As a result, there was much
more general and theoretical discussion. It should be noted that points are made by individual
delegates, and do not necessarily represent the views of all bat workers.
In their simplest form, foraging/commuting habitats are vegetated areas or linear
corridors/features providing food or a place for navigation or non-vegetated features providing
guides for navigation, for example, walls, railways, water, etc. Types of commuting routes
include hedgerows, canals, culverts and tunnels. They may be high level, low level or even
underground.
It was once again noted that avoidance is the best mitigation and this should be at the top of any
mitigation list.

Legal protection of foraging and commuting habitat
Some species have higher protection because they have Special Areas of Conservation (SACs)
designated, which occasionally include foraging and commuting habitat. Such habitats for other
species are not afforded the same level of protection. It was noted that it is often difficult to get
anyone to agree to mitigation because there is no legal back-up. A decision was made to focus
in this workshop on „unprotected‟ habitat rather than on SACs.
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There was some debate about the legal protection:








Could damage to a commuting route be termed as obstructing access to roost under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act? A Natural England (NE) employee responded that Natural
England would consider severing a commuting route to be disturbance. It was noted that
there is different interpretation amongst different sections of NE.
Maintaining Favourable Conservation Status (FCS) is the argument that should be used.
It is dependent on the judgement of the ecologist as to whether a particular development
will affect FCS. Planning Policy Statement 9 (PPS9) now has requirements to consider
linear networks.
In Cambridgeshire a hedgerow used by barbastelles was included in a SAC but it was on
National Trust (NT) land and so is potentially better protected anyway. There may be
other reasons for protecting features, for example, green lanes.
If there is no roost on site, there is often less, or no, money to monitor commuting and
foraging areas as there is no obligation to do so.
It is important in large developments to discuss at an early stage with planners to plan
corridors for all species, regardless of protected status.

Hedgerow/flight route mitigation
Road schemes often use temporary bridges or fences as short-term mitigation for flight routes
while new planting grows or until the canopy of longer-term vegetation has closed over; for
example, at fly-overs for lesser horseshoe bats and Natterer‟s bats. Most are in the early stages
so there are no monitoring results yet. See also Roads section, page 107.

Monitored case studies
Area of country: Not known
Species: Greater and lesser horseshoe bats
Site: Not known
What work was done: Pipeline scheme
What mitigation was put in place: Netlon, supplemented with hay bales, particularly where it‟s
windy. The delegate tried to replicate the height of the hedge with the new structure. Where bats
were flying along the top of the hedge, a horizontal element was inserted using Netlon. Orange
Netlon was used as it was the standard warning material on-site.
What were the results: It seemed to help.
Area of country: Pembrokeshire/Herefordshire
Species: Greater and lesser horseshoe bats and barbastelles
Site: Working width of gas pipeline construction scheme (gaps in hedgerows c25-30m)
What work was done: Survey in advance of works identified hedgerow features used as
commuting routes.
What mitigation was put in place: The recommendation was to provide 'temporary guide
bridges' during construction. These comprised either: sections of Netlon-type fence
strung between site goalposts at canopy height on the line of tall hedgerows or Netlon-type
fence on standard post and wire fencing across the spread on the line of low hedgerows.
What were the results: The original recommendation for the low-level fencing was that it should
be un-rolled across the haul routes each evening. Unfortunately this just didn't happen. It was
also impossible to have the fence in place during trench digging, pipe assembly and laying.
However, a combination of detector monitoring and radio-tracking found that the impact of the
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gaps created was, at most, to delay the horseshoe bats' crossing of the scheme by a few
minutes. Both greater horseshoe bats and barbastelles were found to cross these gaps on
several occasions a night. This may, in part, be because the consultant had been able to align
the pipeline route away from known maternity roosts of these species, so the bats were also
willing to forage away from the hedgerows (and therefore venture across gaps) by the time they
encountered the pipeline route. If presented with the same situation again, it would be difficult to
justify any specific mitigation measures.

It is unclear whether the mitigation below was to attract the bats to a new flight
line, or whether it was intended as enhancement.
Area of country: Not known
Species: Soprano pipistrelles
Site: Not known
What work was done: Not known
What mitigation was put in place: Moth traps were placed in the middle of a field to encourage
bats.
What were the results: It didn‟t work. In fact it actually scared the bats away. It was noted that
with moth traps you are not encouraging more bats but just relocating them! These traps give off
the light that pipistrelles and noctules use to forage around but it actually reduced the amount of
bat activity on the adjacent hedgeline 50m from the trap. Three weeks after putting in the traps
there was still no increase in soprano pipistrelle activity at that tree line. If one was doing further
research, it would be important to look at the time needed by the bats to get used to a new site.

Discussion points/suggestions









One delegate had consulted on a pipeline in Gloucestershire which used mobile hedgerows
on wheels. The gaps made greater horseshoe bats think twice about crossing an area. They
did cross 25-30m gaps without fencing in place, but sometimes they would fly back. They did
use fences; the key point was making sure that the contractors put those fences in the right
place in the evening. (see Research needs, page 96) Where the hole was dug, plants were
planted over the top and greater horseshoe bats seemed to cross these lines both at high
and low level. Lesser horseshoe bats also crossed. No long-eared bats were recorded, but
this doesn‟t mean to say they weren‟t there. Myotis bats and pipistrelles also crossed the
gaps, but perhaps they would have crossed without the mitigation.
One delegate had used Tulley tubes 6ft into ground to mimic trees for lesser horseshoe bats
– it was successful.
Garden netting had been put up at canopy height for lesser horseshoe bats – they have
been seen to use that and it can be in place in long term. Locals know of the „bat net‟ – it is
good for public relations.
Military camouflage netting was mentioned by one delegate. It was rolled back during the
day for a road scheme. They found no consistency in the width of gaps that were avoided by
the bats – some avoided 3m gaps, but crossed up to 20m in other places. This case involves
mitigation for pipistrelles and long-eared bats.
One delegate had just started monitoring a scheme using herras fencing (temporary wire
fencing, around 6-7ft high, usually used to fence-off large perimeter areas). It is not yet clear
if this has worked.
Another had started recommending temporary fencing for gaps up to 10m. Using chestnut
paling fencing, laid out in a single row; it is very easy to put in and a quick, effective way of
connecting roosts (especially hibernation roosts) with foraging habitat by providing a linear
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feature. This is only a temporary measure whilst the long-term greenery replacement is
growing.
There was a comment that the type of material is not that important, as long as it gives bats
a feature to echolocate against. One delegate said that they would be wary of specifying a
particular type when it is not necessary (although it is useful to have ideas).
The ideal situation is to be able to plant early, for example, 3 years ahead of the work, to
allow vegetation to be fully in place by the time works take place, thereby avoiding the use of
artificial features.
Can put in mature trees to maintain flight routes but there are problems with them taking
given the weather; they are also costly. There was a suggestion that you could use Salix
viminalis (or local variety) – it grows quickly and can be woven into a wall.
What height is necessary for particular species? During the surveys you should determine
the flight path used and then mitigate accordingly both at a high and low level.

Hedgerow translocation
Discussion points/suggestions











Translocating hedgerows rather than creating new ones has been done for dormouse. The
hedges have survived, but it is very expensive. If it is done at the right time of year they will
take. New hedges are not as resilient to deer, cows, rabbits, etc. It had worked well in a
couple of examples from the West Country. The hedges were left untrimmed, a JCB tooth
bucket was used to pick the hedge up and put in a new location.
“Alaska” supplies specially designed buckets for diggers to keep hedges intact whilst being
translocated.
Another option to avoid damaging hedgerows is to use a directional drill to go underneath
rather than digging a trench. In one example given, this didn‟t work out much more
expensive than translocating hedgerows.
One delegate gave an example where they literally removed an entire section of hedge,
maintained it off-site, and then replaced it in its original position. This is a rather expensive
method to use, however, and it is also imperative that the hedge is replaced perfectly, as it is
possible to kill the hedge by changing its orientation.
It was pointed out is now also possible to buy ready-made sections of hedge.
Delegates questioned what the minimum gap size needs to be to prevent bats from using
their traditional routes. Consensus: The group consensus seemed to suggest that as little
as 10m can be enough to stop bats using their commuting routes, but as always, it does
depend on the species. Sources given for this figure included the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges and Herman Limpens‟ paper (see References, page 96). A 10m gap is also
mentioned in the Bat Mitigation Guidelines.
One delegate had radio-tracked brown long-eared bats and found that at natural gaps in the
hedgerow, they dropped down and then flew back up when the hedgerow connected.
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Comments on bat commuting habits
General discussion points/suggestions




















Need a buffer zone to ensure that lighting does not project onto woodland/hedge lines from
any development.
One delegate recommended planting at least one side of mitigation ponds with hedgerows
leading to other commuting routes. They recommended that if hedges need to be cut, then a
3m high „A‟ shape should be used, rather than a 2m high box shape – this reduces wind
turbulence and encourages insect and bat activity.
Would be useful to have more UK research on hedgerows – much that is recommended is
based on old research from Netherlands. One delegate suggested there may be too much
emphasis on hedgerows, for example, they had seen barbastelles crossing ploughed fields
to get to woodland (see Research needs, page 96).
There was a discussion about a radio-tracking study of brown long-eared bats and
pipistrelles (10 bats). One female pipistrelle had headed straight out across field, one
Natterer‟s bat and brown long-eared bats had stuck to the expected flightlines. There are
other examples of bats flying directly out – particularly when heading straight out at dusk or
returning at dawn. Another example was given of a greater horseshoe bat in Wales crossing
to an island.
Different species have different reliance on flightlines. A lot will depend on the environment
that the bat is in. If a hedge is the only linear feature, removing it will have more impact than
removing a feature in a more built-up environment where other features are present.
Different species have shown more flexibility with regards to their commuting route – for
example, lesser horseshoe bats are notoriously reliant on set routes (see Research needs,
page 96)
There is a need for further research on the impact to local bat populations when their
commuting flight lines are lost, especially the cumulative effect (see Research needs, page
96). It is extremely hard to prevent the loss of commuting routes, especially on massivescale, expensive projects. A case was mentioned where a huge pipeline is being laid in
Devon, and has cut through numerous hedgerows; it had been extremely difficult to argue
against the loss of such flightlines (see point 1, Action points, page 95).
It is difficult to know how far bats do or do not cross an area. Every now and then you see
bats going across a field. For example, where new signage was placed in the middle of an
airfield, common pipistrelles found it and crossed the airfield when it was dark. We need
guidance and more research into this – see Research needs, page 96.
Soprano pipistrelles have been noted crossing excesses of 200m but always from a point of
reference to another point of reference, normally some large trees. Lesser horseshoe bats
do this as well but generally this is only in the middle of the night. Pipistrelles don‟t seem to
be quite so bothered and will do this as part of their normal commuting flight.
Some species definitely need linear features. Others, once it gets dark, will spread out
across countryside. By severing flight lines one may not be stopping, but rather delaying the
bats, from getting from their roost to their foraging areas, which means that there is less time
for foraging as they will miss the peak of insects.
There was discussion about the availability of information on different species. For example,
there was some disagreement about whether lesser horseshoe bats do or do not cross gaps.
There may be intra-specific variation.
One also needs to consider that it may not be due to the gap itself but due to cessation of
feeding resource, i.e. the bats turn around to go feeding back the other way.
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As part of his PhD Henry Schofield did some work on the height that lesser horseshoe bats
will fly over a 5m gap in a hedge. This increased depending on the light.
Barn conversion was discussed, where the bats followed new planting out to get back to the
woodland foraging area. It is important that if you want bats to return to a building, it has the
right kind of features that the bats are looking for.

Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS)





There was discussion that Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) could potentially be
great for bats, especially in new developments. They can act as linear features, aiding
commuting routes, and the features of consistent water and damp land are excellent for
attracting insects, and therefore good for bats.
SUDS create a number of water features, which also encourage bats. They are cheap but
there are problems associated with maintenance.
There is one running in Cornwall at the moment but it is not known if bats use it (see
Research needs, page 96).

Change in agricultural practices
General discussion points/suggestions


A way of targeting potential land for agri-environment schemes is currently operating in
Wiltshire. Pasture land within 5km of a bat Special Area of Conservation (SAC) is identified.
This data is then used to target specific farmers to approach with regards to operating an
agri-environment scheme.

Open cast mining - commuting
Partially monitored case study
Area of country: Mid-Lothian
Species: Common pipistrelles and Daubenton‟s bats
Site: Open cast mine. Adjacent to woodland on one side and a loch on the other. Water drains
out of the loch and through woodland. From loch to the woodland is 1.5km approx. There was a
line of beech trees along the mine to the woodland and pipistrelles flew along this to feed over
the loch; 150 pipistrelles were recorded passing in an hour flying over the mast.
What work was done: Stripping off the unwanted rock to get down to the coal – this is then
restored afterwards. The mining work would cause disruption to the bats‟ foraging route, as they
were planning to take all of the trees out and had been given no requirements from SNH. They
did, however, get an ecologist in.
What mitigation was put in place: Ridge was used to imitate a commuting area and to provide
shelter. They worked in strips to dig successive sections, which meant that gradually more and
more of the route was being lost. In 2005, bats were crossing the open cast and following the
contours of the ridges of the workings. At this point no foraging was taking place as they were
flying across all bare rock.
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In 2006, the work was extended so that it eventually covered 1km of open ground.
Temporary fencing and shelter for the bats was discussed but it was decided that this was not
possible with the dumping trucks moving all the time. In 2006 bats were coming out of the wood
and going across the limited tree line and then just disappearing. From the other end, bats were
appearing and going to the loch, but these were in a reduced number. By the ridge and quarry
there is a line of trees and some movement. There was also a plantation on the other side.
As a secondary route bats followed this up to a small pond and by cutting down trees and
making gaps they tried to encourage bats to use both ways round the open quarry with limited
success. The wind was predominantly from the west and bats were always on the east side of
the trees so the idea of the bungs was to provide a linear feature but also shelter as well.
However there was always a big area in which they were digging where the bats had to fly over
or around.
What were the results: Some aspects had limited success. Not completed yet.

Mitigating for introduction of heathland
Discussion points/suggestions







There have been recent drives to re-introduce heathland into previously wooded areas,
potentially impacting on foraging and commuting routes. For example, one delegate knew of
a local pine woodland cleared to introduce heathland. Bats currently use the forest rides to
aid their commuting to foraging areas, and so attempts have been made to „join-up‟ these
new separate areas of heathland. They have tried to preserve small groups of trees and
rides to leave linear features for the bats. Sussex and Surrey bat groups have also been
involved in this. Unfortunately, it doesn‟t seem to be proving too successful as there has
been a drop in overall bat activity.
Another delegate told of a similar heathland scheme in Denbighshire. They had asked for a
number of deciduous trees to be left, to allow for bat commuting routes. However, this
request was refused due to the use of the trees by grey squirrels, which conflicted with the
conservation requirements of the red squirrel.
This type of heathland reintroduction is gradually on the rise, fuelled in part by the grants
available to landowners to undertake such ventures.
Mention was made of the South West Nature Map, which identifies the best areas in that
region to conserve, create and connect wildlife habitats at a landscape scale (see
References, page 96).

General discussion points/suggestions




Where some agricultural land was being developed in Worcestershire, they were able to
preserve the hedges. However, there was no management agreement for the hedges, so
they are not managed properly. Retention of corridors should be properly considered. One
may need off-site mitigation to require adequate mitigation. Local Planning Authorities
(LPAs) should take this into account.
There was concern from some delegates that there is a lot of time/effort spent on mitigation
that we don‟t know would be effective, but there is more scope to do habitat creation in the
countryside that would be beneficial, for example, ponds, gapping up hedges, encouraging
trees to be retained in hedgerows. The problem with that being recommended is that there is
no statutory requirement.
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One delegate argued that a country lane is “place of shelter” because it allows the early
feeding period and would be threatened by development, but view not accepted. Non-SAC
sites not given same level of protection.
One delegate radio-tracked lesser horseshoe bats and found that one bat had an exclusive
area that no other bats foraged in with the exception of a small bit of wet woodland that
seemed to support a number of bats at one time.
In Aberdeen, the importance of water seems to be true for every species and they all
seemed to follow the water source.
Have there been any studies looking at change in the ways bats use landscape after a
development? Not really any before and after studies known. The following were mentioned
(see References, page 96):
– Danielle Lynton‟s study into bat use of agricultural land.
– Batscapes looked at Duchy of Cornwall land.
– Radio-tracking report on noctules in March, Cambridgeshire.
Concerns about foraging areas – emphasis needs to be on habitat with insects‟ food plants,
rather than just on where the bats actually forage. Need research on what else bats need, for
example, why insects swarm over trees that are not part of their life cycle. More information
would be good on insect use of habitat (see Research needs, page 96).

Note on limitations of survey area guidelines in BCT’s Bat

Surveys – Good Practice Guidelines
One delegate raised concern about the dimensions of surveying area recommended in the
current BCT Survey Guidelines. They state that an area of 10km should be surveyed, but
evidence derived from radio-tracking studies suggests this is not adequate, and the
recommendation should be extended to 20km. This conclusion came from work carried out as a
result of the Westbury by-pass, where radio-tracking showed that bats accessing a SAC were
travelling from around 20km away (see point 2, Action Points, page 96)

Questions that came out of the session
1. Can the disturbance of a commuting route be used as an offence?
2. Is there protection for commuting and foraging routes in the Habitats Regulations? (See
References, Garland and Markham)
3. Can we lobby planning departments to expand their consultation base? Need the same
level for all councils and all county ecologists.
4. How will climate change affect habitats? How will new invasive species affect habitat?

Action points
1. Bats and their roosts are protected by law, but their commuting routes are not. Is this a
possible area for review in government policy/legislation?
2. Review current recommendations regarding survey area size in BCT Survey Guidelines.
3. Suggestion that BCT should lobby planners to take into account impacts on habitat in
addition to roosts.
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4. Liaise with BREEAM with the aim to getting get bats involved in assessment standards,
so that developers have another motivation and compulsion to include bats in their
planning.
5. There was a suggestion that appeals decisions could be put on the BCT website.

Research needs
1. Research into how much emphasis should be put on hedgerows and whether bats
actually use open areas more than we think. How far will they travel without a
landmark/linear feature? Also, the varying degrees of reliance on traditional flightlines
across the different species
2. Research into the reliance that different species have on set foraging routes.
3. Effect of development sites on the bats that use that area for foraging/commuting, and
the effect on local populations.
4. More information needed on insect use of habitat.
5. Comparative study to test rides with pylons against rides without pylons to see if they
differ in bat use.
6. Monitoring of new hedgerows and translocated hedgerows – success levels for
commuting and foraging.
7. Standardised requirements for corridors
8. When to, and when not to, put in foraging mitigation features.
9. SUDS and their potential positive impact for bats.
10. Effects of the different size of felling areas on a population

Suggested references
Design Manual for Roads & Bridges, Highways Agency. Available from:
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/dmrb/index.htm .
Garland, L. & S. Markham. 2007. Is important bat foraging and commuting habitat legally
protected? Ecology and Environmental Management In Practice (also available on BCT‟s
website www.bats.org.uk).
Gillespie, R. and Hill, D (2007) Habitat Banking – a new look at nature and development
mitigation. Town and Country Planning, 76 (4) 121-125
Limpens, H. J. G. A., P. Twisk & G. Veenbaas. (2005). Bats and road construction
Linton, D (in progress) PhD Bat Activity Patterns and Habitat Use in Agricultural Landscapes.
Wildlife Conservation Research Unit, Oxford
Batscapes website: http://www.batscapes.org.uk/what_is_batscapes.htm
Southwest Observatory. Nature Map. Available from:
http://www.swenvo.org.uk/nature_map/index.asp
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5.2 Wind turbines
Scope of the subject area
Four workshops were held on the topic of mitigation for wind turbines.

Subjects discussed











Off-shore turbines
Migration
Sizes of wind farms/turbines
Bat flight height
Bat mortality
Possibilities for mitigation
– Location/siting
– Operational practices
Mini-turbines
Possibilities of mitigation for mini-turbines
Surveying and monitoring
Surveying at height

Background
Eurobats has made progress on recommendations for wind farms. Guidelines are available but
they deal mainly with mainland Europe. Most available information is from Europe or USA –
there is very little for the UK.
A Defra-funded workshop was held in Feb 2007. The conclusion was that there are few
available data as yet, especially with respect to mortality of bats due to turbines. The
Proceedings are available on the BCT website (see References, page 106). An identified priority
was to learn more about mortality from turbines. Natural England (NE) guidelines on wind
turbines are currently in preparation.
There is a need to get beyond what the survey techniques should be. Mitigation hasn‟t really
been tried in this country, and is not like mitigation for buildings as it doesn‟t generally involve
loss of roosts. Until guidelines are available, the work is generally done according to the money
available. It was noted that it is possible to object to turbines on grounds of lack of information.
A number of questions were raised by delegates:






Do we need to understand if/why bats are attracted to turbines, then find ways to deter
them? For example, are they attracted to clouds of midges?
Are they sucked in?
Is there some effect of noise cancelling?
How urgent is it to sort out? Will we be too late?
How important is it in the grand scheme of bat conservation, i.e. when compared to barn
conversions, cavity wall insulation, etc?
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Off-shore turbines
It is important to know more about the migration of bats or foraging off-shore before one can
determine impacts or mitigation.
Delegates made the following observations:
 Bats have crossed large bodies of water such as the Irish Sea.
 Long-eared bats, pipistrelles and noctules have all been found at sea. This is interesting
as long-eared bats are usually not associated with long journeys. There are also records
of non-UK bats found in UK.
 Greater horseshoe bats have been noted crossing a wide river estuary. There is also
anecdotal evidence of bats feeding out in Morecambe Bay, which is 3 miles across.
 Bats have been recorded migrating at bird migration observation points.
 Long distance (land) migrations in Europe seem to be restricted to pipistrelles, serotines
and noctules (see References, page 106).
There was a suggestion that it would be useful to have more research into bats leaving countries
and finding out in which direction they go. Might it be something that Eurobats would fund? It
was pointed out that there is already a Migration Atlas (see References, page 106).

Migration within the UK







One delegate asked why it was not possible to just accept the evidence from Europe. The
UK government currently says we don‟t have migratory bats; the bat world does not know for
sure whether we do or not. It is difficult to predict and find migratory paths for bats in the UK.
Bird migratory paths in UK are very broad.
Serotines have been recorded in South Derbyshire and along the border with Staffordshire.
Summer roosts have been identified but no hibernation roosts. Are the roosts just elusive or
do the bats migrate into the area? The area has extensive managed woodland and
grasslands.
Myotis species travel great distances (40-50 miles) in this country for swarming.
There are 20 years of European bird data and we know that migrating passerines are badly
affected, as are high swooping raptors.

Wind farm/turbine size



There are different sizes of wind farms, from full-size commercial operations to wind crofting,
involving turbines in hedgerows on agricultural land. Mini turbines are also used for road
signs and households.
All available information so far deals with first generation large-scale wind farms, of which
there are 30-40 in the UK. There are no data yet on the new generation, incorporating much
larger turbines.
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The new generation of turbines will largely be in „strategic search areas‟, which are specific
areas where the landscape is dominated by wind turbines. So far there are six or seven of
these designated areas. Turbines will be 80-120m high and each will produce 2-3
megawatts. Outside strategic search areas, turbines will be smaller, about 40m high. So far,
there are no data available on monitoring for bats at UK sites.
Monitoring for bats is very difficult. It needs to be for the life of the wind farm (25 years in the
first instance, since this is the time for which planning permission is granted before review)
and is not a priority for developers.
Smaller scale turbines are being promoted to power eco-centres. One delegate gave an
example of one in a Staffordshire woodland. Delegates considered that this location is most
likely to affect local foraging bats. There has not been any evidence to date of impacts.
Another example was given of a 45m turbine in Cambridgeshire at Wood Green Animal
Shelter, which hasn‟t yet had a dead bat found underneath it. This one is half the size of
conventional size farm turbines.

Bat flight height
MSc study
One delegate (Jan Collins) was working on an MSc dissertation looking into bat flight height. Bat
activity was measured at seven sites at ground level and 30m height simultaneously using
Anabats over several days at each site. Findings were as follows:








There were significantly more bat passes recorded at ground level than at height.
6194 bat passes were recorded on the lower detectors compared to 484 bat passes
recorded on the upper detectors over 38 nights of data collection.
There were significantly more passes from Pipistrellus species at ground level than at height.
Myotis/Plecotus species passes were recorded at ground level only.
The difference in activity of Eptesicus/Nyctalus species was not significant between the two
heights.
No extra species were recorded at height that were not recorded at ground level except in a
high, closed canopy situation, where the Eptesicus/Nyctalus species were only recorded at
height and not at ground level.
Some individual passes were exclusive to the higher detectors and therefore judging activity
from number of bat passes recorded at ground level could be misleading.

Discussion points/suggestions




Pipistrelles and Myotis bats usually forage at a relatively low level but fly higher when
migrating, and other species may be foraging at higher heights, for example, noctules
feeding over pasture. Turbines are going to affect this behaviour whereas they may not
affect horseshoe bat feeding.
One delegate quoted a study in France which found some bats (20%) of most species were
foraging at 150m height as well as lower. The conclusion was that normal ground recording
could be done and extrapolated.
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Bat mortality at turbines
Discussion points/suggestions






Many studies done in France are not yet published but are finding mortality.
There is some evidence from USA that bats may be attracted to the blades.
Most bat deaths have been recorded in Europe at times of year when bats are migrating.
One delegate cited Steve Betts‟ example of a single turbine in Whittlesea (see References,
page 106).
One delegate had tried looking for dead bats under single turbine at Whitemore, which has a
limestone base. Most area covered by blades is limestone, which reflects light at night. It is
laborious looking back and forth. They have not found a dead bat yet.

Possible mitigation methods – siting of turbines/flightlines
Unmonitored case study
The following case study has not been monitored and therefore the suitability of this is
not yet proven.
Area of country: North East
Species: Common pipistrelles
Site: Within the new site of the wind farm, a pipistrelle roost had been discovered in a derelict
building on top of a hill. Area comprises massive cereal crop fields reminiscent of prairie where
most of the hedges had already been removed as agricultural „improvements‟.
What work was done: New wind farm
What mitigation was put in place: Mitigation measures were taken to ensure that a local bat
population could continue to safely use its traditional foraging and commuting areas despite the
installation of the wind farm. A number of additional new hedges were planted alongside the new
access roads built for the wind farm. The two wind turbines were about 1km apart, and so the
hedgerows were positioned to provide a potential flight line in between, allowing the bats safe
passage between the two turbines. This has, however, turned out to be a rather expensive
method.
What were the results: Ongoing monitoring so effectiveness of mitigation and impact of the
development is not yet known.

Discussion points/suggestions



Consensus: Avoidance of impacts through site selection was promoted heavily amongst all
workshop groups. It was agreed that site selection seems to be the best way forward at the
moment and must be first priority.
Natural England is currently drawing up guidelines for the siting of wind farms, for example,
keeping them away from known foraging habitat (woodland, water, etc.), and places bats are
known to use (for example, underground sites). One delegate noted that there are preconceived ideas of where bats will be found and where they will not. Another delegate had
found bats at moorland at 420m altitude. Is there any kind of habitat that bats don‟t fly over?
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However, the space between turbines is dictated by technology and leaves little scope for
compromise. One delegate felt that it is difficult to negotiate siting of individual turbines;
however, another delegate maintained that you can influence siting locally, if you come up
with information that states that you‟re on a corridor for commuting bats, for example,
microsite within the optimal area, which is based on topography. Siting may also be
constrained by issues such as land ownership, microwave stations, etc.
Another difficulty is when bats take different commuting routes on different days – one
delegate had an example of Leisler‟s bats doing this.
Further information is needed with regard to how wide the buffer zone should be. Developers
will want to squeeze the size of the zone, and a compromise is often needed. Eurobats
recommend that turbines be sited 500m from nearest hedgerow. Guidelines also state 200m
from nearest woodland edge and 100m from hedgeline.

Possible mitigation methods – operational practices
Discussion points/suggestions








In some delegates‟ opinions, switching turbines off at night seems the only immediate way
ahead for bat mitigation. Night is not very long in the summertime so the turbines would not
need to be off for a great length of time.
Shutting down turbines at sensitive times of year is a problem if we do not know the critical
times of year in the UK. One workshop group suggested that turbines should be turned off at
sunset from May-August, but it was felt that the wind companies would not be happy about
this. It also does not cover the spring/autumn migration season. There could be resistance
from operators on cost grounds. For a small scheme where turbines are not that efficient
anyway, it would not be economic to switch them off when there is wind.
In one delegate‟s opinion once a turbine is up, it is unlikely to be turned off for bat purposes.
However, an example was given of turbines being shut down at night in Scotland during
breeding season for hen harriers, but only where the nests were within a certain distance
from turbines.
Are bats less likely to be affected by a sideways rotating design? An improved design of
blades is needed. Can adaptations be made to turbines to make them more visible to bats?
Could guards be fitted to smaller turbines to make the blades easier for bats to detect?
However, there can be problems with guards, as they produce dirty wind (turbulence), cause
problems with wearing of bearings, etc. Other house roofs and trees also potentially create
dirty wind for micro-turbines.

Mini-turbines
Discussion points/suggestions


These are being encouraged by the Government, but householders wishing to install them
still have to go through the planning process in most cases. This gives a chance for bats to
be taken into account. It was suggested that no-fee planning applications could be allowed
for mini-turbines, in order that bat surveys could be done, or else that they could be the
subject of a presumption in favour of development. Soon they will not require planning
permission. If they are everywhere they might have significant effect.
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However, mini-turbines may, in fact, be a non-starter, as evidence shows that they are
inefficient and may take 25 years to recoup costs. It is possible that nobody will bother with
them in a couple of years.
A Cambridgeshire local authority person has been arguing in detail about small turbines and
has been quite successful. There have been lots of articles in the local paper and he uses an
economic argument.

See point 1, Action points, page 104.
Evidence of damage to bats
 Four cases of bat deaths under mini turbines have so far been reported, one of which
involved a mini turbine in a hedgerow which killed four or five bats. It was observed that the
death toll is probably far less than that due to domestic cats.
How might mini turbines attract bats?
 It could be to do with the sound they make, although there is little evidence so far. It may be
that bats‟ echolocation is affected, either because the frequency of sound made by the
blades is similar to that of the bats‟ calls or because returning echoes are cut off. Or it could
be to do with insect behaviour round the blades, i.e. bats attack insects congregating close
to turbines. As with the large turbines, we don‟t really don‟t know.

Possible mitigation for mini-turbines
These are all theoretical suggestions from participants none of which
have yet been proven to work.








Guards/shields? Lose too much power so not popular.
Design – more blades means it will be more visible.
Siting – consider impact on commuting routes, for example, sited in hedgerows and the
impact on roost, for example, sited on house.
Could they be switched off at night? Not all have brakes. It was also noted that the power
cannot be stored. Most people would be willing to switch off if they thought it was killing
bats. (Noted that if you know your turbine kills bats, you are in contravention of the law.)
Should be advice on packaging when people buy a turbine, for example, a big sticker
saying “Call your local bat group before you buy this product”.
Encourage local bat groups to voluntarily survey sites.
Encourage B&Q to offer full refund if, having bought a mini turbine, the buyer finds that
they are near to a bat roost.
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Survey and monitoring
Although the conference focused primarily on mitigation, there were so few examples relating to
wind turbines, that the discussion was broadened to include survey and monitoring.

Discussion points/suggestions


















The government wants all wind farms ready by 2010 so we need to survey in the correct way
now. Surveys need to find out which times of year and times during the night the bats use
the proposed site.
It is difficult to obtain data because the wind energy companies won‟t generally allow
monitoring on site.
Many delegates felt that pre-development monitoring is more important than postdevelopment. It was suggested there is a need for at least a year of pre-development
monitoring, for example, to detect lesser horseshoe bats in autumn/spring moving to nursery
areas from hibernacula and vice versa. Just monitoring on two or three occasions by walking
hedgerows with a bat detector is useless. Bird surveys are done years in advance, so we
need to get bats further up the agenda. It was also suggested that monitoring should be
done once turbines are up but before they are turned on. An eight turbine farm can take a
year to erect.
Survey competence has to come from the top down. Government should accept the
Eurobats survey guidelines. One example was given of a wind farm that had a survey of only
one visit with a detector. Currently we have no control over consultants who do inadequate
surveys, and need to enforce the use of the guidelines.
BCT is lobbying for monitoring access. This process started in Feb 07 with a workshop
between the wind industry and bat workers already mentioned. It was suggested that BCT
join with RSPB in this process, and that Natural England should be lobbying also.
British Wind Energy Association oversees the wind industry in this country. The industry is
not generally keen on the level of survey recommended. Bat workers and BCT need to push
for the Eurobats recommendations to be followed. The procedure has been set out in Europe
and USA. 2006 Eurobats put out a resolution covering all these survey techniques. All EU
governments have signed up to it.
It was suggested that Natural England (NE) should fund BCT to produce standard
guidelines. BCT clarified that it was funded by Defra to host the 2007 workshop; Natural
England have also committed to producing guidelines based on the Eurobats agreement,
which is an agreed standard for Europe.
There is concern that even if the Eurobats guidelines are followed and bats are found to be
present, there is not sufficient legislation to stop wind farms being sited at particular sites.
Surveys have to be site-specific so guidelines cannot be set in stone.
The intensity of surveys is important – because we lack basic information, surveys at wind
farm sites may need to be more intensive than those at other sites.
One issue is that there is a time lag between surveys being conducted and planning
permission being granted. Sites currently being built were surveyed several years ago, when
surveys were not so rigorous, and it is too late now to ask for more.
Surveys also tend to be time-consuming and have the health and safety implications
associated with walking long distances at night.
Delegates agreed that NE should insist that planners additionally consider cumulative
effects, for example, the road may need widening or bridges strengthening, in order to
transport the turbines.
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Surveying at height
Discussion points/suggestions






Anabat equipment on helium balloons has been one method used to survey at height. To
date, it has not been very successful, due to practical problems such as wind speed,
background noise, sudden changes in weather, etc.
It reportedly costs £1700 for a five balloon survey. Clients would generally be reluctant to
pay for that and so therefore balloons may not be a practical solution. The difficulties of
height surveys can be overcome, but it‟s a matter of cost.
One participant is in the early stages of designing a bat survey for a wind farm, situated
close to two Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) for bats. This will involve a whole year of
using Anabats at height, and walked transects twice a month at least, in conjunction with a
number of other surveys. The survey is looking at 5km radius around turbine locations.
One person has designed a system of attaching a wire (can be 200-300m long) to the
Anabat microphone end which is put at the top of a mast, while the Anabat remains at the
base. This means that only one visit up to the top of the mast is required, and then the
Anabat is at ground level, so there are fewer health and safety issues.

Action points
1. BCT to provide facts about mini-turbines to local groups.

Research needs
It was suggested that that the industry should fund general research rather than each separate
proposal for siting. Need to highlight priorities.
1. Bat behaviour around individual turbines. At a site where there are two mini turbines in a
hedgerow on the edge of a field, an experiment is underway to try to divert bats by removing
parts of the hedgerow close to the turbines. The hedgerow is used as a commuting route, mainly
by pipistrelles. No monitoring has been carried out as yet. The plan is to monitor the area close
to the turbines, but it will be difficult to find corpses, and it may be more productive to monitor
how bats behave in the area around the turbines. This will be done using night vision equipment.
It may also be useful to try the Anabat system here. Some work has also been done to
investigate the use of artificial hedgerows to divert bats. A report has been produced, but may
not be published.
2. Thermal imaging equipment. Used in USA, but it is very expensive. To make progress on
monitoring of bat behaviour will need money from the industry, input from universities and
coordination. Central Science Laboratory (CSL) have also done some research using radar,
which can distinguish between bats and birds.
3. Wind tunnel experiments. It was suggested that we need to try to find out why bats fly into
blades and whether they are, in fact, attracted to them, and whether they are able to avoid them.
There is some evidence that individual bats vary in their ability to detect or avoid turbines, and
Bat Conservation International (BCI) has several students currently working on this aspect.
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Related to this is whether insects are attracted to turbines and whether there is sound clutter
associated with them.
4. Blade speed. There is some evidence that more collisions occur at slow blade speed,
although this could simply be because bats are less likely to be in the area in windy conditions
(i.e. when blade speeds are high). It may be that turbines could be manipulated to avoid lowspeed rotation, and to accelerate quickly. It is, apparently, technically possible to do this – some
large turbines currently do not start to rotate until the wind speed reaches a critical minimum,
thus reducing the time during which they rotate slowly.
5. Matched sites. This was suggested as a possible way to find out more about why bats seem
to be attracted to turbine sites. Behaviour could be compared at sites with and without turbines,
matched for habitat, proximity to roosts, etc. However, it was agreed such sites would be difficult
to find, due to the high number of variables, and they may not produce meaningful results. At
this stage, the idea is probably not viable. The industry is keen to get data, however, and is
willing to finance research – the problems are more practical at the moment. After installation is
completed, there is a time interval of up to a year before the site is commissioned (i.e. before the
blades start to turn), and this would give scope for such surveys.
6. Cumulative impact. Research into possible cumulative impact of turbines if turbines can be
shown to have an impact at all.
7. Ways to aid finding of corpses under turbines. There is a need to find corpses quickly (by
dawn at the latest) before they are removed by predators to be able to assess mortality rates.
(Also to counter the argument that they could have been brought there by a fox or similar.) It has
been suggested this could be done by sniffer dogs as in the USA.
It was asked whether netting could be erected under turbines to catch dead bats, although this
could pose practical problems due to the need for the nets to cover a large area. Similarly it was
suggested whether a pit or trench could be dug at the base of the turbine and covered with a
mesh that dead bats would go through but animals couldn‟t get at them.
Improving the rate of retrieval of corpses would provide useful information with respect to the
health, age, species, sex, etc of affected bats. Currently there is no indication that we are
different from rest of Europe. We need to look at the existing population and relate it to mortality.
8. Bat detectors on top of the turbine towers. This may work, or could fail because bat calls
might be masked by the noise of the blades.
9. Understanding how bats use the landscape throughout the year. For example, migration
of noctules is huge in mainland Europe but we have no evidence in the UK. Knowing where the
nearest swarming sites are is important for a survey.
10. Possible deterrents – these all need more research


Radar/electromagnetic field – Paul Racey in Aberdeen is currently researching the
effects of radar on bats. Since some bats may avoid sites where radar is in operation, he
has suggested using radar to deter bats from turbine sites. This may have a use in
„rescue‟ situations, where turbines are already in place and are causing problems. Again,
however, we need proof of damage before putting in these measures, which are
expensive and may be unpopular with the public.
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Lighting the wind turbines as a deterrent – although it does defeat the purpose because
one is using energy to power the light.
Audio – Bat Conservation International (BCI) in USA is researching audio-repellent
device. However, bats are so inquisitive that any broadcast sound may attract them. It
was also reported that there is no evidence that high frequency sounds work to deter
bats, and many delegates were wary of this.
Habitat degradation – for example, by removing vegetation to keep bats away from
sites. This may be very unpopular with some bat conservationists.

Suggested references
Guidelines for conducting bird and bat studies at commercial wind energy projects (New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation, 2007) Direct link to NYS Department of
Environmental Conservation http://www.dec.ny.gov/energy/40966.html
Link through Audubon Association http://audubonaction.org/campaign/windguidelines
Bats and Wind Energy Cooperative studies:
Responses of the big brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus, to an acoustic deterrent device in a
lab setting (Spanjer, G. R.) December 2006
Preliminary field test results of an acoustic deterrent with the potential to reduce bat
fatality from wind turbines (Szewczak and Arnett) December 2006
Field test results of a potential acoustic deterrent to reduce bat mortality from wind
turbines (Szewczak and Arnett) July 2008
Testing the effectiveness of an experimental acoustic bat deterrent at the Maple Ridge
wind farm (Horn et al.) July 2008
All available online from www.batsandwind.org.
Betts, S. (2006) Are British bats at risk form wind turbines? British Wildlife 17, 339-345
Nicholls, B and Racey, P. A. Bat collisions with wind turbines: Can radar provide a method of
mitigation? University of Aberdeen. Available from http://www.defra.gov.uk/wildlifecountryside/resprog/findings/batavoidradar.pdf
Proceedings of Feb 2007 workshop.
http://www.bats.org.uk/pages/wind_turbines_workshop_feb_07.html
Wernham, C,, M Toms, J Marchant, J Clark, G Siriwardena and S Baillie. T & AD (eds) (2002)
The Migration Atlas: Movements of the Birds of Britain and Ireland. Poyser Ltd (A & C Black)
Wind Turbines and Bats: Guidelines for the planning process and impact assessments
EUROBATS
Wind farm development and nature conservation: A guidance document for nature conservation
organisations and developers when consulting over wind farm proposals in England. English
Nature/RSPB/WWF-UK/BWEA. March 2001
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5.3 Roads
Scope of the subject area
Four workshops were held on the topic of mitigation for roads.

Subjects discussed









Bat casualties
Green bridges
Wire bridges
Underpasses
Lighting
Lighting underpasses
Noise and vibration
Roadside vegetation

General discussion points/suggestions








Avoidance is the best way to avoid impacts on bats. For example, by altering road alignment
to avoid commuting routes as opposed to requiring mitigation. Whether this is possible
depends on what stage you get involved – the earlier the better. It may be easier for
temporary structures, for example, pipelines.
One needs to ask what is the aim of mitigation: to delay bats crossing, or to prevent
crossing, or to encourage crossing at certain points. Most species will cross road when very
dark so an important period is around dusk, including time of rush hour traffic with regard to
dusk and dawn and maximum bat activity.
Different factors will affect each scheme, for example, lighting, canopy cover, timing of
construction, species using bridge, etc. There is a need for co-ordination of monitoring to
identify key aspects that resulted in success or otherwise. There are several examples
ongoing but they are either not constructed or not monitored.
It was noted that the roads agency in Ireland now includes a requirement for monitoring at 3
months, 12 months and 36 months as part of the bat licence. The penalty for noncompliance is a fine.

Bat casualties
Discussion points/suggestions



Do bats cross roads, and if they do, is the casualty level high enough to support need for
wire bridges or other similar crossing points? Barbastelles, Bechstein‟s bats and serotines
were noted by some delegates to have crossed roads (including motorways).
One delegate said that all UK bat species have been recorded crossing roads at some point.
They had personally recorded road casualties from the following species: common and
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soprano pipistrelles, brown long-eared bats, lesser horseshoe bats, whiskered bats and
Natterer‟s bats.
One delegate had been given a dead barbastelle found on a road. Another had found
pipistrelles hit by cars. One delegate cited a report in Bat News on numbers of bats found on
roads, n=47.
Need to build more evidence on level of road casualties. In Ireland, a PhD for road mitigation
for bats was starting in 2007 (see References, page 116).
One delegate gave an example of a large whiskered bat colony close to a dual carriageway,
that the bats were known to cross. Two years of survey work were done on this colony, and
the roost and the roadside was checked regularly for casualties. None were found. The
checks were done at different times of day.
Ideally checks should be in early morning, as carcasses of bats tend to disappear rapidly.

Green habitat bridges
How many green bridges are there in the UK? There are a few examples of bridges with
vegetation but most are of wire (see next section, page 109).

Monitored case studies
Area of country: Kent
Species: The area was used by a number of species but were not specifically recorded
Site: A21 Lamberhurst by-pass
What work was done: There were a number of large trees felled – soft felling was used to do
this. Dusk and dawn surveys were done at those showing high potential.
What mitigation was put in place: A green bridge. National Trust (NT) wanted something that
would look nice on the approach to its Castle – this work was undertaken for historical
landscape reasons rather than for an ecological purpose. Kent Bat Group wanted a green bridge
for the bats, and dormouse mitigation was another plus for installing it. The bat group were
involved with the original surveys and the track which later became a land bridge had lots of
bats. The surveys took place back when bats were not generally trapped for these purposes.
There were lots of issues about the depth of soil for planting on the bridge. A hedge was also
translocated. It was cut back hard prior to removal and put into a pre-dug trench. Worked out
how to pick it up with digger after some failed attempts with it falling apart. It consists mainly of
hawthorn and hazel. Some gapping up was needed.
What were the results: There is no particular monitoring in place but there is evidence of bats
using the bridge.

Discussion points/suggestions




Some bats will cross a distance of up to ½ mile, although they may wait until it is darker. The
main concern is needing to keep them up high – some species may not require this so much
as they fly high anyway, for example, pipistrelles, noctules, Leisler‟s bats. Some definitely do
need help to stay high, for example, Natterer‟s bats, long-eared bats and lesser and greater
horseshoe bats. Some do a bit of both, for example, whiskered bats. Both Natterer‟s bats
and whiskered bats will fly at ground level if there no vegetation to follow.
There are examples of green bridges for roads in Germany, but since the road designs and
landscape there are different it is important to adapt to the local needs of an area/country.
There is also a need for information from mainland Europe to be more available in the UK.
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Some surveys have shown that existing bridges are being used by bats for crossing roads,
including motorways. There is an opportunity for research into this, not related to any
particular schemes, but looking at a range of existing structures and how they are being
used by bats (see Research needs, page 115).
Another delegate agreed and suggested the Highways Agency (HA) should be looking at
this. Every region has an ecologist, and they should be able to instigate such research. (Note
– BCT worked with the HA looking at existing culverts and use by bats).
BCT needs to collate literature review. (Note – BCT has done this partly as part of HA project
(see point 1, Action points, page 115).

Wire bridges
Monitored case studies
Area of country: South Wales
Species: Pipistrelles, brown long-eared bats and whiskered bats
Site: Road to Oakdale from Blackwood.
What work was done: Road being built on disused railway track.
What mitigation was put in place: Three structures put in. Wire horizontal mesh 1.3m wide but
gap is 10m between mature trees on other side. The bats were diverted to cross here in several
places. Added Y-shaped post either side and mesh inbetween. Within 1 week of erection, a car
collided with the structure causing four deaths which resulted in negative publicity. There were
some monitoring results before and after. From prior monitoring, crossing point was thought to
be important. A piece of woodland and grassland was an important feeding area and should
have remained, but was removed.
What were the results: Two structures being used by bats.
Area of country: Not known
Species: Not known
Site: Not known
What work was done: Not known
What mitigation was put in place: Bridge to take bats from high level across road – there was
some success, but it was not monitored beforehand so difficult to tell exactly where the main
crossing point was. The bridge was formed of steel poles and horizontal steel structures with
netting (1m wide, should last 30 years). Please see Figure 24 below. Led between trees which
then had branches removed (had to be replaced with artificial). All street lights lowered below
height of netting.
What were the results: Being used as main crossing point before and after the mitigation, and
was successfully keeping bats to canopy height rather than lower. Prior to its installation more
bats were crossing at a low level.
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Figure 24 Netting bridge across road
Area of country: West Cumbria
Species: Daubenton‟s bats and other Myotis spp., brown long-eared bats
Site: Woodland strip intersected by new three-lane bypass.
What work was done: New three-lane bypass was built.
What mitigation was put in place: Construction to keep flight route across gap of 25m. Put in
nylon straps along 10m high posts. The lowest was above traffic and the next two strings above
that were intended to move the bats up. It was monitored pre- and post-felling – post-felling the
bats were flying very low. Straps were vertical rachet straps 8-10cm wide. Two of three straps
were taken away and the bats flew lower; the straps were back and the bats flew higher again.
This was, however, never intended as a permanent solution. A design was drawn up for a 2m
high V-shaped structure with rope and light shielded to allow red squirrels to cross but Highways
Agency did not install this. Instead, thin wires with spheres were used to keep the flight path
going across. This hasn‟t worked as the wires are too insubstantial. There have also been red
squirrel casualties.
What were the results: The temporary „during works‟ mitigation (the nylon straps) was very
successful in modifying bats‟ flight to a higher level. The wire structure initially had limited effect
on flight height. It has started to be more effective (after at least 4 years) but proportion of bats
flying higher is still lower than temporary „strap‟ mitigation. It is likely that casualties have
occurred here.
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Discussion points/suggestions















An example was given of bats continuing to use their original flight path rather than a new
wire bridge put in to assist them safely over the road above traffic. Some delegates felt that
this was probably because the wire bridge had not been placed in the right place, i.e. at their
flight path. This leads to the question of whether the bats, using their original route, are flying
high enough out of the way of traffic if they are not using the wire bridge. Mostly pipistrelles,
some brown long-eared bats and Myotis bats were still crossing at the original flight path.
It is so important that any crossings are put in the correct places, and not sited where bats
would not normally cross, otherwise they will be considered „not to work‟, and as a result, be
turned down as mitigation at other sites.
A bat bridge in Cumbria was initially a ribbon bridge made of webbing; 93% bats used it. It
was replaced by a thin wire bridge with balls on, which only 20% of bats used. Previously,
the bats had been using a bridleway. Low level of use might be because the wire bridge was
not at the exact location of bridleway. There was also a gap between the end of the wire
bridge and adjacent trees.
The size of mesh is important – need to keep it big rather than small, especially in
Northern/cold areas. Snow or hail can result in icicles falling onto road.
Design can be a problem, as any new structure across roads needs to be crash-tested, as all
new features have health and safety issues, for example, crash, climbing on feature, ice,
support, etc. The Highways Agency (HA) won‟t allow vegetation in the netting. Structure may
be great design for bats but not practical to be used as a road crossing. Cost can be
astronomical because from the HA‟s point of view it has to be very robust, and hence
expensive (for example, £750,000 for a wire bridge).
Bridges will have a certain design life – could design them for a shorter period, for example,
10 yrs during which landscaping can mature. This may reduce cost of bridge structure as the
structure can be made using different materials if temporary rather than permanent.
Wire bridge crossings have been used as temporary guides until tree canopy is given time to
grow over. They are also used as more permanent structures needed for commuting routes
where the landscape will not be restored. It is critical to get the wire bridge along the right
line, and possibly placed in conjunction with culverts.
An example was given of a similar structure dubbed a „bat gantry‟, which consists of two
poles spanning the road, connected with netting. A board is placed at either end to allow the
bats to bounce echolocation signals off of it. These structures have recently appeared in
Aberdare.
Brown long-eared bats have been seen using telephone cables to commute along, i.e.
a single wire across a small gap.

Underpasses
Monitored case study
Area of country: Caernarfon, Gwynedd
Species: Lesser horseshoe bat roost (SAC) 1 km from road. Also Natterer‟s bats, whiskered
bats, brown long-eared bats and pipistrelles
Site: A487, Llanwnda
What work was done: Road built in open countryside, dissecting foraging areas and flight
paths. The course of a river was altered and a new open span bridge constructed. A key flight
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route was not identified as such until after the road was constructed, and post-construction
mitigation was needed.
What mitigation was put in place: Initial mitigation was 1) the modification of a culvert
entrance, and 2) habitat management of surrounding area to deter foraging.
What were the results: In summary, bats continued to cross after the road was built and did not
use the culvert. Post construction mitigation: Fences were erected to try to stop bats crossing,
but were not effective. Lighting at low level and fencing alongside the new river course were
used to direct the bats under the new open span bridge. Some bats have adopted alternative
crossing points and a bat bridge is planned at a key crossing point where new planting has
encouraged the bats to cross. This is a very complex scheme with extensive monitoring. Details
of monitoring and mitigation are included in a series of reports to the Welsh Assembly
Government.
Area of country: Not known
Species: Greater horseshoe bats
Site: Not known
What work was done: Not known
What mitigation was put in place: One culvert 2.5m diameter, 50–60m length going under
road at an angle to join up with hedges. A new hedgerow led to the culvert. No vegetation above
headwall that will grow tall. Low-growing shrubs were at the top and tall-growing at the base of
the culvert.
What were the results: Some bats went above and some used the culvert.

Discussion points/suggestions











Underpasses are recommended in preference to bridges in Bats and road construction H.
Limpens et al. (see References, page 116).
Examples were given of underpasses which apparently have been successful, but there
have been problems with monitoring and preventing unwanted access. In some cases
grilles were installed to keep unwanted visitors out and to protect monitoring equipment.
Successful culverts in Pembrokeshire, SW Wales, have been 2.5m and 1.8m in diameter.
Need to allow time; could be a number of years before bats will use a new feature, for
example, pipistrelles now using 2.5 x 3m culvert which has been there for 25 years.
The best option is to keep the culvert on existing flight line used by bats. If culvert is not big
enough, could this be left and an additional bigger culvert added adjacent to it? If one can‟t
keep the existing culvert, then need to build the new one first, then encourage bats to use it
before removing existing culvert. It is best to do this during active periods of bats, so bats
can get used to the new situation.
Monitoring of culvert use – survey all year to see when bats are crossing (for example,
spring, summer and autumn) to cover movement between roost types. It was noted that this
may require a huge resource, for example, radio-tracking individual bats.
It was noted that for Leisler‟s bats, autumn surveys will record mating roosts which are
traditional sites (Sept-Oct). Need to aim to maintain mating sites by avoiding them during
construction of new roads. Also need winter surveys look at use of hibernation sites and
movement between them – using detectors/loggers in winter to record any activity.
Highways Agency is looking at actual use of existing structures (bridges and culverts
crossing roads) and monitoring bat use of these using volunteers, for example, culvert 1.2m
diameter, 90m long housing watercourse used by bats including brown long-eared bats.
Alternative is an embankment with trees either side; no bats had been recorded flying over
the road. Also a larger crossing 50m further down road (approx 4m diameter) but bats still
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used culvert. It is being repeated this year; last year was not successful due to time and
methodology restrictions.
There are measurements in Limpens et al. for culvert length and size transposed into DMRB.
One delegate asked if this is applicable to UK bats and topography. The culvert diameter
should be 1m or over, according to Bats and road construction (see References, page 116).
Several examples were given of bats using narrow culverts, for example, lesser horseshoe
bats crossing through 600mm culvert. Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) culvert advice
is 2.5m diameter for lesser horseshoe bats. But there are also many examples where bats
are not using these.
The length of the culvert was not as likely to put off bats as having it in an unsuitable location
or with a poor entrance design.
The lead in to underpasses (culverts/tunnels/etc) is very important. It requires extra land
take, profiling and creation of a valley to lead bats in – it should be done as part of
construction.
The key to success is how quickly bats can adapt to new situation, for example, use of
hedgerows and splaying the wing walls to guide bats to new crossings, location of new
crossing, etc.
There are examples of Daubenton‟s bats being able to manoeuvre in narrow spaces, for
example, in a bridge in Perthshire, roosting at the closed top of a chimney-like structure,
entered from the open bottom above the river. Dimensions 1m or less diameter and 3m high.
An example was given of a „rabbit hole‟ entrance to a chalk hole which bats use. However, in
creating a new site there is an „off-putting‟ factor of too small an entrance; it was considered
a psychological rather than a physical limit.
There is not much difference in cost between a bridge and a culvert. It depends on the lie of
the land. An underpass can work for all species as long as it is big enough, for example, it
needs to be a 5m box for species like noctules and serotines. Shouldn‟t try to push noctules
under a flat road.
Diameter for culvert – 1m height and 3m wide is acceptable for smaller species. Length is an
issue. Lesser horseshoe bats have been recorded in 40cm diameter pipes but other people
have used 30cm.

Lighting (see also Lighting section, page 117)
Discussion points/suggestions







There was an example given of deterring a 200m lesser horseshoe bat flight path using light,
so it is possible, but need to be realistic as light won‟t deter all bats. Pipistrelles will probably
go over but not under, Myotis and horseshoe bats are more likely to go under than over.
Noctules, Leisler‟s bats and serotines are more likely to go over.
Myotis bats (excluding Bechstein‟s), brown long-eared bats and lesser horseshoe bats are
low-flying and tend to be dissuaded by light.
It requires lighting engineers to provide isoline maps giving a vertical view of the lighting
plan, so one can see what planned lights will look like and can judge different lighting
intensity at various heights.
One local authority is now requiring light systems that are managed by computers and
automatically timed, so could incorporate lighting designs that are good for bats.
The A465 is lit. It is not ideal to include lighting on a new road, but need to consider if you
want to include some lighting to deter lesser horseshoe bats from crossing road if it is dark.
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There is potential for conflict between deterring bats from some areas and encouraging
others.
Pipeline construction – it was suggested that construction shouldn‟t take place at night, so
there is no risk of collisions, and therefore no need for light effects.

Lighting underpasses (see also Lighting section, page 117)
Discussion points/suggestions




Suggested LED lighting could be used but there is a need for more research here (see
Research needs, page 115).
Low level lights with a baffle have been used to prevent light reaching bats above a certain
height.
One delegate had experience of using red lights to observe bats while in flight (in the 1980s)
and the bats seemed to be undisturbed by those lights.

Noise and vibration
Discussion points/suggestions








Bats are found in noisy roosts near roads, for example, Daubenton‟s bat roost in M25 bridge
abutment and a Daubenton‟s bat roost on the M60 near Prestwich, a couple of metres below
decking. There is a lesser horseshoe bat roost in a road-bridge on Heads of Valley road with
noise and vibration above them and on the M5 south of Bristol. There is a hibernaculum with
a single Daubenton‟s bat within 20m of the M80. Bats have also been noted roosting very
close to airport runways.
One delegate gave an example of Daubenton‟s bats roosting within 1m of works and they
remained for 2 weeks, so they don‟t always seem to be affected.
Another example was given of pipistrelles and Daubenton‟s bats in a bridge with very noisy
sandblasting. Pipistrelles moved out but Daubenton‟s bats stayed. It was suggested that the
pipistrelle roost was a maternity roost and so might have been more sensitive, but this was
not confirmed.
Work on greater mouse-eared bats and noise in Germany has shown a significant effect on
bats and their ability to catch prey at different distances. (Note – this is German paper yet to
be published.)
More research is needed to confirm exactly what it is about noise and vibration that may
sometimes disturb bats.

Roadside vegetation
Discussion points/suggestions


It is good practice to put back hedgerows along roads when widened, but the downside of
this is that bats may be hit while following the hedgerow boundaries. This was done as part
of the Paston Barn (Norfolk) scheme. There barbastelles were observed to follow the road,
but were flying above the height of a truck.
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Vegetation alongside carriageway should be arranged so that the lowest cover is closest to
it, and taller shrubs, etc should be away from it.
An Abergavenny (Monmouthshire) roadside had initially had good foraging habitat, and the
mitigation involved keeping the vegetation away from the roadside to discourage foraging.
Verge cutting could more often be conducted closer to the road. If clippings are removed, it
creates a sterile environment, for example, M50. It was suggested this is OK to discourage
bats in this way for motorways, but is a concern for „country roads‟. HA are trying to cut less
often to increase diversity.
An example was given of a replacement hedgerow put in as a green corridor. Need to keep
as mixed and as high as possible, landscape design should be driven by local species.
Sometimes there are issues with the size of species (in particular, local species), the time
taken for them to get mature, etc. Willow is fast-growing.
European studies have shown that if there are two woodland areas to be affected by roads, it
is useful to know if males or females are using woodland; it is preferable to maintain
woodland used by females for breeding as a priority.
Foraging can be provided at attenuation ponds close to road as drainage. There is potential
for planting up with reeds, etc. This been done successfully at an access road for a housing
estate in Lancashire. Pipistrelles are using it.
Road schemes fragmenting woodland will lead to loss of foraging habitat. We need to work
out possible new routes when foraging areas are moved, for example, by looking at aerial
photographs and monitoring landscape use to get baseline data. One delegate had just
started looking at this where a woodland foraging site was „moved‟ – will have results after
this year and have some baseline data.
Swarming sites are considered more now. Don‟t know that much about them and they are
harder to pick up. Bridges tend to be considered, but primarily for other reasons rather than
because of their potential use as a mating site.

Action points
1. BCT to collate literature review on road mitigation. (Note – BCT has done this partly as
part of HA project.)

Research needs
1. Research into how bats use existing structures, for example, bridges, to cross roads.
2. Research to confirm use of road verges by bats and potential impacts, for example,
effects of turbulence.
3. How LED lighting affects bats.
4. How populations are affected by work, i.e. studying populations before and after it, rather
than just the local effects of the work.
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5.4 Lighting
Scope of the subject area
Two workshops were held on the topic of mitigation for lighting.

Subjects discussed








Impact of lighting on different species
Light and foraging bats
Developments
Lighting for Health and Safety
Floodlighting
Lighting in lofts
Lighting in churches/barn conversions/etc

Which species are we most concerned about?
Discussion points/suggestions
Consensus: The consensus was that all species are adversely affected by their roost access
being lit. The ideal is for no light spillage at the roost; then decide what is acceptable for
foraging.
The following table was compiled by delegates in one of the workshops. The group agreed that
most of the observations are anecdotal but that this information is important and needs to be
collated. This chart requires further input.
Species
Lesser horseshoe bat
Greater horseshoe bat
Daubenton‟s bat
Whiskered/Brandt‟s bat
Leisler‟s bat
Noctule
Serotine
Natterer‟s bat
Brown long-eared bat



Adverse impacts
around roost
Yes – NO LUX
Yes
Yes
No light at roost

Adverse impacts
when foraging
Very
Very
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Light levels
0.01 lux

Tolerate
Tolerate
Tolerate

Dark

Lesser horseshoe bats had been seen foraging around light, but most people in the group
felt they were deterred by light.
One delegate gave an example of how Brandt‟s bat emergence had altered when lighting
was installed.
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Another example was given of when the Highways Agency (HA) had lit a bridge and
Daubenton‟s bats had left the roost.
A Daubenton‟s bat roost in an apple tree was not apparently affected by light in a nearby
living room illuminating the roost.
It was suggested that a number of groups take a light meter to measure lux levels at
emergence or dawn surveys. If monitoring light at the roost, face the lux meter away from
roost. Also ensure that information about lighting is filled in when completing a roost report
form. NBMP volunteers could also submit information on ambient lighting during their
surveys. Road transect surveys could take lighting levels at different sections, and note the
different types of lighting on the form, for example, orange white, hooded, spillage,
floodlighting.

Light and foraging bats
Discussion points/suggestions










Consensus: There was consensus that noctules, serotines, Leisler‟s bats, pipistrelles, and
possibly grey long-eared bats, will feed around lights, and that all other species are
adversely affected.
It was noted that pipistrelles and noctules regularly fly round the Millennium Stadium. Others
had observed that noctules and serotines feeding around light has been seen as a good
thing, but this draws insects away from other places and removes food for other species.
As a rule of thumb, it was suggested that if it is bright enough not to need a torch, bats will
be active at the edge of that area, but this does depend on on where you are and how much
light pollution there is in the wider environment.
Its attractiveness to insects depends on the type of light – ultraviolet strongly attracts insects,
high sodium only to some extent and low sodium does not. Low sodium is the main cause of
sky-glow (orange or yellow light). High-pressure sodium has some UV component.
There is a need to understand lighting and which light levels are polluting. The Institute of
Lighting Engineers (ILE) are the overseeing organisation for lighting (Note: BCT has been in
contact with ILE already through Carol Williams, Bats and Built Environment Officer). Their
website includes some information on reducing light pollution (see References, page 122).
It was suggested that it would be useful to get specifications for street lighting on roads (i.e.
that meet requirements of legislation) from ILE. It was also noted that it would be useful to
have a lighting engineer deliver a Q&A session or be present in a working group. Need to
understand the health and safety minimum legal distances and impacts (see point 1, Action
points, page 121)
There are Natural England guidelines for monitoring SAC sites, which mention lux levels
(see point 2, Action points, page 121).
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Developments
Unmonitored case study
Area of country: Wiltshire
Species: Bechstein‟s bats
Site: Two woodland areas both designated as County Wildlife Sites.
Type of roost: Maternity roosts with more than 100 bats ringed since 2003. Radio-tracking was
also conducted as part of a baseline study prior to development.
What work was done: Lighting to be installed as part of a 550 residential development. The
development has not yet started.
What mitigation was put in place: Local Authority specified maximum levels of light around
woodland areas where the Bechstein‟s bats roosted. The wood is protected by a 100m buffer
zone of no external or street lighting, and an additional 75m buffer zone of street lighting at level
E1 (ILE guidance note for reduction of obtrusive light 2005). White zone: no lighting constraints.
What were the results: Long term monitoring is being carried out annually for about 20 years.
This involves undertaking radio-tracking surveys every year as part of the ecological studies for
the development. Bechstein‟s bats have been recorded flying between two closely adjacent
woodlands but so far it appears that they are not moving across the development site (although
these conclusions are based on a limited amount of survey).

Discussion points/suggestions










One delegate felt that large developments are becoming easier to influence with regard to
lighting, whereas in housing it‟s going the other way, with a growing trend for security
lighting. It was noted that CCTV in colour requires a higher lux than black and white CCTV.
In housing situations, lighting gardens should be limited. A new householder should not
change the light regime. People are apparently more willing to put wildlife into deeds
(planners/obligations), but then it is reliant on being enforced. Several delegates queried how
enforceable it is.
It was suggested that the developer should draw a relief map of light spillage, if the
consultant is to have any control over lighting. Lighting engineers will allow you to see the lux
levels on site (by modelling/computer simulation) and the area(s) to keep dark, for example,
dark area over canal for Daubenton‟s bats.
Manufacturers of streetlights will also produce the specifications. It was suggested that if you
can see the lamp from the bat dark corridor, there is too much spillage into bat habitat.
Firstly, one decides which area needs to be kept dark – you don‟t want to see a lamp from
that area, so specify the canopy and then restrict spillage envelope from a number of angles
and the type of bulb defined precisely. Engineers will fine-tune it.
Need to measure ambient light before and after mitigation.
One delegate recommended that lights are dimmed over a period of time; c10 mins.
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Lighting for health and safety
Discussion points/suggestions












British Waterways (BW) often lights waterways for safety reasons. They try to have subtle
down-lighting on the path. In Rugby, money was obtained for a strobe effect which might
affect Daubenton‟s bats foraging, but the consultant got agreement for it to only be on during
daytime. There was no evidence that it was a roost but concern was that it could stop bats
using it for foraging/commuting.
Need to take account of seasonality when using timers on lighting, but the group agreed that
they could be an important tool.
Lighting engineers can design specific bespoke directional lighting to act as mitigation. A
bridge in Milton Keynes is being designed with low-level ground lights to just show the line of
the footpath. It will be time- and light-sensitive.
Low-level lighting or low-level bollards with security lights (not very high, facing away) have
been used to deter bats from crossing points on roads and encourage bats down through an
underpass. Highways Agency has said no to low level bollards/lights because they get
vandalised but there are vandal-proof bollards available.
Low-level bollards need dark-coloured footpaths adjacent to them as lighting a pale-coloured
footpath will result in light reflection.
Delegates suggested trying to tie light mitigation into sustainability/eco-schemes, i.e. energy
saving by having fewer lights/less strong (energy consuming) lights. To get rated on
BREEAM eco excellence need to meet all criteria. (BREEAM = Building Research
Establishment Environmental Assessment Method).
Need to minimise light spillage from big tower blocks, for example, university and offices. An
example from Peterborough was given of the blinking effect of 2-3 lights switched off and
one light on – they changed the bulbs to have 30% less light spill.
An example was given of a new road scheme with lesser horseshoe bats crossing.
Streetlights put in were not to the required design, and had the effect of reducing the
numbers using the crossing to reach a foraging area in summer. It is difficult to change this
situation now.

Floodlighting
Discussion points/suggestions






It was suggested that the cost of taking into account bats is negligible in big schemes, for
example, tweaking floodlighting on a football pitch so there is no spillage beyond the line.
What are the practicalities involved? It was observed that cost may not be the issue; instead,
persuasion and early engagement with the planner, development, football pitch project
manager, etc, is needed to influence the plans.
One delegate had raised the issue with an architect project managing a hotel with lesser
horseshoe bats. He didn‟t know this type of modelling could be done.
Height – it is generally considered that the lower the light, the better, but this may be different
for different species.
Floodlighting is also used at night on construction sites, etc but if work is stopped at dusk
then less need for lighting on site. Delegates had experience of this being accepted, as if it is
in the licence, then the developers have to comply.
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Lighting in lofts
Discussion points/suggestions


Spotlights placed in ceilings of living space beneath the loft can illuminate the loft spaces
and keep bats away. Covers can be obtained for these lights even if they have already been
fitted, as well as fire-rated ones, which have no light spillage and also reduce the fire risk
(which is good for bats as well as the people).

Lighting of churches/barn conversions/etc
Discussion points/suggestions



These can bring huge changes, including very bright lights. Need to insist on a dark area –
so necessitating early involvement with developer.
How to select the dark area? General suggestion was to consider where the bats go from the
roost and where do they head off for most of the time, for example, foraging along a specific
flight path such as a hedge. Could specify that the hedge must be managed to keep it dark
and allow it to be maintained.

Action points
1. BCT to feed information on different types of lighting to bat groups.
2. Natural England to send guidelines for monitoring SAC sites, which mention lux levels, to
BCT.

Research needs
There is a need to investigate bat behaviour around light. Questions included:






Why do bats avoid light? A lot of the species not listed in the first paragraph are
woodland bats or late emerging bats. Noctules have early emergence so presumably this
explains why they will tolerate a certain amount of light at the roost, but how much is
acceptable? Research is needed to determine the stress level of light that bats will
tolerate.
Do bats habituate to lights and, if so, which species, how quickly, and why?
Monitor light levels in and adjacent to light sampling areas for brown long-eared and/or
lesser horseshoe bats.
When do bat predators stop foraging? What types of light do they operate in?
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